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Welcome news to Nixon

Federal Home Loan
but $T billion into market

By JOHN STOWELL
? WASHINGTON (AP)— President Nixon, who wants to
expand the economy and shrink inflation, has heard some
welcome news and unwelcome advice on how to accomplish
both.?
The Federal Home Loan Bank disclosed plans Monday
to pump more than $1 billion into the slumping homemortgage market to drive down interest rates next year/ a
decision that fell on gladdened administration ears. .
Not so pleasing was the call by the Committee for Economic Development, composed of industrial and financial
leaders, for a return to voluntary wage and price guideposts to help curb inflation.
The President and his economic advisers have considered
and rejected such an idea as unworkable and worthless.
Nevertheless, guideposts should be developed by the existing National Commission on Productivity or a presidentially appointed board, said the business research organization,
and excessive wage settlements or price boosts should be publicized in advance, where possible.
"It should be clearly understood that what we are advocating are voluntary wage-price policies," said the CED.
"We' are opposed to mandatory controls, except in the event
of a major war."

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board's chairman, Preston
Martin, said the first allotment of $85 million to break the
high interest chain should be available soon.
The money will be tunneled through the board's new
quasi-public arm, the Federal Home Loain Mortgage Corp.,
to buy up federally guaranteed mortgages, doubling the current amount, and thereby freeing more money to lending home
buyers.; ; '
The effective interest rate to borrowers must go down, he
said, because loans must be made to families with too much
income for public housing assistance and too little to get
ordinary loans.
A Treasury Department official said today, however,
that me administration must move cautiously in 1971 to
encourage economic expansion without risking further inflation.
"Now, the major emphasis on policy needs to be towards
fostering a rapid enough economic expansion to absorb the
growing labor force as well as to make some inroads on the
present level of unemployment," said Asst. Secretary Murray
L. Weidenbaum.
The administration will have to hold its. economic goals
"somewhat further off in the future" beyond 1971, he said.

General Motors
to hike prices
average of $24
By STEPHEN H. WILDSTROM
DETROIT (AP) — General Motors has announced
an average $241 increase in
the price of new cars — on
the same day its new contract with the United Auto
Workers went into effect.
The firm said Monday the
increase* which applies immetiiately, represents an
average boost of seventenths of 1 percent in the
manufacturer's suggested
retail prices.
Based on the nearly 4.5
million cars GM sold last
year, the increase will cost
American consumers $107.6
million a year.
The new increase comes
cn top of an average: $139
price hike announced when
GM's new models wetot on
sale in September.
The new model introduction came as a strike by
the?UAW was in its second
week and the latest increase came" just as GM
was gearing up to resume
production.
The first new cars built
since Sept. 14 were scheduled to begin rolling off GM

lines today.
A GM spokesman noted
that when 1971-prices were
first announced the firm
said the amount of increases was tentative and
that the ultimate ptfces
would depend on ' the outcome of the strike and other economic factors.
GM said the new price increases will be as much as
$40 on some models, while
some station wagon prices
are reduced by $18.
The $2,091 price of the
sub-compat Vega 300 r£
mains the same.
Increases will not apply to
orders placed during" the
strike based on the old price,
lists. However, persons who
ordered 1models on which
the price has been reduced
will receive a refund.
GM's initial price increase was the smallest
among the Big Three automakers. At new model introduction time, Ford Motor
Co. announced an increase*
averaging $153 and Chrysler Corp. raised prices an
average of $143.

LED THE RAID . . . Col. Arthur D. Simons, a battledecorated Ranger who led a commando-style raid deep into
North Vietnam last Friday in a fruitless effort to free American prisoners of war, answers a question during news conference Monday in Washington. (AP Photofax )

Laird hints more
raids are possible

By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
WASHINGTON W — The
United States is keeping its
options open on the possibility of more commando
raids to free American prisoners similar to the daring
but fruitless •weekend mission just 23 miles from Hanoi, according to Pentagon
sources.
In describing the almost
fiction-like raid to newsmen
Monday, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird said
the commandos were sent
far beyond the North Vietnamese border because of
frustrated diplomatic efforts
to free captive Americans ,

"We shall, conbinue to
make every "effort to free
our prisoners," Laird said
during a news conference.
"This mission, this daring
mission . . .," he went on,
"does show our dedication
to these men and we will do
everything that we can in
our power to accomplish
their early release."
When asked later if this
meant more raids, the
Pentagon source declined to
rule them out, saying officials weren't closing the
door on the possibility.
Laird himself had liinted
at possible similar tactics
in the future during his

Wives praise
rescue attempt

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP )
— Two wives of men downed over North Vietnam,
have praised tho attempted
rescue of American prisoners. "Marvelous and daring," said one. But the other wondered what may happen to the captives now.
"I'm stunned, frightened
and still excited,'" Sharon
Abbott said Monday after
Defense Secretory Melvin
R, Laird announced a group
of Army and Air Force volunteers had staged nn unsuccessful raid on a POW
camp near tho North
Vietnamese capital.
"I'm fearful of what
might now happen to the
men," she added , "and at
tho same time, I'm glad because if (hey letorn about

the raid it will give them
great reassurance.'"
Her husband , Air Force
Maj. Wilfred K. Abbott, has
been held captive in North
Vietnam more than 51
months, she said at her
home* in suburban University City where she lives
with her sons, Mlchaei, 10,
and Steven, 8.
A few blocks away, Sandie Dennlson, who has not
heard from her husband,
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Terry Dennison, since he wns shot
down over Vietnam in i960,
said:
"It was a marvdlons and
daring attempt by the men
who volunteered for the mission. I hope that somehow
the men will hear about it."

opening remarks Monday
when he told of preparing
contingency plans for commando raids in the face of
Hanoi's refusal to negotiate
the POW issue.
Laird's description of the
Saturday raid — made even
more dramatic by the presence of the commando leader — caught newsmen by
total surprise as he related
how specialty trained Army
and Air Force volunteers
flew helicopters through enemy fire in post-midnight
darkness to land right in the
suspected prisoner of war
compound .
"Regrettably the rescue
team discovered the campf
had recently been vacated,"
Laird said in solemn tones.
"No prisoners were located." But , he went on, "If
there had been prisoners in
the compound at Son Tay,
they would be free men today."
Laird said he ordered the
raid with the knowledge
and blessing of President
Nixon after receiving new
Information "that some of
our men were dying in prisoner of war camps."
The undercover mission
was the first mounted to
liberate a POW camp in
North Vietnam,, although,
as Laird indicated, helicopters have often flown north
of the demilitarized zone to
rescue downed American
pilots.
In spite of Laird's dour
description of the danger
fading U.S. prisoners held
by Hanoi and his fear for
their lives, the commando
raid , plus the earlier disclosures of U.S. retaliatory
bombing of antiaircraft
Bites, set off some of the
angriest Senate debate since
enrty summer .
( Continued on pnge Ha , col.2)
Laird hints

Living costs
iir October
rise sharply

WASHINGTON (AP) - Living costs in October took the
sharpest jump in six months,
the government reported today.
The rise of six-tenths of one per
cent appeared to dash White
House hopes that the nation's
worst inflation in 20 years was
easing.?'
The Labor Department reported at the same time that the average pay of some 45 million
rank and file workers dropped
33 cents a week to $121.03 because of a drop in the work
week, and inflation cut purchasing power 2.5 per cent below a
year ago.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics, the source of the Hving
costs report , said the only break
for consumers in October was a
drop of three-tenths of one per
cent in grocery prices.
The report followed by one
day these other developments
affecting the economy: v
•The Federal Home Loan
Bank disclosed plans to pump
more than $1 billion into the
slumping home mortgage market, to drive down interest rates
next year.
•The Committee* for Economic Development (CED), composed of industrial and financial
leaders, called for a return to
voluntary wage and price guide-i
lines to help curb inflation.
The living costs report showed
transportation costs shot up 1.9
per cent for October because of
a big hike in prices of new and
used cars and gasoline.
Clothing prices were also up
sharply, nine-tenths of one per
cent.- .
. The big October price rise
pushed the government's Consumer Price Index up fo i37.4t
meaning it took $13.74 last
month for every $10 worth of
typical family living costs in the
1957-59 period in which the index
is based.
The rise pushed living costs
up 5.9 per cent above a year
ago, close to the 6 per cent annual rate of rise that has prevailed for most of the past two
years.
Before the October jump, living costs in the previous three
months had tapered off somewhat and the Nixon administration had began hinting at easing
some of its stringent fiscal and
monetary policies that have
sharply slowed the economy in
an attempt to curb inflation.

Inside
Standstill Sirn
new landfill site are on dead
center ending completion of
agreements concerning road
maintenance — story, page
3a.

Television S£»
programming, p l u s highlights and movies—page 4a.

n AII|a| The Supreme Court
UDUllhas given its first
clear indication that President Nixon may be able to
count on the kind of conservative criminal law decisions he wants — story,
page 7a.

Tlle inslruct'ons
RfiBlAf
nol IVI W ere t o como

forward one by one, receive
relief packets and shake the
hand of U.S.. Ambassador Joseph S. Farland , but starving Pakistanis wouldn't cooperate — story, page 8a.

No comment
on Red use
of missiles
Supplied t o
Hanoi by
Soviet Union
SAIGON (AP) - The V.S.
Command refused to comment
today on speculation that North
Vietnamese surface-to-air missiles—the SAMs supplied Hanoi
by the Soviet Union—have been
firing recently at U.S. B52
bombers attacking the Ho Chi
Minh trail near the border be
U.S. RAID FAILS .. . Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird tween Laos and North Vietnam.
Monday announced that U.S. forces had launched a helicopter
An American military spokesraid into North Vietnam in an effort to free Americans held man said ho B52s have been lost
prisoner by Hanoi. But, he told a Washington news-conference, to enemy fire, but he declined to
the raid on the prisoner of war camp at Son Tay on Friday say. if any had been fired on.
proved fruitless. (AP Photofax)
Because the B52s fly at 30,000
feet , the SAMs are the only antiaircraft weapon in the North
Vietnamese arsenal that might
hit them.
The speculation that SAMs
may have been fired at B52s
over Laos stemed from information given in Washington
about the U.S. raids on North
Vietnam last weekend.
Officials said the main targets
were missile and antiaircraft
gun positions and stockpiles of
war materials on approach
By CARL P. IEUBSDORF
routes to the Mu Gia and Ban
WASHINGTON (AP) — The American commando raid Karai passes between North
near Hanoi and the bombing runs over North Vietnam during Vietnam and Laos, and on other
the weekend have stirred questions about the direction of routes to the demilitarized zono
Nixon war policy in the angriest Senate debate since summer. between North and South VietSen. J. W; Fulbright, joined by fellow Democrats Edward nam.
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
M. Kennedy and George S. McGovern, carried the dove's
fight Monday when he called the weekend actions "a very Laird said the purpose of the
major escalation of the war that, it seems to me, will entail strikes was to protect the lives
of American pilots flying recongreatly intensified conflict?"
This, suggested the Arkansas Democrat and chairman of naissance oyer North Vietnam
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, "would seem to in- and also those "flying missions
dicate that the actual policy is to escalate the war and to associated with interdiction of
North Vietnamese military supseek a military victory?"
Fulbright reacted to the unsuccessful attempt to liberate plies throughout southern Laos
Americans erroneously thought held in a camp near Hanoi by moving toward South Vietnam."
saying the commando strike was "certainly a very provocative
This raised the possibility that
act to, mount a physical invasion..."
the enemy had fired on the B52s
Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan., defended both the bombing as weU as smaller U.S. fighterraids and the commando action in an exchange with Kennedy bombers. Both fly missions
marked with such heavy sarcasm as to strain normal Senate against the enemy supply traffic
courtesy.
through Laos.
"We have heard so much about the efforts that were being
North Vietnamese missile batmade, new efforts, new? initiatives," Kennedy said to Dole. teries were first moved into
"Is the senator satisfied that this commando raid provides
nearly a year ago. Six
,, Laos
a much better way of freeing the .prisoners than negotiatior.s?
SAM launch sites were observed
"The best way is through negotiations," the Kansas Re- in the area where the Mu Gia
publican Responded. "But negotiations have failed. What do Pass, a major North Vietnamese supply route, enters tha
we do hi the meantime? Sit back and wait?"
Kennedy then asked "whether the American people ought Laotian panhandle. Fighterto be prepared for other strikes such as this? Are we going bombers attacked the missile
sites then after three SAMs
to have other kinds of surprises similar to this?"
Dole said he didn 't know but contended the raid was "suc- were fired at a flight of B52s.
The U.S. Command spokescessful in demonstrating American concern." He added:
"Some of these men have been languishing in prison for five man also refused to say whether
any of the giant Stratofortresses
years. "
participated in the weekend
"And they're still there," Kennedy snapped.
raids on supply depots in North
( Continued on page 8a, col. 2)
Vietnam. He referred newsmen
Bombing, raid
to Laird's statements, which did
not specify the types of aircraft
that made the strikes.
In the war today, only ground
skirmishes were reported in
South Vietnam, and the U.S.
Command said field reports indicated there were no American
battlefield deaths Monday. It
was the third day this month
that no Americans were reported killed in action.
In Cambodia , North Vietnamese and Viet Cong assault
troops captured the district
headquarters in Puok, in tho
northwestern part of the country. The town is 11 miles northwest of Siem Reap on Highway
6, the road from Siem Reap to
the Thai border and Siem
Heap's only remaining land
route to the rest of the country.
A spokesman said tlie battalion
defending Puok reported 31 of
its men wounded.

Bombing/ raid
anger senators,
trigger debate

Roughing it!

Avea cnurches
Phlirrlt
Willi VII have announced

plans for Thanksgiving services — roundup, page lb.

Someone described an elegant socialite: "Her idea of
roughing it is to drink a
martini without an olive"
"No wife of mine is gonna work," boasted a bachelor. "Unless, of course, she
^wanls food, clothes or a
place to sleep" .

...

BEGINS WASHINGTON VISIT . . . South
Vietnamese Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky
waves amid security guards after his plane

landed at Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington Monday. Mrs. Ky is at left (AP
Photofax)

Kys Washington arrival: quiet!
By JIM LUTHER
WASHINGTON (AP) South Vietnamese Vice
President Nguyen Cno Ky's
quiet arrival for today's
White House meeting with
President Nixon came in
sharp contrast to the shouted protests that resulted in
the cancellation of an earlier trip to Washington.
Following the White House
breakfast session, Ky 's
schedule had him seeing
Henry Kissinger, top White
House adviser to national security matters, followed by
a rare session with newsmen.
Although several antiwar
groups announced plans to

demonstrate against Ky 's
appearance at the National
Press Club, advance criticism fell far short of the
uproar of the aborted earlier visit.
Ky, his wife and small
official party arrived at
nearby Andrews Air Force
Base, Md,, Monday after a
weekend in Williamsburg,
Va.
Because tlio Washington
visit is a private one, no
U.S. officials were on hand
to greet the Ky party. Madame Ky was presented
roses by Madame Bul Dlcm,
wife of the Vietnamese ambassador .
Ky arrived in tlie capital

about the time Defense Department officials were disclosing U.S. forces hod raided an abandoned prisonerof-war camp near Hanoi in
North Vietnam.
An aide to Ky said the
vice president was taken by
surprise by tho disclosure.
Ky had accepted an invitation from the Rev. Carl
Mclntiro to attend a "march
for victory" rally here last
Oct. 3. However; ho canceled the visit after several
congressmen and antiwar
leaders protested.
Mclntiro, a New Jersey
evangelist, accused the Nixon administration of "high•*** level international black-

mail" In pressuring Ky to
cancel out.
Ky has spent much of tho
past week touring U.S. military bases.
He will be the guest of
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers at a State Department luncheon Wednesday, will spend Thanksgiving Day at the Vietnam Embassy and will entertain a
group of American generals
Friday.
Ky will depart for the
West Coast en route to Saigon Dec. 1, the day after a
formal State Department
dinner arranged by Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew
in Ky's honor.
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Mental health
Postmaster gives
association
tips
mailing
Yule
seeksgifts
Most economciaI measures

Winona Dally News 0#»
Winona, Minnesota vd
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Parker bound
over on
knifing charge

Restrictive regulations cause delay

Gduncil stymied

By FRANK R. UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
About . all the City Council
was able to do at a special
meeting Monday evening was
conclude it's in a bind and adjourn.
It's the old familiar landfill
bind. The council currently is
stymied in its effort to? find
another disposal site by a stern
requirement laid oh the potential landfill operator by the
County Board of Commissioners.
Said the board, in a letter
Monday to James Murphy, Wilson Township, the township
road leading to Murphy's farm

must be upgraded to hold heavy
". ' ,
traffic or Mur - y ?
phy's condi- | _ ,
tional land use
City
permit will be

Postmaster Lambert J. Hamerski today listed five tips
Mrs. Robert Hall, Lamoille, on how Winonans can help meet tight Christmas budgets this
Minn., has been named the year by careful mailing of cards and parcels.
For the most efficient mailing, Hamerski suggested the
revoked. Mur- Council
1970 Christmas gift chairman
p. h .y w a s 1^*"'*'^
for the Winona County Associ- following steps:
granted the
1. Larger parcels (up to 30 pounds and 60 inches in comation ior Mental Health.
Bound ove* to District Court
under which he would
(Parcel
permit,
"PAL"
bined
length
and
girth)
can
be
sent
as
Theme of thhv year's drive is
on a charge of aggravated asAirlift) mail (provided they are mailed by Nov. 27.
be able to operate a legal land"To Those Who Think and Feel
fill, after several weeks of disThe charge is only $1 per parcel, plus the regular sault Monday was Charles G.
and Care Enough. " Gift colleccussion by county commissiondomestic parcel post postage—much less than charges Parker, 24, Ft. Smith, Ark.,
tion centers are at the Red
ers.
Conditions included making
who
appeared
in
Municipal
that
would
apply
later
if
straight
airmail
service
must
Cross office, Huff and Sth
A
the facility available to other
be provided.
Court on a preliminary hearing.
streets from 1to 5 p.m. and the
communities besides Winona
2. For all packaging, invest in good quality, sturdy wrap- Special Judge Loren W. TorWinona welfare office, in City
and assuming responsibility for
ping materials. This small investment can help insure gerson presided.
Hall; daily from 8 a.m. to 5
access
road maintenance.
undamaged
delivery
of
valuable
gifts
and
prevent
de*
p.m. during the week,
Parker was charged in conlays which might result if rewrapping were required
Any resident can deposit an
COUNCILMAN DAN Trainor
nection with a stabbing inciin transit.
unwrapped gift, for patients at
colleagues M o n d a y
told
*
3. Insure parcels realistically to cover full value but dp dent Dec. 31, 1969, at the GoodRochester State Hospital which
not over-insure. A $10 gift, for example, can bring only view liquor store. Injured in
can include gdft •wrappings, at
$10 compensation, if lost, even if insured for $100.
either of the centers. Gifts for
the altercation was Steve Riede4? Get plenty of. stamps on your first trip to the post ofvery small children are hot
mann,
27, Minnesota City.
fice to avoid the time and expense of additional trips.
needeoVOnly new gifts will be
Among witnesses testifying at
5. Use ZIP Code as a tool for economy in mailing. When
accepted.
it is used consistently on parcels and cards, ZIP Code the hearing were Bruce* StanGifts of money will be used to
helps prevent errors in delivery and expedites handling. ton, Winona County deputy sherpurchase larger items such as
television sets, workshop equipIf only a few Christmas cards go asu-ay, an investment iff, who was called to the scene
ment, radios, appliances and
of several dollars may be lost, for example.
Riedemann, Ray Peterson, 619
other items for use in the" hos"the key to efficient Christmas mailing," Hamerski com- W.
Sanborn St., Willis Gens- An aggravated robbery trial was clean-shaven.
pital wards. Last year 's dona- mented, "is to mail early and carefully. Clear addressing,
tions were used to purchase an with the ZIP Codes, proper packaging and early depositing mer, Minnesota City, Wayne was concluded shortly before TWO Highway Patrol officers
5th St., Goodview, noon today iri Winona District
aquarium.
can prevent most problems and provide the greatest value for Pagel, 4719Sharp,
told about their roles in the eve425 40th Aye.,
and Barry
Suggested gift lists are avail- money spent for postage."
Court after the defense rested ping's events. Officer Sidney
manager
of
the
muGoodview,
able from the chairman and inwithout calling a witness.
nicipal store.
Hill said he was alerted by ra?
clude such items as cosmetwho
said
he
was
Riedemann,
Judge Glenn E. kelley took dio arid drove from Winona to
ics, handkerchiefs, games, jew>
attacked by a knife-wielding the case of Ronald G. Bacon, Rollingstone where he met the
elery, slippers and other small
assailant in the altercation,
items.
car occupied by three men,
pointed to Parker as the at- 32, Rochester, under advise- matching the radioed descripThe closing date for the projreturn
ment
and
said
he
would
tacker . Testimony indicated
ect will be Dec. 11. Other comthat Parker and his wife were a verdict at 1:30 p.m. today. tion. The fugitives were moving
mittee members include Mrs.
in the bar at the same time The case was tried without a east on Highway 248 at moderPhilip Hicks, Miss Modesta Galate speed and Hill followed
as Riedemann and a group of
lery and Mrs. Garry
Hanson.
them
until they were trapped
jury.
¦
?
objected
to
¦' a LA CRESCENT, Minn. - William Lemke, 46, La Cres- companions. Parker
Lori Jean Smith, 10, daughter cent Rt. 1, as she darted across some , allegedly loud remarks Bacon is charged with aggra- near Minnesota City in a roadof Mr. and Mrs. Jim Smith, the street at 5:20 p.m. to go and later, according to testi- vated robbery in connection with block set up by Winona County
Boy has concussion
Crescent Rt; 1, was pro- to her home, after playing at money, attacked Riedemann. the alleged armed holdup of the sheriff's officers and Winona
La?
in gymnasium fall
nounced dead on arrival Mon- a girl friend's " house directly Bail of $2,500 was ordered Utica Oil Co. service station city police.
Hill held two of the three at
by Judge TorgerST. CHARLES, Minn. " (Spe- day evening at St. Francis Hos- across the street from her continued
16.
Two
other
Sept.
bay
while a third man jumped
in
Utica
posted
bail
son.
Parker
had
not
pital,
:La Crosse, Wis., where home.
cial) — Marty Ellinghuysen,
from the car and ran to the
scheduled
to
with
Originally
connection
today.
she
was
taken
after
men
charged
in
being
A
Houston
County
deputy
said
son of Mrs. Camion Ellinghuymunicipal court in the same incident are James W. rear of the John Moore resisen, Iiad X-rays and other tests struck by a pickup truck on that Lori Jean appeared on the appear in Parker
dence. There he was captured
had disapcounty
road
6
February,
or
Pine
Creek
road
from
behind
a
car
going
>
Friday at St. Marys Hospital,
Donaldson, 33, Rochester, and by Deputy Sheriff Elroy Balk.
*
bail
was
forRoad,
one
mile
west
of
La
peared
and
the
east and ran directly into the
Rochester, after receiving a se- Crescent
path of Lemke's pickup, which feited. He was arrested Oct. 21 Darrell J. Stone, 28, St. Paul. Patrol Sergeant Arnold L.
vere blow on the back of his
Waldron identified photos of
Dr.
Philip
H.
Utz,
La
Creswas headed west on county road in Little Rock, Ark., and re- Both are awaiting trial,
head vrhen he fell while play- cent,
the fugitives'' car interior showfor
County
Houston
County
coroner
turned
to
Winona
or
coming
,
from
her
right.
the
6,
court
trial
on
Bacon's
ing in the gymnasium ' at St.
ing a pistol lying on the front
said
the
little
girl
died
of
a
trial.
The
little
girl
was
struck
by
Charles Elementary School.
felony charge began Monday seat. Waldron also testified that
broken
neck.
the
front
center
of
the
vehicle.
There was no evidence of a
afternoon and concluded this
fracture, but he did suffer a LORI JEAN was struck by a INVESTIGATING o t f 1morning after Assistant County
slight concussion.
1966 pickup truck driven by cers said no charges were filed
Attorney Julius E. Gernes restagainst Lemke.
ed the state's case and defense
Funeral services for Lori Jean
attorney Kent Gernander indiwill be at 10 a.m. Friday at the
cated that he would call no
south side Blaschke Funeral
witnesses.
Home, La Crosse, Wis., and at
Testifying for the prosecution
10:30 a.m at the Church of the
this morning was Russell Plank,
Some relief was in prosCrucifixion, La Crescent.
Utica, operator of the service
pect
for Winona area resiFriends may call at the funeris
accused
station which Bacon
dents experiencing the first
al home Thursday from 7 to 9
A Winona State College stu- Squires' possession.
of robbing.
at MABEL, Minn. (Special ) — Plank was not at the station sustained blast of frigid air
dent appeared in municipal The trespassing charge was p.m. Rosary will be recited
¦
'
0.
court here this morning to face
Residents of the Mabel-Canton when the alleged robbery took of the season but the out¦ ? ¦ ¦¦?
dismissed
by
Special
Judge
Lora two-count charge of possession
School District will vote this place, but identified a money look for pleasant Thanksgivand control of the hallucinogenic en Torgerson today at the reevening on a $625,000 bond issue pounch, some checks and two ing weather wasn't too
quest of Assistant City Attordrug marijuana.
to construct new faculties and bankbooks that belonged to promising.
The mercury dipped to a
Charged is James Brian ney Frank E. Wohletz. Wohletz
remodel existing buildings in th/e the station, which were allegedly
low
of 6 early today after
Squires, 20, Wayzata , Minn.
cited insufficient evidence in
school district.
taken from the three defendHe is accused of having mari- asking for the dismissal of that
They will cast their votes to- ants when they were arrested the season's low of 4 rejuana in his possession at 10:35 misdemeanor charge.
day between the hours of 2 and at a roadblock near Minnesota corded Monday morning.
Moderating temperatures
p.m.j Nov. 13, when he was ar- Squires' counsel, Minneapolis
9 p.m.
City about an hour after the
were in sight, however, with
rested on a trespassing charge attorney Lindsay Arthur, Jr.,
Voters turned down a $1 mil- incident.
in a WSC Music Annex building was not in court this morning,
lion bond issue Sept. 22 by a Winona County Deputy Sher- warmer weather expected
at 513 Johnson St.
but Judge Torgerson indicated LANESBORO, Minn. (Special ) vote of 674 to 211.
iff Bruce Stanton also took the to move in tonight.
Under partly sunny skies
The marijuana charge was not that he had spoken to him — Scott Wilson, 10-year-old son The new facilities will include stand this morning. He said
brought until today, police said , earlier and Arthur had request- of Mr. and Mrs. David Wilson, six classrooms at Canton and at he was called to work that eve- temperatures began to rise
because they had to wait for the ed a preliminary hearing for his Lanesboro, who has been hospi- Mabel, shower and locker ning to take statements from slowly this morning and
results of laboratory tests on client.
talized since July 31 at St. rooms, home economics room, the three defendants. He identi- mostly cloudy and warmsubstance allegedly found in Judge Torgerson set the hear- Marys Hospital, Rochester, has science laboratory, industrial fied a written statement taken er weather was . forecast
ing for 10 a.m., Dec. 2, and set received a letter from President arts room and boiler and boiler from Bacon.
for tonight.
bond at $1,000. Squires is cur- Nixon and also a color photo- room.
Tonight's low shouldn't
Officer Stanton also identified
The present home economics a quantity of checks and coins be colder than around 18
rently in the Winona County jail graph of the President.
in lieu of that bond, but indica- The small boy has been con- rooms will be remodeled for which he said he removed from and there's a chance that
tions were that he would post it , fined to the hospital since he business education ; the shop and the car the defendants were in a high in the upper 30s may
possibly tonight. .
was critically burned in a fire science rooms will be convert- when arrested.
develop Wednesday.
If convicted , Squires faces a while playing in a vacant farm ed into a library and audio vis- Also testifying briefly today
With the warmer weather,
ual center. The present locker was Winona County Deputy though , will come the
minimum penalty of five years house near Lanesboro.
_
COCHRANE-FC, Wis.
rooms will be used to enlarge
At in prison, and a maximum penchance of more precipitathe close of the first quarter at alty of'20 years and a $10,000 HE ALSO was visited by Hu- the band room and instrumen- Sheriff Fritz Wilson, who booked tion as snow begins to
the
three
men
after
their
arrest.
bert
Humphrey,
former
vice
Cochrane-Fountain City High fine. His is the twelfth drug-retal storage; a classroom will be
spread over the state from
School the names of two stu- lated arrest in Winona in the president of the United States, converted into a principal's and In his closing argument before
Judge
Kelley,
defense
atand
newly-elected
U.S.
senator
dents appear on the superior past 15 months.
counselors' offices,
from the state of Minnesota.
list and six are on the A honor
In the 56-year-old building, torney Gernander charged that
"
>
r
Scott's condition has slowly stairways will be enclosed and! the state had failed to prove
roll.
improved and he now is able to fire doors installed and the its case beyond a reasonable
Receiving superior ratings Deputies look for
have two hours of schooling a structure will be used for class- doubt, citing reported discrep(4.00 credit point average ) are
ancies in the identification proday. A teacher comes to his rooms.
Jim Bechly arid Pat Pehler , missing radiato r
cedure.
room
for
this
session
as
he
is
both seniors.
Winona County sheriff's offi- unable to leave his bed.
On the A honor roll 3.75 to 3.99 credTestimony began Monday afit point averaoe) an: senior — Donlta cers today are investigating the
He
had
burns
on
70
percent
of
ternoon
as David Kieffer, 20,
Merchlewitz; junior—Turl Stcckel; sopho- reported
theft of a radiator his body, including second and
mores — Joe Glontz and Dotty Rubon,
rural Utica , took the stand .
from
a
vehicle
dn
Bear
Creek
and
freshmen—Susan
Morchlnck
<nd
Kieffer was the attendant on
Valley, Sheriff George Fort third degree burns .
Doris Ruben.
By VI BENICKE
Loren Hanson, 9, son of Mr.
duty at the time the holdup ocsaid.
Daily
News Area Editor
TO SELL TREES
curred. Kieffer identified sevThe theft was reported by and Mrs. Carroll Hanson , who
a silly question to
"That's
HARMONY, Minn. (Special ) George Soderbeck, Rollingstone, also received second and third
eral objects including a battered felt hat Bacon was said to ask ," a lockmaster on the Mis— The Harmony Lions will a£ 10:15 a.m. Monday. He said degree burns on 40 percent of
again sell Christmas trees this the $400 radiator was removed his body in the same fire , was
have worn and later discard- sissippi River said, when queryear. The sale mil begin Sattr. from an earth mover stored in released from the hospital on
ed along Highway 14 east of ied about whether ice in the
day and will continue each day Bear Creek Valley for the past Sept. C. He currently attends Winona police today are Utica , along with other items of
Mississippi River was posing
until Christmas.
school on a full-time basis.
several months.
searching for the driver of a clothing. Kieffer identified Ba- any problems.
hit-run vehicle that struck a con as the stickup man even Crystallized ice, formed by
parked station wagon on Liber- though at the time he had worn the strong winds over the last
ty Street at East 2nd Street a mustache and had a growth
couple of days, is creating probat 3:30 p.m. Monday.
of whiskers. At the trial Bacon lems for towboats and barges
The car, a 1970 model station
upriver and downriver from
wagon owned by Winona PrintWinona , according to sources
ing Co., 102 Liberty St., re- 280 Lanesboro
along the river.
ceived $10 damage.
As one lockmaster explained,
OTHER ACCIDENT MON- residents shiver
floating ice compacts instead
DAY :
4:07 p.m. — Wabasha and
of breaking up when towboats
Center streets, intersection col- when gas fails
push against it. It's liko running
(AP)
ROCHESTER, Minn.
- main reasons for tho ballooning 157 per cent in the next bien- lision : Patricia A . Schramm,
Minn , (Special ) against a stone wall since at
Minnesota public welfare offi- spending proposal to run the nium."
17, Winona Rt. 1, 1970 model — LANESBORO,
An
estimated
280 Lanesboro times the towboats are batcials will seek an increase of state's public assistance prosedan, $200; Michael A. GroebAFDC
gets
$27.7
Currently,
residents,
served
by the Peo- tling against eight- to nine-foot
$103 million over the current
ner, Janesville, Wis., 1063 modgrams
including
19
institutions.
ples
Natu
ral
Gas
Co., were compactions, he said.
hiked
to
million
and
would
be
$23«3 million two-year spending
el sedan , $100.
At Lock and Dam No. ft at
without
service
Monday
for
program , says Commissioner These are the increasing un- $71.2 million under Hursh's proCITY ACCIDENT
Trempealeau the Bill Gee, with
'
about
a
three-hour
period
in
employment
rate,
new
court
deBOX SCORE
Morris Hursh.
posal.
three barges, two loaded with
—To date— one-degre»-below-zero weather. petroleum products
Hursh told a regional meeting cisions liberalizing eligibility re- State welfare programs are
and one
It
was
rumored
that
some19119
1S70
quirements
increasing
cost
and
of welfare board members from
onl y one facet of public assistempty,
has
made
little
head"
a
one
entered
the
plant
ot
Pres8
2
13 counties Monday that all told , of medical care.
ance, since local and federal Deaths
way in its effort to get northton
and
shut
off
the
main
514
674
Accidents
....
state welfare needs — including Hursh noted that tlie state's monies also make up a large
Injuries
13fi
257 valve. Carl Fann , Preston , Fill- bound. During the past 12 hours
a pay boost for employes ond a public welfare spending 'in the share.
more County sheriff , could not it lias moved 1,000 feet, accordProperty
,
.
projected $10 i.iillion deficit — current biennium is some $53
$334,550 be reached for comment at 1 ing to Lockmaster Peter Lcawill be about 55 per cent higher million over the previous two Hursh told the regional wel- damage .... $260,490
vitt.
M
p.m. today.
don't
usually
"I
officials:
fare
years.
for the next biennium.
The Gee has been at the
A
Lanesboro
resident
said
our
budget
rego into details of
And , lie added, the current de quest until the governor has had Mobile home licenses the temperature in her home Trempealeau lock since 3:30
lie stressed that the state
p.m. Monday. It cleared tho
got down to 54 decrees.
"will be facing a critical finan- partnien. buogee is heading lor a chance to look it over." But on sale by audito r
Russell Hayes, manager of upper gates of the lock at midcial situation" in funding public a $10 million deficit. A $17 m il- the request for the next biennilion pay raise also ia proposed um is so unusual and out of tho Mobile homo licenses arc now the Preston office, said that em- night and since that time has
welfare.
Hursh added he expects tho for department employes.
ordinary I thought I'd better available ot the office of Wino- ployes began to restore service been breaking up ice.
department's request will be He said tho major proposed meet with local directors and nn County Auditor A. J. Wiczekj immediately after receiving At noon today Lcavitt said
and may be purchased during their first call at 7 a.m. Mon- tlio barges would bo tied up
trimmed by governor-elect Wen- welfare increase is in aid to break tho news gently. "
on the upper wall and the Julia
day.
regular office hours.
the
dell Anderson , who will submit families with dependent chil- Attending the meeting from
, another towboat, will come
his recommendations to the leg- dren.
Winona County was Ronald Final date for purchasing new The" main office of the Peo- Ann
up
to
try to help the Gee break
is
located
with
a
Gas
Co.
1971,
ples
Natural
II,
licenses
is
Jan.
"This one really alarms me," Putz, chairman of the county
islature.
up tho ico in pool No. 6.
penalty added after Jan . 10. in Omaha , Neb.
The commissioner cited tlirco he said, "It's going to bo up welfare advisory committee.

night about a special meeting
with county commissioners that
afternoon. At that time, he said,
the county had directed Murphy
to wprk out road details with
Wilson Townshipx officials. If
the parties cannot agree, the
city will be right back where it
started, he said. Trainor said
the county board appears to see
its responsibility as primarily
to the townships rather than
equally to rural and urban
areas.
Both county and township officials have argued that they
have no funds to build the 1.9
miles of township road up to 15ton axle weight capacity.

Verdict expected tbday in
gas station holdup trial

Child' ituf/ed when
struck by truck

Mabel-Canton
to vote on
school bonds

Student faces two
marijuana charges

Injured boy
gels Nixon
letter,photo

Win honors at
C-FC High School

Police search
for driver of
hit-run vehicle

State welfare group
seeking more money

Bacon had made an impromptu
confession to him and Balk later when the three were in the
kitchen of the Winona County
jail. Bacon told the two officers he was the holdup man and
that his companions were not
aware of what had happened.
BACON ALSO told them
where he had tossed a money
bag containing a thick stack
of currency? Waldron said, but
the bag had been found by the
time he returned to the Moore
premises to look for it.
Balk took the stand, corrobo r a t e d Waldron's testimony
identified various articles of
evidence and identified Bacon
as the confessed holdup man.
Gernander, representing Bacon, raised no objections to introduction of various articles o<
evidence but did ask witnesses
about the sureness of their
identification since Bacon's appearance now is different from
what it was on Sept. 16?

Snow in forecast
for Thanksgiving

the west tonight.
In this area it's likely
that any snow that might
develop will be mixed with
rain.
The spell of cold weather,
meanwhile, provided an ice
cover for Lake Winona but
a good deal more freezing
weather will be required before an ice thickness develops sufficient to permit
ice skating at the lake front.
The ice sheet formed during Sunday's gusty winds
and resulted in the ice
freezing in ripples.
Park-Recreation Department officials said today,
however, that the form of
the ice shouldn't cause any
difficulties in development
of the skating rink since
flooding is done to provide
the skating surface and this
will even out the ripples,
The rink can't be opened
until after the ice is thick
enough to support heavy
maintenance equipment required in preparing and
maintaining the ice surface.

Trainor told the council County Engineer Myron Waldow
said the road would need a 9*
inch layer of crushed rock, topped by two inches of bituminous
surfacing, to achieve the 5-ton
standard.
Murphy, present at the meeting, told councilmen he is optimistic about reaching agreement with the township. He said
he has made offers but that the
township board refusedto make
commitments until its lawyer
has been consulted. Trainor
said he did not know when tho
board would do this and that
everything must wait upon the
outcome.
The city 's sense of urgency
arises in large part from the
fact that it has made temporary
arrangements for depositing of
industrial plant wastes. The contract will expire Dec. 1, at
about the time the available
space at an east-side landfill
is exhausted. Councilmen also
worried that this week's sudden
drop in temperatures may put
a hard freeze in the ground before tlie required excavation
for a new landfill can get well
under way.
Observing that nothing can
be done for the present, Mayor
Norman E. Indall called upon
the council to keep in mind
that township and county governmental units have problems
of their own in the matter.
None should criticize anyone
for being unwilling to act before all data are gathered, he
cautioned, adding toat "we respect their problems and we
need the cooperation of rural
people."
Councilman Jerry Borzyskowski suggested that a narrative
of the city's actions be prepared and submitted to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
and the state legislature. This
would be a public service, he
said, because it might produce
needed changes in regulations
and "save others from having
to go through all the trouble we
have."
City Manager Carroll J. Fry
also was authorized to begin
drawing a revised agreement
with the city 's garbage con^
tractor, Refuse Disposal Serv<
ice Inc. The paperwork thus
would be finished in case satisfactory agreements ? a r e
reached between Murphy, the
Wilson board and the county
board.
Among conditions of such a
modified agreement — already
generally acceptable to all parties —. would be reduction, ol
Refuse Disposal's annual charge
from $72,000 to $52,900 and a
corresponding reduction in the
bond.
THE REDUCTION would
come about because Refuse Disposal would not have to furnish its own landfill facilities, aa
provided in the present contract.
This reduction, explained Fry,
can be used by the city to
help compensate Murphy for the
expense of building up the landfill access road. Fry observed
that it is sometimes overlooked that, while the county and
the township have no funds for
such road expenses, neither has
the city.
Although other maintenance
apparently would be up to Murphy, the county would provide
snowplowing, councilmen were
told.

River navigation , locks
plagued by massing ice
When the Gee gets upriver it
will be turned around by the
Arthur J. Dyer (they switch
tows) and then go southbound
with Dyer's tow.
"We're getting them through,"
said an employe at the Alma
Lock and Dam No. 4.
"We had 12 boats waiting to
lock since about noon Monday ;
we have the last one coming
into the loch at 1 p.m. today.
"It's just the usual trouble
after a big wind. All the towboats are bunched up. They
stopped en route because of
the wind and then when the
wind dropped they all got here
at once.
"Tho problem is that when
they bunch up, one right behind the other, we don't have
a chance to clean the Ice out
between the gates and the walls
and we can't get the gates
back. So we have to keep pushing ice out from behind the
gates as we try to open them. "
The Lachlan Machleay, with
six barges, spent 2% hours getting away from the wall at tho
Alma Lock & Dam. It kept
breaking cables when it tried to
push against the ice ond turn
at the same time.
At Lock and Dam No. 7 at
Dresbach Monday night tho Al-

bert M., going downriver with
nine barges, five loaded and
four empty, took five hours
to lock through.
William McDonald , La Crescent, an employe, said that tlie
upper pool there, has broken
chunks of ice which washed in
and seem to be knitting together, forming a solid ice, shore
to shore, for about a distance of
three miles. The main channel
below, he said, is open for about
two miles.
At Winona dam 5-A, snow lea
and floating ice in the Mississippi River had "jammed things
up, " according to a spokesman.
One barge, tho Lady Rosemary,
was stalled from early this
morning until noon, when she
was making her way into tha
locks.
Farther up the river at Whitman Dam, Minnesota City, a
spokesman reported a number
of boats stalled above the dam
by snow and floating Ice. Ha
said the ice chunks were piled
up for approximately two miles
above the dam. At 12:30 today,
two river tugs were working
to get one set of barges into
the dam lock.
Lake Pepin was reported covered with a thin coating of ica
in spots this morning, but the
ico had molted by noon.

Eagles Regular Meeting

W ed.—8 p.m.

¥

in the Aerie Rpom
Thad Kwolik , V/.P.

Television highlights

TUESDAY, NOV. 24, 1970

THE UWDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU.
"The Tragedy of the Red Salmon.' Camerarcatch the pitiful
struggle of the fish leaping over rocky falls to reach their
birthplace when they could just as well mate downstream.
6:30? Chs. 6-M9.
A JULIA. "Sntoke Screain." Corey and Earl get so worked
up over the dangers of smoking they're even afraid they'll
contract a disease just by holding a lighted cigarette. 7:30
Chs. 5-10-13.
CBS NEWS. "60 Minutes." An American composer, Aaron
Copland is honored on bis 70th birthday at a party given by
conductor Leonard Bernstein for 200 close friends and features
a piano duet by Bernstein" and Copland. 9 p.m. Chs. 34-8.
MARCUS WELBY, M.D. "Aura to a New Tomorrow."
John Considine is both author and actor in this story about an
epileptic school teacher trying to hide his affliction and driving
everyone up a wall iti the process. 9:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
MERV GRlFFiN. Scheduled guests are opera star Beverly Sills arid impressionist Rich little. 10:30. Chs. 3-8.
JOHNNY CARSON. Bob Hope, Jack Lemmon, comic
George, Carlin and singer Lulu should be on hand. 10:30.
Chs. 5-io-i3.
DICK CAVETT. Dick welcomes Pearl Bailey, Jack Jones,
New York Times associate editor Tom Wicker and Sly and
thfe Family Stone. 10:30. Chs. 6-19.
MERV GRIFFIN. Steve Lawrence and James Daly, of
"Medical Center," are Scheduled. 10:50. Ch. 4.
DICK CAVETT, Singet Lew Rawls and attorney Jake
Ehrlich ¦are
11:30. Ch. 9.
¦
¦ ¦ guests.
,
.,.-• . ..; . • : ?, .• . ' ' .? • . ': ?; -. "' - 'Wed .nesday '
THE STOREFRONT LAWYERS. Lawyer Hansen defends
a midnight-mission minister facing trial for kidnaping a
black leader's son. 6:30. Chs. 3-4-8.
THE GOVERNOR AND J.J. Bedding to face his cowboy
actor opponent in a TV debate, Governor Drinkwater hires
a genius imagerraaker to even the odds. 7:30. Chs. 3-4-8.
HAWAII FiVE-O. Hume Cronyn plays an over-50 burglar
who outwits McGarrett at every turn, a clever showoff who
points out that the elderly should not be so easily dismissed.
9 p.m. Chs. 3-4-8.
DAN AUGUST. "When the Shouting Dies." A pretty girl
of dubious character is killed and the suspect list grows and
grows until a good friend of Dan's is added. 9 p.m. Chs.
6-9-19. . ?
JOHNNY CARSON- Scheduled guests; James Stewart,
Peter Lawfdrd , Ali McGraw, Goldie Hawn and singers Ike
arid "Tina Turner. 10:30. Ch. 5-10-13.

QUESTION — One of my
favorite stars of the old
movies is Lew Ayres. I saw
all his Dr. Kildare films
with Lionel Barrymdre and
1 go as far back with Ayres
to the great movie, "AH
Quiet on the Western
Front." Please tell me if
he is still active in show
business. I haven't seen
him in years. — S.C., Statesville, North Carolina
ANSWER — Lew Ayres
makes an occasional TV
guest star appearance. In
fact, he will be seen in a
forthcoming "San Francisco
International Airport" drama, scheduled for airing
tonight
QUESTION — What is Joan Blondell, who was Lottie
in "Here Come the Brides,"
doing these days? She's
one of my favorites. I used
to enjoy her wisecracks with
Captain Clancy in the show
and I miss the whole cast
of "Here Come the Brides."
I Wish it were still on. —
CM., Lehigh Valley, Pa.
ANSWER — You'll have
to content yourself with syndicated reruns of "Here
Come the Brides." Miss
Blondell is going the guest
star route these days. She
will probably divide her
time between TV*and films,
now that she is no longer
tied down to regular series
duly.

television movies

QUESTION - Was Jim
Nabors ever preparing to
become a priest? I don't
mean for this question to
sound sarcastic or disrespectful but I have heard
this and I wanted to check
it out. I notice that he always sings religious songs
on his TV show and I wondered if it had any special
significance. — Mrs. E.D.,
Memphis, Tenn
ANSWER — Jim Nabors
neVer intended to become a
man of the cloth but he is
active in many religiousoriented organizations and
he likes to sing hymns and
songs of faith on his TV
show.

Today :

CROWHAVEN FARM. Hope Lange. Chiller about witches,
death and reincarnation centering on a woman who's the new
owner of a farm and is tormented by eerie dreams (1970).
7:30. Chs. 6-9-15V
HAUSER's MEMORY. David McCallum. A scientist injects himself with a fluid from a German physicist's brain
and embarks on a terrifying bdyssey connected with the dead
man's paSt (1970). 8:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
NOBODY'S PERFECT. Nancy Kwan. Farce concerned
with naval operations (1968). 10:30. Ch. u.
THE RENEGADE RANOER. Rita Hay worth . A Ranger
captain is ordered to arrest a woman accused of murder
(1938).12:0O. Ch. l3.
V JIGSAVV. Jack Warner. Detective's searching for a killer
piece together clues to toe crime but find one piece of the
puzzle missing (1961). 12:20. Ch. 4.
Wednesday
THE UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN; Harve PresnelL
Adaptation of the Broadway hit with Debbie Reynolds play,
ing the title role as a backwoods tomboy with plans to become a lady, Become rich and gain acceptance from the leading citizens of Denver. 6:30. (1964). Chs. 5-10-13.
TIGER BY THE TAIL, Tippi Hedren. A returning war
yeteran tries to find his brother's killer. (1968). 10:30; Ch? 11.
AIN'T MISBEHAVIN', Rory Calhoun. A breezy chorus girl
marries the youthful head of a financial empire (1959). 1955.

QUESTION — I think
"Room 222" is fantastic.
My high school class watches this show every week
and we discuss it the next
day in our English class. It's
so real. I particularly liked
the show where they took
the pro and con sides of
Abraham Lincoln. That was
perfect and my whole class
thought so. We would like to
write a letter, with all our
names signed, to the producers and stars of this
show. Where do we addess
It? — L.S., Milford, Conn.
ANSWER — You may address your compliments to
Room 222, c/o 20th Century-Fox Studios , Hollywood, Calif. The executive
producer's name is Gene
Reynolds, and Ron Rubin
is the producer of the series.

'¦• . . Ch. 4.

SPECIALS
'?¦ ' ?
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GOLFVIEW SUPPER CLUB
RUSHFORD, MINN.

We Will Be Open

THAN KSGIVI NG DAY

QUESTION — I dig movall the rest
ies on TV.
is nothing as far as I'm
concerned. Please tell me
when the movies "Tora !
Toral Tora!" and "Patton"
are going to be shown on
TV. — M.D., San Antonio,

...

from 11:3D a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

featurin g

& OUR NIGHTLY SALAD BAR
• PLUS . . . TURKEY, HAM, DRESSING AND All
THE TRIMMINGS.
We Invite you to take a drive out , have dinner with us, and
also get acquainted with the new manager, Bill Booth.

TPXSS

ANSWER — The two movies you mentioned are very
recent releases and it will
probably be sometime before they show up on the
home screens.

Give Mom a day of) . . . Iel us do the cooking.
RESERVATIONS APPRECIATED—TEL. 864-78 T 2

Join us for fine food
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*:«0 Ecology
y Hawaii Flve-0 3^-8Four lnOne 5-10-13
Dan August
8-9-19
¦
:»:30 News
It
9:45 Ecology
3
10:00 News
3-4-5-8-8-9
News . . .
10-13-19
Dragnet
ll
10:30 Merw Griffin
3-8
B..«^:^_
tvenmg
Johnny Carson
38-8
3-10-13
8:00 Supervision ..
2
I Spy
9
News 3-4-5-8-10-13-19
, Mov|» '
1)
Truth or ConseDick Cavett
8-19
quenees
8-9 11:00 Merw Griffin '
4-8
8:30 Inquiry
2 11.-30 Dick Cavett
9
Storefront Lawyers
12:00 Ski Seenw
5
John Jardlne .
13
. 3-4-8
Mevle
5-10-13
Chet Huntley
19

Monday Through Friday feVrning Programs
STATION LISTINGS
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL AUSTIN-KAUS Ch.8
WISCONSIN
WCCO Ch. 4 WTCN Ch. 11 ROCHEST'R-KROC Ch. 10 Eau ClOlre-WEAU Ch. 11
KSTP Ch. 3
KTCA Ch.3
IOWA
La Crosse—WKBT Ch. I
KMSP Ch. 9
Mason Oly-KGLO Ch. I
La Crosse—WXOW Ch. 19
Programs subiect to change
8:30 Sunrise Semester 1
jack La Lanne
ll
Who.What,
Cartoons
4 9:50 He Said,5h»
WHere
S-10-13
Minnesota Today
5
Said
19
World Apart
8-9-H i
ht
¦
'
Gourmet
11 :
.
.21 - 10:00 Family Affair 3-4-8 11:55
7:00 i'!f.I?.
News '
3-8-9
: ».a«
News
• S-10-11
Saleoltha
Cartoons
4-11
3-4-5-3-10
Century
MO-IS »:t0 Hzwt
Today
S-10-13
All Ny ChllB|hlB Study '
*
7:30 Batman
ll
dr<
'*•»¦» '
ITOVVLUCV
9
8:00 Capt. Kanoaroo 3-4-8
Lunch" Wilh
Dialing f. Dollars 11
Comedy
n-•
casev
11 '
3-4 8
8:30 Classroom
,„„ J[nd „6m, „
I 1™0 Levii el' Lite
Ho
d
9:00 Jack Latann*
3
3-4-1
S?
,
e'q
.,.,, 12:30 World Turns
u
Morning
4
'?"- '
Lei's Make A
i f .1
T 1?
., 0
69 '
Dinah Shore S-10-13
Deal
8-9-19
, !
TJ""
!
?
11
Lucille Ball
8
. Movie Game
Worts & Music 10-13
Rcmpor Room
9 11:00 Where the
1:00 Leva Is A Many
News
11
Heart Is
3-4-8
Splendord Thing 3-4-8
9:30 Beverly HillJeopardy
S-10-13
Deys of Our
billies
1-4-8
Bewltchsd
«-9-19
Lives
5-10-13
Concentration 3-10-13
Girl Talk
11
N-wlywea"
Dennis The
11:30 search lor
Gafn*
8-9-19
Menace
9
Tomorrow
1-4-1
Movie
11

....
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7:15-9:20

"A Time tor Giving" GP

CATCH22

IS qillTE SIMPLY,
ii*
«% THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
¦
.? I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" SSr
"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A
COLD. SAVAGE AND CHILLING
C 0 M EDY! -B'urt W.lfiimion. PLAV80Y

" 'CATCH-22' says many things
that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's performance as Yossarian is great!"
-Jeu;>hMo 'ttnilern . N[WSW UK
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Potatoes,Fruit Salad, Rolls and Beverage

$Zi5(J

.

chlldr»n's Portion

$1*25

# Prime Ribs...$3.50
-PLUS REGULAR MENU-

Opon Thanksgiving <Dey 12 Noon to 6 P.M.

BASS CAMP RESTAURANT
On Highway 61-1C Miles N. of Winona
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When Elizabeth returned
to New York to resume her
career and help her husband, furrier David Bennett,
launch his new Madison
Avenue salon, she contacted
"The Doctors" and advised
the producers of her availability. Naturally when she
went west, she had dropped
out of the serial and another
actress had been hired. Apparently, the show's fans
liked Elizabeth arid Dr. Althea Davis went off on a
cruise as one actress and
returned once again as Miss
Hubbard.
"I've received lots di mail
from fans," she reported,
"welcoming me ? back and
telling me that they missed
me. That serial is really a
wonderful thing for I can
act , be a good wife and still
shop around for parts in
plays or — I hope — another chance like "I Never
Sang for My Father!"
SHE CAME close to landing a role in a big musical
last season that eventually
flopped. "But even the
thought of it sent me back
for singing lessons. I never
give up," she said.
Although she has not
made it in opera, she still
maintains a circle of friends
from that corner of the artistic world; and her husband's fur shop is frequented by opera stars.
Her part in "I Never Sang
for My Father" is small but
pivotal. She plays the lady
Gene Hackraan wants to
marry, a marriage which
ignites the powerful dramatic conflict between
Hackman and his recently
widowed father, Melvyn
Douglas.

««*»¦

FOUNTAIN CITY, WIS. —

'

Eddie's Father «-9-l»
Daniel Boone
11
7:00 Julia Child
1
Make Room tor Oranddaddy . 4-9-19
7:30 Homewood
2
Governor & J.J. 3-4-8
Room 2i2
8-9-19
ItTa kes A TWtt
11
1:00 Medical Center 3-4-8
Johnry Cash
8-9-19
1:30 Book Beat
2
Thanksgiving Special
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4:00 Sunervislon
2
Cartoons
3-11-13
MtkeDouglas
4
Lo$f ln Space
f
Perr y Mason
10
19 .
Rawhide
j
4:30 Sesame strM,
Virginia Graham
5
western
I
Gllllgan's Island
11
I . ove i Ucv
13
4 -« Lucille Ball
J
5:00 News
8-9-19
Tiihmy & Lassie
10
Petticoat Junction 11
. ' ¦ -Jonit Jardln* ' ¦
tj
s-is update
3
5.30
Misteroaers
2
s,3
° ^"
WWIWI
,
To TeII fhe Troth
. star Trek
11 "
DitkVan byk.
19
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?i, Light
I
1:30.2
Guiding
3-4-8
The Doctors MO-13
Dallng Game i-t-lt
2:00 Secret Storm
3-4-8
Another World .
.
S-I0-1J.
.
. A.
General Hospital
<-? -'*
1:30 Edge of Night 3-4-1
Bright Promise
1"'0"13
'
«-.
One IM.
Life .
to 1?
Live
:
'•'•"¦
"<.¦>
e..hi nn.' In
2:30 Fashions
^
Sewing
ii
3:00 Gomer Pyle
3-4-8
Another World
5-10-13
' " ' ¦ ''
' - S«f
Si Clock
???i '•'•"
Beat tho
11
3:30 Focus
3
Lucille Ball
4
David Frost
5
Movie
6
Perry Mason
8
Peyton Place
9
Gourmet
10-19
Sherry 's Wishing
Well
11
Western
.13
3:40 Teaching Spanish 2
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»:30 News
11
10:00 News i-]-t-5-(-s-M0
News
13-19
Dragiiet A
11
70:30 Merv SrJHIn
3-»
Johnny Carson
s-10-13
Dick <aV e„
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»
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11
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,
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..„„.
»:50 Merv Grlllln
4
«
11:30 Dick Cavett
:
12:00 Champions
5
Mevla
13

blonde vrao really Idoks
more like a doctor than a
singer. "Actually I started
out with a desire to be in
opera and almost settled
for acting."
THE "SETTLING" to this
point has meant an enviable
list of credits including a
Broadway appearance op:
pdsite Albert Finney in "Joe
Egg," a Clarence Derwent
award for her performance
in '"The Physicists" and
even an Emmy nomination
for "The Doctors."
About a year ago, Elizabeth decided to go to Hollywood and try her luck in
films. She was in the movie
capital about 24 hours when
Bethel Leslie, her former
co-star on, "The Doctors,"
arranged for her to read for
an episode of "The Virginian" which Bethel jus.t happened to write. The" audition
went quite well but the
studio wanted to use a contract player. "Bethel fought
for me and I got the part.
In fact, I _ worked almost all
the time I remained in California. The problem was
that the phone calls to my
husband and quick cross
country trips
¦ were breaking

Wednesday
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OUR BAR AND DINING ROOM
Will BE CLOSED THANKSGIVING
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A7:30 Perspective
2
C„on ;nevening
He« Haw
S-8
«:00- Efficient Reading I
Doodletown Pipers 4 JUHa
5-1013
News 3-4-5-8-10-13-19
¦ «•»•'V
Movie
Truth or Conse- ;
,
.
quenees
i-1
It Takes A Thlel
11
J
«:3M-H Science Club
2 8:00 Ad-vocates
MolJ
Movie
Hillbillies
3-4-8
Don Knotls
5-10-13
Pre Hockey
11
0:30 To Rome With
Jacques Cousleau
Love
3-M
6-9-19
Bcbbla Gentry
11
Daniel Boone
11 f:00 Indian American
2
S-4-!
7:00 Time For LIU
2
<0 Minutes
Marcus Welby (-9-19
Green Acres
3-4-0
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Today, tomorro w on TV

Send changa ot address, notices , undelivered copies, subscription orders end other
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O
v
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COMES NATURALLY
. .; The mother of Elizabeth
Hubbard, who plays Dr. ALthea Davis on NBC's daytime serial, "The Doctors,"
earned a doctor of medicine
degree.

By HARVEY PACK
E l i z a b e t h Hubbard's pother was a doctor
and when the actress was
selected to play the part of
Dr. Althea. Davis oh NBC's
daytime serial ' The Doctors," Elizabeth -was, without benefit of medical
school, following in her
mother's footsteps. But she
has gone her mother one
better by making her film
debut in "I Never Sang for
My Father " as — you guess*
ed it — a woman . 'doctor.
"I don't feel type-cast but
I would like to appear in a
musical where I could come
on the stage, turn a few
cartwheels and dance and
sing," said that attractive

Elsewhera —
In United States and Canada
1 year
$28.00 9 months
$21 .00
6 monlhs
$15.00 3 monlhs
$ B.00
Sunday News only, 1 year
$10.00
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Doctor s daughter
in TV medical role

W mailbag
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Daytime series nourishes career

A*. Winoha baity New*
^w Winona,Minnesota
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Stuff yourse/f wM

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — So Thanksgiving's coming and I hope a
few cooks aire going to be saying, "I wish I bad Earl Wilson s
Gorgeous Mother-in-Law's recipe for turkey dressing."
The Gorgeous Mother-in-Law,
Rosella Lyons, passed away a
couple of summers ago. But she
left us happy memories of turkey stuffing so delicious that
frequently we never cared whether we had turkey.
¦When my Beautiful Wife compiled "The Beautiful Wives'
CoMtbobk" recfently with Ruth
Pool,j heard a hew story abou t
my Gorgeous Mother-in-Law.

ous pinch of sage.
"Tear bread apart and put
in colandfeh Run cold water
over it. Let drip dry while ydU
cook vegetables in terge frying pan in butter until they are
soft but not brown. Stir often.
Press water out of bread and
mix with vegetables in a frying pan.. Add salt, pepper and
sage.
"Siphon off just enough juices
from roasting pan to make
gravy later. Put stuffing into
remaining juices of roaster and
mix like a salad. Bake 20 minutes to half hour alongside turkey, but not inside turkey. It
should be a little brown on top
and not too soggy. Serve as a
Well, first, we'll try to get side dish... "
the recipe down . . . always a
hell of a job because no good Well, there's the magic recipe
cook can seem to remember . , . except that- the B. W.
the proportions^
complained to my mother-inBut let's have a go . . . "Loai law, "% turkey tastes the
of stale bread. 2 medium green same as yours; but yours alpeppers (diced). Ms cup celery ways smells so much more de(diced). Vz cup forge onion licious."
(diced). Butter (1 tablespoon )
At first my mother-in-law
Salt, pepper (to taste), gener wouldn't tell.
¦

*
¦

'

.

'

'

'

*

*

But when she grew so ill,
she gav6 away the secret.
"When the turkey is id tie
oven," she said; "sprinkle a
little sage -all over the top.
It doesn't do a thing for the
turkey but it makes the house
srnell awfully good.''
THE MIDNIGHT EARL .
Joe E. Lewis, at Toots Shor'S,
accepted a phone call from Detroit — a caller who said, "We
got a bet — what year did you
fight Billy Conn?" Joe E. answered, "I wouldn't fight Billy
Conn — he's my pal. You want
J«ie Louis" .. . The Motion Picture Ass'n. in an unusual decision, reversed its Restricted
rating on "Ryan 's Daughtery"
gave it a "GP" ... "Oh! Calcutta!" opens in Paris in February.
Patti Page, looking lovely
and sounding great, opened at
tbe Persian Rm. to an enthti
siastic capacity audience. Her
a ccompahist - conductor Rocky
Cole sang one tune in a gravelly voice; and Patti joked,

New
carrybut
dinner
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We Will Be

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
. . . to that our employes may spend
the day wHh their families.
/¦XVAA .
Stop In This Weekend For a
DELICIOUS HOME-COOKED DINNER

Sandy s

s RESTAURANT
Mr. T'
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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A coneful of
fish 'n fries
fried to
golden perfection

FREE!
10c Drink
With Every
Fish 'n Chips

l ^&^*i$mM * \
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Served Just The Way
YOU LIKE IT

'

As good as any home-cooked

I

\ ,»

meal you have ever eaten.

'

"We've been together so long
that we're starting to sound
alike" . '. . . Maureen O'Sullivan
ordered two elegant St. Laurent
belts at the Rive Gauche boutique, "one for me, one for Mia"
? . . Mayor Lindsay attended a
showing of "Orlando Ihirioso"
(with the Italian consul general
at his elbow to translate for
him).
Jackie Gleason's ex-wife Genevieve is recuperating from surgery at Roosevelt Hospital . . .
Author Robert Bolt bought presents to bring back to London
for his Wife, Sarah Miles —
not jewelry, but toys from F.
A.O. Schwarz . . . Tiny Tini
now owns a herd of buffalo in
S Dakota (as an investment)
Producer Cubby Broccoli got
permission to film part of his
next James movie at the Howard Hughes ranch near Las
Vegas.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
Morty Storm mentions that his
wife wanted him to act like a
romantic European husband,
"so I went out and got a mistress."
REMEMBERED Q/U 0 T E"If all relatives were placed
end to end — they'd reach."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: It was
Fred Allen's line about television: "When you're home, sick,
and want to get out of the house,
turn on TV. Nothing will get
ydu out of the house so fast."
EARL'S PEARLS: Phyllis
Diller was asked what she's
been doing since she left "Hello,
Dolly." "Oh, I went back to
my regular job," she said,
"—Stand-in for Raquel Welch^
Flip Wilson aked David Hartman of NBC-TV's "Bold Ones"
to appear on his TV show, and
Hartraan said, "I don't sing or
dance, I just play a doctor —
what would I do?" "Well, mused Flip, "—how about taking
out my appendix?" That's, earl,
brother.
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CUBS SELL WREATHS
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Rushford Cub Scouts will
conduct their annual sale of
Christmas wreaths and sprays
after Thanksgiving Day, said
Cubmaster Edwin Leuchtenberg. . '
". . .
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Junction Hlghwayi 14
BnA A1 Winona, Minn.
'

Apple Cider
Soup
Molded Cranberry Salad or Tossed Salad
0 Roast Young Tom Turkey — old fashioned dressing,
giblet gravy, cranberries, Complete dinner ,. . $3.25
e Baited Buffet Ham — fruit sauce.
Complete dinner... $3.25
• Roast Sirloin of Beef — au jus.
Complete dinner . . . $3.50
Candied yams, mashed potatoes, giblet gravy, minced pie
with hard sauce or pumpkin pie with whipped cream.
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS SERVED
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MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY-tHURSOAY-FRIDAY
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY,
BARWILL REMAIN OPEN
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JACK'S PLACE
Wlnina, Minn. {
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Doctors'Tests In Treating
Nervous Tension Headaches
Now Made Public

123 Main St.
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good , but not bad
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course, out, but much that remained was implicit. Judging
from the jumpiness and short
takes, two fight scenes seemed
to hav^ been cut sharply.
By C¥NTHIA LOWRY
words by Clint Eastwood, sug- Thd final product suggested
that a perceptivefilm editor caii
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope NEW YORK (AP) - Lucille gested ice and steel, Dennis turn a theatrical shocker into
Weaver's McCloud Was fi gdhtle,
Paul VI will interrupt his flight Ball was Jack Benny's guest almost
diffident man. And the Something elbse to family Enterstar
on
his
special
last
week.
to Manila Friday for a one-hour This week Jack returned the rough edges were smoothed off
tainment without much iiijury to
visit to East Pakistan to express visit. In the glittering echelons for TV. '
the story.
his sympathy for the victims of of television, stars are more In its original form, "Coo- It will be interesting to see
the storm disaster 11 days ago, likely to swap guest shots than gan's Bluff" was an extremely what is done by the educational
work fbr salaries.the Vatican announced today.
violent film with explicit sex network to the motion picttirt
The announcement said the Benny's outing on "Here's scenes. A notice at the begin- version of Peter Weiss' ''Marpontiff would spend an hour in Lucy" Monday was neither Miss ning of the television broadcast at-Sade" when it is broadcast
Dacca, the capital of East Paki- Ball's finest half hour nor Ben- noted it had been "revised and D8Jc. 10. The play was considstan. It is 100 miles north of the ny 's. But two skillful profession- edited."
ered daring because of its nudiGanges delta area where hun- als injected some comedy mag- The explicit scenes were, of ty and strong language.
dreds of thousands died in the ic into rather obvious situations.
winds and floods and some two Lucey was sent to Benny's
million survivors are homeless house
The Most Exciting Headache News InYears!
for some secretarial
and desperately in need of food
work,
which
turned
out
to
be
an
and clothing.
of the* women in Jack's
The Pope will arrive in Dacca account
life.
The
rest was flashbacks,
at 1:15 a.m. local time Friday
and take off again at 2:15. To with Lucille playing all the
make the stop without disrupt- women including bis mother.
jokes
ing his schedule in Manila, he Arte Johnson's march"Laughabout
Lucy,
made
on
advanced his departure from in when her NBC competition
"
Rome Thursday by 2.*£ hours.
was
at the* top of the ratings
The Pope had told a crowd in seemed
to be gloating. Now they
St. Peter's Square last Sunday have a hollow
sound since Lucy
that he wanted to stop in Paki- has bounced back
Non-Narcotic Tablet (thatneeds no prescription)
to the top segstan if it could be arranged. He ment of the popularity
Proves Just As Effective As The Expensive,7
chart.
appealed to the crowd to pray Her show is sixth in the* latest
Leading Pain-Relief Prescription Of Doctors.,
for victims of "the great disas- Nielsen ratings, while "Laughter in Pakistan. "
In" is 14th.
If you're one of the many who needs no prescription and is faf
"Coogan's Bluff ," a two-year- get tense, nervous headaches, more economical,
With Anaciri, headache pain
old theatrical film, was NBC's these latest tests by. doctors
FAA contracts
Monday night movie broadcast, should be of the greatest im- and its nervous tension "vanish
for rada r systems
in minutes. Despite its strength,
a well-done police story with a portance.
In recent medical tests doc- Anacin is not narcotic. You can
f or a
wild
motoryeycle
chase
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
It was of interest for a tors proved a famous tablet that take it without getting dizzy or
federal Aviation Administration climax.
needs no prescription gives the , art Upset stomach.
couple
of
reasons.
has signed a contract with Unisame complete headache relief
Next time take p owerf ul,f ast '
v&6 Federal Systems Division The story, about a tough , cool as the expensive, leading pre- acting Anacin*. Anacin Tablets
of Sperry Rand Corp., St. Paul, Arizona deputy sheriff in New scription of doctors.
give the same complete headfor 23 semi - automatic radar York to return a prisoner, was
These doctors' tests proved, ache pain relief as? the leading
terminal systems.
the inspiration for the six-part beyond a doubt, that Anacin is prescription product for which
Total cost of the" systems, to "McCloud" of NBC's "Four-in- just as effective to relieve ten- doctors wrote 21 million, prebe installed at m^jor airports, One" series. But where Coogan, sion headaches , yet Anacin scriptions last year. —is $18,128,388.
played with stony face and few

We'll be serving them now
through the first of the
year!

Serving from Noon to 4 P.M. Thanksgiving Day
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' Here's Lucy : not

Try Our
Delicious
Tom & Jerrys

of The Park Plaza

Why Not Join Us?

Television review:
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Pope to make
one-hour visit
to [. Pakistan
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More help where
it s really needed
One of Winona's longtime boasts is that it has
a relatively low record of juvenile delinquency because of an intensive, city-sponsored recreational
program.
There isn't much cause to doubt the accuracy
of this reasoning even if it can't fce documented
down to the last decimal point by survey data and
study results.
ALONG WITH tho contributions ef several service groups, schools and parents, that of the city
park-recreation department seems to have been
significant. Its programs cut across all ages and all
sectors and directly affect the largest part of the
population of any of the several endeavors.
All, however, are voluntary which means they
do not reach everywhere. Those who participate
little or not at all in these scores of activities are
getting few of their benefits, although this doesn't
imply that non-joiners inevitably go bad or that
joining in automatically sanctifies the participants.
And there are other areas where the programs
may not be fully effective. One is the field of
juvenile rehabilitation where controls somewhat
stronger than organized fun and games are necessary. ,
IT'S GRATIFYING , therefore, Hiat yet another
program is being readied to move into this inbetween ground. It comes about as the result cf
joint effort by the Winona County juvenile court
and the City of Winona and involves making work
available to youngsters who have run afoul of the
law and are on probationary status.
With efforts such as these, the city may dare
to hope that, along with its comparatively low
rates of offenses, it soon can claim growing success in reclaiming those youngsters who have gotten into trouble and are in the rehabilitation process. — F.R..U.
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ROME — Western Europe is
slowly beginning to realize that its
prospects of industrial growth , are
directly linked to continued access
to Middle „ Eastern petroleum, and
that if another outbreak of fighting
stimulates Arab oil producers to new
embargoes, the Common Market's future may be jeopardized.
Moreover, studies made available
both to the Common Market arid
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, a larger body that includes a total of 22
members (the Common Market Six
plus 16) indicate the likelihood that
a shortage of tankers to transport
needed petroleum may conceivably
develop if shorter carrying routes
are not re-established by opening
the Suez Canal within the predictable future.
PETROLEUM IS required in Europe not only for lubricants and transportation but, much more than in

thTUnited States, for industrial pow
er. On this continent only 15 percen
of petroleum imports are used foi
transport as compared with 50 per
cent in North America. The rest goe:
mainly to industry and home heat
ing.
It had been hoped that relianc<
upon oil would be reduced as oth
er energy sources developed. How
ever, while natural gas is entering
the field increasingly, coal produc
tion is running down and the riu
clear energy once counted On ha:
fallen way behind original sched
tiles.
This heightens Western Europe '!
dependence upon petroleum far be
yond what had once been foresee)
for this period. Moreover, it height
ens Western Europe 's dependeno

"A policeman is the flesh and blood of the law.
Without him the law would have form but no substance . .: ." . '"¦'
"A policeman Is the strong right arm of ordered liberty . . . When the policeman can prevail, disputes among men are settled largely in ink
rather than in blood .. .
"A policeman is a wall against the forces of
evil . .. This is why the pohceman becomes the
principal target for the abuse of both the disorganized criminal and the organized mob . . .

"A policeman is now a constitutional lawyer
in some of the most sensitive areas of the law . ..
"A policeman is a man of whom we demand the
ultimate in human integrity. Like Caesar's wife,
he must be not only above sin but above the suspicion of sin. In a society in which the complimentary lunch often leads to a sale, a contract, or a
favor, the policeman must buy his own lest he be
compromised in his official duty. In a society in
which the hoodlums who dominate organized crime
may wear silk suits, drive the finest of automobiles,
occupy mansions, and become millionaires, the policeman must cling to his ideals, eke out a living
on a modest wage, and tell the children on his teat
that 'crime does not pay.' In a society in which
public and private morals frequently are open to
legitimate question, a report that a policeman is "on
the take" is always first-rate scandal. In a society
in which the policeman often is the target of tinprintable obscenity, he is expected to address the
rest of us with the utmost gentility. We demand
that he be a single standard gentleman in what
sometimes appears to be a double standard society.
"A policeman is a philosopher . ..
"A policeman is a man who often is poorly paid
for his many skills." — A.B.
There's a wrinkle in the 1968 federal gun control law which you should know about! If you
move out of state permanently—and not just on
a hunting trip—you cannot transport your guns
across state lines in your personal car without
being in violation of the gun law, You may, however, consign your guns to a common carrier
moving your household goods. If your commercial mover will not accept guns, you can turn them
over to a dealer in the state where you are moving. But don't transport your personal guns in your
personal car across state lines to your new residence. That's a federal no-no.—Towando, Kan.,
Times.
¦
We shall make intends f or the harm thut he
has done.—Leviticus 5:16.
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Europe needs oil

High expectations are assigned to the men in
blue] Inspector Dwight J. Dalbey of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has noted some of these
in defining "What is a policeman?"

"A policeman is a man .. .

:: , " - ¦

Page ta, Winona Dally News, Yfinona, Minnesota^ f uesday, Nov. 24, 1970

Up in Minneapolis they're jumping up and down
on the police again because they're not perfect. We
suspect Winona policemen aren't either.

"A policeman is a friend in need ...
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A tribute to
imperfect police

• "A policeman is an essential cog in the social
« '"
mechanism...
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upon Middle East petroleum.
THE RESULT IS that proposed
increases in West Europe's gross national product, depending so largely
upon maintaining steady advances
in manufacturing output, rely heavily on Arab petroleum. Despite the
fact that certain grim forebodings
have been avoided, and today Libyan and Iraqi oil continue available
on a larger scale than pessimists
had foreseen, the rate of industrial
growth is such that even greater
absorption of petroleum must be assured.
Closure of the Suez Canal, which
will almost certainly continue for
many, many months,? has forced the
world at large and highly 'populated
Europe in particular to rearrange
the global tanker fleet. While huge
supertankers have been constructed,
so broad that they could never go
through Suez, there has been a severe drawdown on accumulated European oil stocks.
Despite astonishingly large tanker construction programs (order
books at all shipyards have been filled through 1974) the demand for
more petroleum exceeds the supply
because of the rate of industrial
growth.
Furthermore, while there is petroleum in the ground, the combination of inadequate tanker fleets,
a closed trans-Arabian pipeline to
the Mediterranean (blown up by
guerrillas) and the shutdown Suez
Canal, keeps this fuel from flowing
fast enough to burgeoning Europe
from some of the more crucial Arab
wells.
THUS/ IN THE END, both tho
prosperity and by inference the national security of this enormously
important half-continent are coming
under a potential shadow. Already
oil freight rates from the Persian
Gu)f are more than six times what
they were in earjy 1967, before the
canal was closed by war.
All these reasons help explain a
gradually detectable shift in European policy on the Arab-Israeli confrontation and a mounting determination to get some kind of settlement
in order to assure the freer, cheaper flow of oil.
The latest such detectable shift
was recently seen in London and although there, as in other capitals,
one finds inlittle inclination
of oil to talk
of p^ace terms
(which is
stiljr considered a sullying political
word) such is indeed not wholly removed from the fact.
New York Times News Service

The imp ossible doves
WASHINGTON - The utter impossibility of dealing with the extreme doves of the Senate — and
the unexampled irresponsibility of
their conduct in general — has never been more plainl y shown than in
the current struggle over the President's request for $255 million in
aid to Cambodia.
The administration 's bill seeks additional assistance for Israel, too,
and this is no real trouble — as most
certainly it should not be, since this
tough little nation is a resolute island of anti-communism in the Middle East.

CAMBODIA, however, is quite a
different thing to such far-out peaceniks of the Foreign Relations Committee as Sens. J. William Fulbright
of Arkansas and Frank Church of
Idaho. Dogs -in the manger can
make marvelous double standards;
and so it is with Fulbright and
Church.
Consider some unchallengeable history. No two men in the country
have so long and so hysterically
clamored for a retirement — yes-

terday — of American troops from
Vietnam. No two men in the country have so tirelessly pressed the
President to "Vietnamize " that war
and to "bring our boys home." No
two men in the country, in short,
have been so insistent that somebody or anybody take over the burden of combat in Vietnam.
So some time ago Mr. Nixon begins to shore up th« still pathetically weak military forces of Cambodia in the hope that these may be
able, coupled with the rising effectiveness of the South Vietnamese
troops themselves, to breast the communist tide so our own fellows can
indeed come home.
SO THEM WHAT? Well , when the
President in the current bill attempts
precisely this — to enable the Cambodians to take up a load which
the Fulbrights and Churches are
adamantly determined that our own

Brunei is diffe rent
An editorial in
New York Times

In this age of anticolonialism,
Brunei is running against the trends.
Britain wants to make it independent. Brunei wants to remain as a
British protectorate.
Brunei is on the north coast of
Borneo. When Its neighbors, Sarawak and Sabah, joined Malaysia in
federation in 1963 Brunei chose to
remain under Britain. Now Britain ,
pulling free of most of Its commitments east of Suez, wants out. That
would force Brunei to set up its own
defense and diplomatic ministries
and handle its own economy.
It isn't that Brunei can't afford
it. The country is a big oil producer
— three barrels a day for each of
its 150,000 people. It has a bank balance of $233 million. Its people have
free schools and medical care. There
¦Is no need for income taxes. Offshore oil promises to increase its income sharply.
Britain says it plans to break its

links on Nov. 30. Brunei is unhappy. It likes being a colony — unlike almost any other area one can
think of.

troops must lay down — what is the
response of these same Fulbrights
and Churches ? Automatically it is to
denounce, before the administration
has had the slightest chance to explain and to justify it, the Cambodian
aid program upon which the Foreign Relations Committee is to have
"hearings. "
In a word , it is an Alice in Wonderland world — verdict first , evidence later. This is, of course, a sour
mockery of the hearing process.
What kind of a "hearing " is it to
be when the chairman of the commit tee and one of his most faithful
satellites have clearly already made
up their minds , both mouths already
pursed with the words no, no, no?
How can any President of the
United States cope with this kind of
reasoning, to use a euphemism for
non-reason? How can any President
fulfill his constitutional obligation to
direct the foreign policy of this country when a handful of shrieking
doves in a Senate committee concludes that the highest professional
military officers ©f\the United States
— men who have rW their lives on
the line for this nation again and
again — either don 't\know what is
needed in a wholly military matter
or perhaps are prepared to lie about
il anyhow?

THIS LAST question it posed bocause Fulbright and company, most
of wjiom don't know a rifle butt
from a hand grenade, have decided
to send "staff investigators" (for
which read primarily Fulbright ghost
writers) to exercise their infinite wisdom upon this issue and bring back
the real military poop. Those, who
are so naive as to believe that these
"staff investiga tors" will return with
information displeasing to tlie prejudgments of the Fulbrights and
Churches are, of course, entitled to
this massive credulousness,
Still, it is perhaps not really
against the law to pose to them this
query: If , tragically, they were victims of brain tumors, would they
call in professional surgeons; or
would they request the opinions of,
say, men skilled In the art of preparing "peace" slogans in an advertising campaign?
United Feature Syndicate

The President s
report on wo rld

WASHINGTON - Behind the
scenes in Washington these days, Dr.
Henry Kissinger and others are
preparing the Nixon administration's
second annual report on the State
of the World. This is a useful and
ambitious project, introduced by
President Nixon last year for the
first time; and it could, if it is carefully prepared and presented, add
order and perspective to the national debate.
The need for a wider and longer
view of the nation's dilemmas is
clear enough, and this is what Nixon had in mind when he introduced
this report as a means of defining
where the nation stood at the end
of the year. Unfortunately, his first
report was too long, too personal, too
much like an argument for the
achievements of the board of directors, rather than a precise definition
of the nation's problems or an invitation to fair and searching discussion.
IT IS THIS FAIR and searching
debate that is missing in the federal capital today. The argument
here now is still about the personalities and tactics of partisan politics, about who won and lost in the
November vote, about the future of
Spiro Agnew, Ed Muskie, Hubert
Humphrey, George McGovern and
Edward Kennedy, and who the President had to the White House breakfast, and who is going to leave or
join the Cabinet and the White
House staff, and how the new Adlai
Stevenson compares with the old
Adlai Stevenson, and the young Senator Taft with the old Senator Jaft ,
and how they compare with one another.
It is good copy, particularly for
the society pages, but for the time
being, it is really secondary stuff.
We will find out later, much later,
whether Ed Muskie is presidential
material and whether Humphrey,
Kennedy and Agnew are coming up
or going down, but for now all this
is less important than the realities
of population, arms control, inflation,
race j and the alarming struggle for
strategic advantage in the Middle
¦
East. ' .- . ¦'
The Prsidenfs year-end review of
the world situation could help bring
all this into focus. His Vietnam policy, his disarmament policy, his Middle East policy, his NATO policy,
his Latin-American policy all influence his budget, now in serious deficit, and contribute to the mood of
uncertainty now prevailing in Wash-

ington.
WHILE THIS CAPITAL has been
preoccupied with the domestic political struggle, U.S.-Soviet relations
have drifted into serious misunderstandings over tlie Middle East and
Cuba. The Nixon policy of cutting
overseas commitments meanwhile
lias aroused new anxieties about the
possibility of major U.S. troop withdrawals from Europe, and the economic recession in the United States
lias raised again the threat of new
trade and monetary problems in tho
¦world.
At the present time, there is no
coherent discussion of these seemingly intractable problems, no clear
definition of what is primary and
•what is secondary. Accordingly, the
discussion is fragmentary and disorganized, with local commerical issues and partisan strategic interests
getting in the way of the larger
question of the nation's well-being.
This is what is really troubling
Washington these days in the Congress, the civil service, the press,
and even within the administration
itself: Not that the administration
has no clear answers to all these
devilish problems — nobody expects
that —but that there is no orderly
procedure for discussing them.
In fact, both in the Congress and in
the press, there is a growing feeling
that the administration is trying to
evade questioning by avoiding testimony on Capitol Hill and cutting
down on news conferences.
Meanwhile, at least some of the
chairmen of the congressional committees are complaining that Cabinet members, particularly the Secretary of State, increasingly find excuses for not testify ing on Capitol
Hill, and the result is a mood of distrust which hurts the President and
his administration more than it hurts
the Congress or the press?
Now that the election is over, however, there is a chance to chang«
the mood and the procedures of discussion, and the President's report
on the State of the World is as good
a place to start as any. A lot oi
hard work has gone into it. The
problems cannot be resolved without the trust of the Congress, and
this is what the President needs
more than anything else in the last
half of his term.
New Yorfc Times News Serv/ca

The Puritan ethic
is alive in America

An editorial in
Christian Science Monitor
Virtually everything in and about
the United States is under searching
question today. There is hardly a traditional value, outlook, custom, or
conclusion which is not being subjected to sometimes constructive
sometimes destructive doubt and inquiry. While this present state of
scrutiny has in some areas opened
men's minds to look more deeply at
man and his works, it has also sown
widespread confusion and resulted in
heightened social and political tension. In short, the American people
are at one of those challenging turning-points where they must, for
their own safety and progress, decide between those portions of history's legacy which are outgrown and
must be reformed or discarded , and
those which are fundamental and indispensable and must be more fully
recognized and more sincerely practiced.
Last weekend there began in Massachusetts celebrations for the 350th
anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims, first at what is now Provincetown on Cape Cod, then shortly there:
after at Plymouth. And there could
be no better time to look at certain
of the questions being raised about
the United States than during celebrations for an event which, perhaps more than any other, set the
country upon , the moral, political , intellectual, and economic paths which
it has followed ever since.
WE HEAR IT increasing/ stated.

for example, that the America of today is turning away from one of its
strongest traditional attitudes , something variously termed the Puritan
or the Protestant Ethic. By this ia
generally meant (a) hard , unremitting , toil is redemptive, and (b) an
unusually narrow view on moral
questions. Nor can there be much
doubt but that in this age of material well-being, both of these restricted and limited interpretations of Puritanism and Protestantism nre being either questioned or partially
abandoned by certain circles and
strata of American society.
It will be noted that wc said "restricted and limited interpretations."
We do so because we do not believe
that, examined in depth , either of the
interpretations mentioned above is
a true reading of the Puritan or
Protestant Ethic. We believe that a
far more fundamental , indeed tho
only correct interpretation of this
ethic lies In the latter's conviction
of the perfectabllity of man. This

goes vastly beyond questions of how
stern their moral outlook should
be, although these, particularly the
latter, cannot be disassociated from
man's determination to perfect himself.
When read in this simultaneously
higher and deeper light, the Protestant or Puritan Ethic is found to
be not only alive but thriving in modern-day America. As one writer put
it, the youth of America are increasingly gripped in "a neo-Protestantism which holds that each man must
justify his existence by forsaking**''*'
personal gain and doing something
socially constructive." It would be
blindness, indeed , not to see in such
an attitude a refining of Puritanism
and an unquenchable yearning for
the perfectabllity of bath man and
society.
NO, THE BASIC impulse of «he

Furitan Ethic is too soundly grounded in mankind's need, too firmly
entrenched in American thinking,
too applicable to that country's present need to work its way through
monumental challenges, to be either
outmoded or abandonable. Like all
great historic truths, this ethic ia
not rigid, but is adaptable to men's
necessities at whatever period tliey
find themselves. Outward trappings may change, but inward power
and effectiveness remain the same.
As the United States, along with
Massachusetts, rethinks the lessons
of the last three and a half centuries, its greatest need Is to draw fresh
strength from the humanly wise and
divinely Inspired foundations upon
which America was established . It
makes little difference by what
name these are called so long aa they
remain green in men's hearts.

Thomas A. Martin, L.F.D.
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On criminal law decisions

Gourf to follow Nixon wishes?

By BARRY SCHWEID
are innocent.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The In what may become a pati Supreme Court has given its tern, the three solid liberals refirst clear indication that Presi- maining from the Warren court
dent Naon may be able to count found themselves in a losing
on his kind of criminal law deci- bloc. They are William 0. Dougsions.
las, William J. Brennan Jr. and
A M ruling Monday on the Thurgood Marshall.
first Important criminal case of The case was the first importhe term upheld guilty pleas tant vote for Justice Harry A.
.from defendants who insist they Blackmun, who sided with Chief

Justice Warren E. Burger and
the five other justices.
The ruling dealt with a Winston-Salem, N.C, man, Henry
C. Alford, who pleaded guiltyto
second-degree murder in 1963
rather than face a jury and a
possible death sentence on
first-degree murder charges.
Alford insisted be was innocent but was pleading guilty

only to rule out a death penalty.
He was sentenced by the judge
to 30 years.
The Supreme Court decision
keeps him on a North Carolina
prison farm instead of in a
courtroom fighting at a new
trial for his freedom? The U.S.
Court of Appeals in Richmond,
Va., had held Alford was enti-

Half' prosecution
To three years
of two women in ~
underground sales

Ask bachelor s degree
study time be reduced

MADISON, Wis. un — Prosecution of two young women charged with selling underground
newspapers at the University of
Wisconsin was halted Monday
by a temporary injunction
from a U.S. District Court.
Judge James Ev Doyle also
By DOUG WILLIS
billion a year, the commission
notified the chief justice of the SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—- said in a 55-page report issued
7th Circuit at Chicago that a Study for a bachelor's degree Monday.
three-judge panel would be nec- should be reduced to three
essary to decide whether the years by having college-level Commission Chairman Clark
regents' ban against . the ped- courses taught in high school, Kerr, former president of the
dling is constitutional.
the Carnegie Foundation Com- University of California, said
The two young women are mission on Higher Education the report seeks to correct the
¦ 'aimlessness of what is now
Cristine M. Clark and Mary? Jo recommends.
Hussey, 20, both of Madison. The one-year reduction would called general education" and
Each is free on $50 bail.
save colleges $3.5 billion to $5 to meet tbe needs of older stu-

tled to a new trial.
Plea bargaining is a useful
technique for cutting down on
trials and the bother they cause.
Whether such pleas are really
voluntary is a subject that has
divided lower courts.
Brennan, Douglas and Marshal] said pleas like Alford's are
a product of duress and should
not be accepted/But the majority, through Justice Byron R.
White, called that argument, "an
exercise in arid logic."
The ruling appears to run
counter to a 1968 decision invalidating the federal kidnaping
law's death penalty provision.
Then, by a 6-2 vote, the court
said defendants were being
forced to plead guilty since only
a jury could sentence them to
death.
Two members of that majority, Earl Warren and Abe Fortas, are gone. Two others, Potter Stewart and John M. Harlan, teamed up with the 1968 dissenters, White and Hugo L.
Black, and with the two Nixon
men, Burger and Blackmun, to
produce the guilty plea decision.

Wisconsin says
Policeidentify no to plan on
slaying victim
interest rates

found in park

ST. PAUL (AP)-Police have
identified the slaving victim
found Monday in Como Park as
18-year-old Sandra Pavlick of
St. Paul.
Two couples discovered Miss
Pavlick's nearly-nudo body in
the park near the golf clubhouse
early Monday morning.
Police said scratches on the
victim's knees indicated she had
been dragged. There were also
bruises and abrasions on her
face and neck.
Officers said it appeared Miss
Pavlick had been the victim?of
a sexual attack. Her slacks had
been pulled down and hung
around her left ankle. Her
sweater was pushed up under
her arms, officers added.
The Ramsey County coroner's
office was seeking to determine
the cause of death and whether
rape was involved.
Police said they had no suspects in the case.
Miss Pavlick, an operator for
the NorthwesternBell Telephone
Co. in St. Paul, lived with her
mother, Mrs. Lorraine Pavlick.
She was graduated last June
from Park Senior High School
in Cottage Grove, Minn.

MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A keeping with America's free enproposal to allow some lenders terprise system.
to charge up to 26 percent in- "I can't vote agaiist -ihephiterest was rejected Monday by
losophy which brought our
a legislative committee.
Tie Uniform Consumer Cred- country to where it is today,"
it Codd Advisory Committee Nordeen said.
voted 6-4 against altering a The advisory committee's destate usury law provision which cision was a victory for borsets a maximum 12 percent anrowers, including those persons
nual interest rate on loans.
The proposed ceilings contain- who buy on credit.
ed a new credit code which THE VOTE went against
a
woald have provided for a 36
percent annual ceiling on loans proposed usury code provision
which officials said would alof up to $300.
low the 12 percent usury limit
A 21 PERCENT ceiling would
have been created for loans be- to rise to 18 percent, and the)
tween $300 and $1,000, and a revolving charge account inter15 percent ceiling for anything est limit to 24 percent. ' ¦?, ? . .
The vote further represents
over $1,000.
Lenders argued that competi- the panel's feeling that the state
tion would keep loan rates should regulate interest rates
rather than expect the lenders
do'wn.
Pep. Kyle Kenyon, R-Tornah, and their competition to do.
disagreed with the lenders' ar- The higher rates, proponents
gument. He said insurance argued, would allow marginal
rates skyrocketed "20 to 40 per- borrowers to get extra money
cent" when the state" allowed more* easily.
insurance companies to set A spokesman for the Wisconsin Bankers Association, Brian
their own rates.
Dale Nordeen of Madison, rep- Kcontz, said the philosophy ot
resenting the Wisconsin Savings free competition should be enand Loan League, said a vote couraged. He tried to get the
against higher raids was not in panel to postpone its vote.

dents, women and minorities.
"We think too much time is
being spent by young people* in
higher education," Kerr said.
"We think that the high schools
can take on a good deal more
than they are now doing."
Kerr said the report was approved unanimously by the 18member commission of educators and industrialists which includes five university presidents. "Students should be given the
option of taking some time off
before or during college without
being called dropouts or failures," Kerr said. "Our GIs
Attempt to ease friction
came back to school and turned
out to be some of the best stuBy DON KENDALL
$1.8 billion, according to the eggs are expected to hold pro- dents we ever had."
WASHINGTON (AP)— A NaWASHINGTON (AP) - Ris- "demand and price situation" ducer prices in the first half of The commission also recom- tional Cancer Institute team has
mends
that
all
high
school
grading ezpenses and lower prices report issued Monday.
1971 moderately below those of
discovered a chemical that may
uates, regardless of grades, be lead to an early
diagnosis of
for some products continue to Meantime, farm production a year earlier."
able to attend two years of colerode farm income this year expenses during the third quar- Thus, the report added, cash lege or vocational school at any leukemia and could eventually
help provide a leukemia treatand the outlook for 1971 does not ter climbed to an annual rate oi
time of their lives.
look much better, according to $40.8 billion, up $2.4 billion from receipts to livestock producers The commission said an "edu- ment, The Washington Post retrouble are on their way
sity," Herbert Chapman
WHITEWATER, W i s.
during January-June 1971 "may
ported today.
an Agriculture Department re- the average for all of 1969;
cational security'' program An enzyme in the lympho- (AP) — A college town sat
out," Norden said. "There
'
?•
said;
?
July-SepThis
resulted
in
a
fall
a
little
short"
of
a
year
ear.
port,
might be added to Social Securi- cytes, or clear blood cells, was down to dinner Monday
are few students left who
tension
cliCampus-city
tember
dip
to
$15.7
billion
in
lier.
Expected
higher
prices
for
Cash receipts from farm marty, to be paid through payroll found by Drs. Robert C. Gallo, night with students from
want to wreck tlie campus,
winter
when
maxed
last
projected
net
farm
income.
grain
are
expected
to
offset
ketings dropped during the
taxes on employers and em- Sue Yang and Robert C. Ting in Whitewater State University
and they don't have much
Negro students from MilJuly-September quarter to an That compares with $16.5 billion some of the slippage for live- ployes.
support. "
a
white
fraraided
waukee
billion
during
the
two
and
$16.1
stock,
it
said.
in
an
effort
to
reverse
a
10research
they
reported
earlier
annual rate of $48.8 billion,
The commission also recom- this month to scientists at a year tide of friction.
declaring
house,
ternity
year.
.
-will
earlier
quarters
of
this
"But
production
expenses
down from $49 billion during the
white students had been moFor all of 1970, the report continue to rise," the report mended:
'
The Rev. Earl Lindsay
conference at the Pasteur Institwo earlier periods.
lesting Negro students. An
said, net farm income "may be said, "causing a moderate re- • Granting of more academic tute in,Paris.
said the decision of 125
unsolved act of arson in
Even if the late year receipts close to" the $16.2 billion last duction in total realized net credit ior nonacademic job Gallo is on the staff of the families to invite students
February destroyed Old
rise to a $49 billion average for year. The message was clear farm income compared with the training, regardless of the stu- cancer institute and the others to their homes was aimed
dent's age.
Main, the campus' 102-year1970, as unlikely as that ap- that rising farm costs are more first half of 1970."
are with Bonetics Research at extinguishing apprehenold central "building.
pears, the increase in market- than offsetting gains in the Over-all gross income, which • Establishment of two new Laboratories in Kensington, Md. sion left over from last
Lindsay, a Methodist pasings from 1969 would be only value of products farmers are includes government payments, graduate degrees, master of The chemical they found ap- year's campus demonstraselling.
tor, said the fire "struck
is expected to gain less than $2 philosophy and doctor of the" parently brings to fife dormant tions.
widespread fear in the com"Farm income is likely to billion from the $54.6 billion, re- arts.
leukemia viruses, which then ,. The current 10,000-student
REGISTERED
1
1
H
munity."
continue under pressure in early ported for 1969, the report said. • Creation of more short-term act to turn cells cancerous.
enrollment, nearly equaling
Princess Anne
Chapman and other resi1971," the report said. "But sup- The total gross also includes college programs, night and Further research is planned the small community's residents who hosted an estiply increases for pork and more "nonmoney" values placed upon summer courses for which de- to test the team's work, the Post dent population, is almost
agrees to view
moderate increases for beef and products consumed directly by grees or certificates would be said; ¦ .
mated 300 students Monday
five times greater than it
'
farm households and the value awarded.
said the project put the
The enzyme was found only in was a decade ago.
film about tough '
of housing provided by family • Less reliance by employers patients suffering from lymphocommunity and its college
"The university's rapid
on degrees and more on new cytic leukemia, or blood cancer. growth has been rough on
dwellings.
well along the road to harLONDON (AP) — Princess
mony and better underLast year the gross farm mar- besting and interview tech- None was turned up in normal our community. It has reAnne accepted a cockney chalketings was $47.2 billion; gov- niques.
lenge to see the filmed life story
standing.
persons.
sulted in the need for tearernment payments $3.8 billion The report is one of a series But the discovery is expected ing down homes and other
of an East End tough at a theaFreshman class president
WBNOttA COUNTY
and the so-called "nonmoney" financed by a $5 million grant to touch off more research to taxable poperty tx> make
Dennis Norden, 18, assured
ter is his own bailiwik Monday
ABSTRACT CO., INC.
income $3.6 billion. After de- from the Carnegie Foundation find similar enzymes thaat cause room for campus expansion,
hosts.
night.
535 Junction St.
ducting 1969 costs, net income for the Advancement of Teach- other forms or cancerous and this has turned some
"The few on campus who
Escort of the 20-year-old prlnwas $16.2 billion.
growth in humans.
in the past have caused
cess was Sam Shepherd, 19,
ing.
people against the univerhero of the movie, "Bronco
Bullfrog." She also was accompanied by a lady in waiting.
Shepherd is a leader of .he LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) cockney "skinheads" who have As one of the nation's fastest
clashed from time to. time with race drivers, Mickey Thompson
British longhair types.
drove cars'which emitted their
The skinheads booed the prin- fair share of pollutants.
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^Si
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cess recently when she attended Vet, he'll argue sincerely, the
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a movie which had replaced vehicle he drove at 406 miles
"Bronco Bullfrog" in a fashion- per hour on the Bonneville Salt
able West End theater. Shep- Flats in Utah that was the first
herd then wrote asking her if man and car to top 400 didn't
she would like!to see the film in cause the pollution that 10 cars
the "East End, and she took him do on the Pasadena Freeway
&
i \$*r M ^^mWammmmW
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up on it.
during a normal working day.

Report new
chemicalcan
fell leukemia

Rising expenses, Iower
prices drop farm income

College town sits down
to dinner with students
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Former speed
demon works
fo clean air

How 's

Your
Hearing?

EAU CLAIRE, Wisconsin - A
free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not understand words has been announced
by Beltone. A tiny, non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
behind-the-car aid ever made will
be iiven absolutely free to anyone answering this advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn in
the privacy of your own home
without cost or ebligatlon of any
kind. It's yours to keep, free , It
weighs less than a third of an
ounce, and it's all at ear level
in one unit. No wires lead from
bod y to bend.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours now.
Again, we repeat, there is no
cost, and certainly no obligation.
Call 832-1101 collect for information or write Beltone Hearing Aid
Center, 307 S. Barstow St. , Eau
Claire , Wis. 54701.
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Now with his "own automotive
laboratory in Long Beach, this
same speed burner works on
cutting down pollution and making the air more clean.
'<I think the clean air project
has a fantastic future," says
Thompson, now 41, who nevertheless isn't abandoning his interest in racing. He's designing
1971 funny cars for campaigning in the drag races of next
year, and his cars have often
been the champions,in this facet
of the competition.
Mickey has been working with
the Ford Motor Company in Ids
racing design and also in his
new clean air interest.
"We have found we can design engine components which
can develop as much horsepower with non-leaded gasoline and
burn more completely," he
says, "We're working on improving combustion chamber
design, carburetion and ignition
to give more efficiency.
"If you burn more of the fuel,
you have fewer emissions and
much less smog."
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E. Pakistan relief choppers mobbe d

rte/p arrives, two refugees inj ured

By HARRY KOUNDAKJIANS Chubdia, a sandbar island in the
Ganges River delta which had
DACCA, East Pakistan (AP) been
without aid since a cyclone
to
— The? instructions were
region on Nov.
devastated
come forward one by one, re- 13. It is nearthe
, a mainland
Maijdi
packet
from
the
ceive a relief
have
Americans
30
town
where
U.S. ambassador and shake his set up a base to provide relief
hand. The starving Pakistanis for as many as possible o£ the
couldn't wait.
two million survivors.
In the bedlam, two refugees area's
and 20-foot waves it
The
cyclone
heliby
rotating
were slashed
more than 150,000
fostered
killed
copter blades, another was hurt persons with the count expected
in a battle for rice sacks and to
Ambassador Joseph S. Farland go muchs higher.
Farland' four helicopters
retreated into a helicopter to es- brought
in food and two doctors,
cape the frantic mob.
Henry Wiley Mosely from a
Farland headed an American cholera laboratory in Dacca and
. relief party Monday to Char Army Col. Rex Davis, but there

were no Pakistani supervisors
to keep the throng in check.
As the aircraft landed, their
rotors whipped up an almost unbearable stench from bloated
cattle carcasses decomposing in
the mild. Hundreds of refugees
encircled the helicopters. Some
swarmed toward a small obseiv
vation craft which had packets
of food in litter racks outside,
and two were cut by the still rotating blades.
Farland's aides tried to form
the anxious Pakistanis into single lines so the ambassador
could make the handouts. The

first two came forward nicely
and got a sack of rice, molasses
and salt along with an ambassadorial handshake. Then the
crowd rushed forward, tearing
at the food packages inside the
aircraft as Farland retreated.
The 200- ten-pound bags of food
were hurriedly unloaded, and
three 'copters returned to Maijdi for more supplies while Farland's hovered above the crowd.
The three returned, dropped
their loads from about 15 feet
above the milling people, who
fought over the sacks dropped.
The helicopters made 13 trips
in all.

Eighteen helicopters from the
United States, Britain and
France are now ferrying supplies to stricken areas, and others are expected from West
Germany and Saudi Arabia. The
Pakistani army has one helicopter in ,the operation.

Few auto claims
Farm Bureau reach judgment

warned of
Chavez tactics

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) added, "87 per cent terminated
—Only abaflt seven per cent of before trial, and only seven per
motor vdhicle accident claims cent reached final verdict arid
filed in court reach final verdict judgment.''
and judgment ,, the National
Jeffrey
Conference on Automobile In- Earlier a Monday,
of IlliUniversity
O'Connell,
surance Reform was told Monnois law professor and co-author
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) day night.
Vice Adm S. M. Ahsan , East —No farmer is immune from Alfred P. Murrah , director of of the Xeeton-O'ConneU no-fault
Pakistan's governor, said today the organizing efforts of Cesar the Federal Planning Center, insurance plan, said that only
the military regime has turned
said the figure was based en a 14.5 cents of a policy's dollar
down his urgent request for (Chavez and his United Farm comprehensive study of automo- goes for costs of injuries and
more relief helicopters. The Workers Organizing Committee, bile insurance by the center and wage losses.
army's aircraft are stationed in the president of the California the Secretary of Transportation.
Insurance company overhead,
West Pakistan, 1,000 miles Farm Bureau says.
cent ol the lawyer and court costs take" 56
across India from the-devastatthan
50
per
"More
Allan Grant was the keynote motor vehicle accident claims cents, he said.
ed area.
speaker at today's session of the filed in court took more than "We have devised almost the
Minnesota Farm Bureau 's an- 10 months to become formal worst system imaginable, a sysnual meeting being held in Min- Jdgal cases, and more^ than 14 tem that is cruel, corrupt, selfLaird hints more months thereafter to termi- righteous and wasteful while it
neapolis.
goes about the business of failnate," Murrah said.
Grant said California farmers The majority of cases, he ing," McConnell charged.
had been harassed and intimi- said, required more than two Some 120 insurance execueducators and attorneys
dated by the Chavez-led group. years from when thdy were tives,
the conference
attending
are
resolved.
Grant said it may be difficult filed toallbecases
filed," Murrah which ends today.
"Of
for a small farmer with few
workers to relate "to the kind
of strife we have had in Cali," but warned that Chavez
WASHINGTON (AP) - Agriabout the same time some 250 camp. They were aided by an the day .from Saigon and were fornia
(Continued from page 1}
has
said
he intends to carry
culture Department officials
later taken to the White House his campaign
war planes were striking almost moonless night.
to every state.
said Monday they did not know War policy critics re acted U.S.
and commended personally by Farmers
missile,
antiaircraft
and
supply
for certain when President Nix- with surprise and skepticism, targets in North Vietnam's The first helicopter intention- the President.
"simply cannot survive constant threats to their
on would sign the new farm bill and asked whether the adminisally crash-landed . inside the
caught them completely industry
by outsiders intent on
hut expressed hope it would be tration has given up on negotiat- Southern Panhandle below the prison compound and the raid- by"We
surprise," said Simons, add- ruining their
19th parallel.
crops and marthis week.
ing the prisoners' release.
ers, including some Army
Councilmen said their dethat his team suffered but kets." Grant declared.
LADYSMITH, Wis. (AP)
"I don't see how we can rev Defending the administra- Navy planes dropped lighting Green Berets, destroyed the ing
one
casualty—a
man
wounded
cision
was inspired by that
Wisconsin
northern
—
This
"It is inevitable that Congress
lease details of commodity pro- tion's action, Sen. Robert Dole, flares off the North Vietnamese guard tower. Other helicopters
of the Village of Greendale,
grams until the President signs E-Kan., said the negotiations coast above the parallel as a di- followed ? ?Every building was by rifle fire from a Chinese- establish ground rules applica- community's city council
made AK47. Everyone got out ble to farm labor and stop the voted Monday night to join
versionary tactic to draw attenthe act," a spokesman told a re- have failed.
whose trustees voted in Ocand the locks broken safely, he said.
of the jungl e that currently a tax revolt against the
porter. "We hope he will soon Immediately, it was asked tion from the helicopter-borne searched
tober to hold the village's
on the detention cells, but no Asked if his group killed any law
exists," he added.
rising cost of supporting the
and that we can move quickly whether the commando act commando force.
1971 assessment in trust. .
prisoners
were
found.
Enemy
of the North Vietnamese during
on getting information to farm- would bring retaliation by North Although te "protective reac- resistance was light.
state's vocational school proGreendale and seven other
the hour they were cn the Grant expressed optimism gram.
' ¦ ers."
tion
air
strikes
to
the
south
"
suburbs in the Milwaukee
yietnam.
that
Chavez'
attempts
to
unionThe bill, which sets up key
may have helped confuse the Leading the attack was Army ground, he replied, "I imagine
Councilmen voted unaniArea Tech district are
did
crop programs for 1S71 through The White House answered : North Vietnamese, Laird em- Col. Arthur D. Simons, 52, an in- so," but added his men did not ize lettuce workers as he 'be
mously
to withhold payment
backing a U.S. District
grape
pickers
would
not
1973, was approved by the Sen- "The United States would hold phasized they were not intended fantryman and former Green stop to count bodies.
of Ladysmith's 1971 vocaCourt suit that challenges
successful.
ate last week and sent to the the leaders of North Vietnam as a cover for the rescue opera- Beret commander who was in- Manor said no evidence was
the constitutionality of the
"Unlike grapes, lettuce is a tional, technical and adult
White House.
troduced by Laird at the news found of American graves, but household
personally responsible" for any tion.
education district assessdistricts' methods of assesscommodity,"
noted
Officials said then they hoped reprisals taken against U.S. The raiders, according to ac- conference along with Air Force noted it was dark and "we were
ing communities.
Grant in explaining why he ment, at least until a court
to begin releasing farm pro- prisoners as a result of the un- counts given by Laird and Pen- Brig. Gen. LeRoy J. Manor , 49, not searching for that."
challenge sponsored by MilTech school board memthought
the
secondary
boycott
gram details by late this week, successful rescue effort.
waukee suburbs is settled.
tagon sources, apparently went charged with over-all command No information was given as technique would not work.
bers, appointed by local
if possible.
school boards, issue the asDescribing the operation, undetected by flying in under of the operation.
attorney James MorAmong the most-awaited de- Laird said the raiders hit the enemy radar , and drew fire Both officers, Laird said, ar- to the size of the raiding party, "We're hopeful that the con- anCity
sessments
to support the dishe
councilmen
told
the
suming
public
will
realize
that
tails is how much crop land the camp at 2 a.m., Hanoi time, only when they were over the rived in Washington earlier in the number of helicopters used lettuce workers aren't the down- suspects the state will see
tricts without having been
or
where
they
came
from.
government expects fanners to
elected and without being
Laird said contingency plans trodden people Chavez is trying to it that Ladysmith pays
"set aside" from production
directly responsible to a
anyway. The paythe
bill
to
make
them
appear,"
he
rescue
attempt
ior
a
prisoner
next year to qualify for price Bombing, raid —
legislature.
15.
March
ment
deadline
is
Variable
rates
added.
were drawn up several months
supports and payments.
ago "in the face of the continassessed fa rmers ued and adamant refusal of the
Green Bay teacher
other side either to abide by the
to be reduced
won't challenge
provisions of the Geneva Convention
or to participate in
results of canvass
ST. PAUL Wl — Variable meaningful
negotiations on the
interest rates being assessed
GREEN BAY., Wis. Iff) . — A
farmers on $155 million in exchange of prisoners of war."
6,000
DePere school teacher said
loans will be reduced from 8.5 The camp at Son Tay was
Monday he plans no further
8 per cent, the president of chosen, Laird explained, be1 (Continued from page 11
"Based on the great success to
challenge to the outcome of the
the
Federal Land Bank of St. cause "we were reasonably conNov. election in which he tried
we have had so far," Dole re- Paul said Monday.
fident that we could land this
Praising
the
U.S.
soldiers
who
unsuccessfully to remove Rep.
plied, "I would -only guess it Hans T. Hagen said the re- force at this location."
volunteered
for
the
rescue
misLawrence Kafka from the state
sion, Dole said, "This is the would not be any great impedi- duction will affect installments Manor said the camp had
Assembly.
maturing on and after Feb. 1, been abandoned ? for "several
American
spirit in the highest ment."
Charles DeLorem, the Demoapplaud
the
tradition.
I
want
to
The debate was set off Mon- 1971. New loans written after weeks." It was left unclear why
cratic candidate for the Brown
North Vietnamese troops were
action.
In
my
opinion
it
was
sucday
when McGovern, whose ef- Dec. 1 also will be affected.
County representative seat, said
still there.
cessful."
The
St.
Paul
land
bank
has
forts to set a time limit on U.S.
he won't file legal action against
Asked about the failure of
farmers
in
loans
with
57,000
"Is
this
the
only
way
of
demparticipation
in
the
war
were
the canvass results "even
though the state law was .'' .jot onstrating American concern?" rejected by the Senate last sum- North Dakota, Minnesota, Wis- U.S. intelligence in not knowing
the camp had been emptied,
mer, called for withdrawal of consin and Michigan.
followed in nearly 4,000 cases." Kennedy asked.
Laird replied that locating POW
all American forces by next
The unofficial vote count gave
"I admire their courage," the June 30.
compounds is a tough assignKafka a 108-vote victory mar- Massachusetts
Minneapolis judge
Democrat said.
ment even with the constant use
gin.
"I just deplore the policy that Noting he was accused of wants probe of
of reconnaissance planes. "The
permitted them to go.
trying to tie the President's
GUEST SPEAKER
situation was such, however,
assault
DURAND, Wis. — The directhat we were reasonably confi"The quickest way you get the hands, McGovern said, "If tying possible
tor of the Development Evalu- prisoners out is to announce the President's hands is the only MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) _ A dent that this particular location
ation Center at Northern Colony that we're getting out lock, way we can stop him from tying suggestion that the city attor- had been used."
our country.down to an indefi- ney's office" initiate an investi- In making his startling discloin Chippewa Falls will be guest stock and barrel. "
speaker at a meeting of the PeFulbright demanded to know nite war in Indochina, then we gation into the possibility of sure, the defense secretary empin County Association for Re- if the rescue mission and the indeed should tie his hands and assault charges against an ar- phasized "this was the only optarded Children Monday at 7:3i) bombing raids were "designed force an end to this conflict."
resting police officer was made eration that took place north of
p.m. it Room 18 of¦ the Durand to promote a negotiated settle- He charged Nixon with "a Monday by a Minneapolis mu- the 19th parallel this past weekHigh School . •
ment of the war."
clear failure to keep his 1968 nicipal court judge.
end."
campaign pledge to the Ameri- Judge John W. Hanson acquitcan people to end the war. "
ted a'Macalester College sopho- The story of the aborted resmore oi charges brought against cue mission was apparently inafter a disturbance outside" tended to dispel doubts cast durTwo from Wisconsin him
the Minneapolis Auditorium last ing an earlier , Monday news
There Was a Mistake in Our Sunday Ad
conference in which a Pentagon
July 12.
killed in S.E. Asia
David M. Johnson, 19, had spokesman steadfastly refused
WASHINGTON W)-The Penta- been charged with unlawful as- to say whether any U.S. planes
gon announced Monday that sembly and obstructing a side- hit targets north of the 19th parArmy Spec. 4 Dennis E. Sleek- walk.
allel.
er, son of Mr. ' and Mrs. Paul F. Johnson testified that a Min- Asked if revealing the prisonStecker of Manitowoc, Wis., had neapolis police officer hit him er rescue attempt compromised
been killed! in action in South- in the back with a riot baton future missions of this type, a
east Asia.
when he was arrested.
Pentagon official said that "was
Army Spec. 4 Robert G. Judge" Hanson referred the one of the things we had to
FAMILY CENTER — WINONA
\S8r
Drapp, son of Mr. and Mrs, matter to Asst. City Atty. Fred
There were some who
George R. Drapp, Milwaukee, Spencer, saying it was "the weigh.
wanted
talk about it and
previously listed as missing, court's opinion this would con- some whotodidn't."
now is listed as dead as a re- situte probable cause for a
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The weafher

Death of man
31; ruled
accidental

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Snow is forecast today for
the lower Great Lakes, with snow and show flurries due in
the Northwest. Mostly sunny but rather cold weather will
continue over the rest of the nation. (AP Photofax)

Local readings

Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 18, minimum 6 , noon 15, no
precipitation.
A year ego today:
High 51, low 32, noon 45/precipitation .05.
Normal temperature range for this date 37 to 22. Record
high 61 in 1931, record low 10 below in 1950.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:14, sets at 4:33.

1st Qtr.
Dec. 5

Full
Dec. 12

Forecasts
S.E. Minnesota
Increasing cloudiness with
moderating
temperatures
today. Mostly cloudy and
warmer tonight and Wednesday with the chance of
snow tonight, occasionally
mixed with rain Wednesday. Low tonight 12-15.
High Wednesday 30-35.

Minnesota
Mostly cloudy tonight and
Wednesday with chance of
snow north and scattered
snow mixed with some rain
or freezing rain south ton i g h t and Wednesday.
Warmer. Low tonight 8-18.
High Wednesday 20s north,
30-38 south.

Wisconsin
Cloudy with chance of occasional light snow tonight and
Wednesday. Lows tonight 10-2O,
High Wednesday in the 20s nortl
and 25-32 south.

5-day fo recast
MINNESOTA
Chance of snow over most
of state Thursday and in
east and south Friday. Fair
to partly cloudy Saturday.
Colder Thursday with lows
In 5-15 range Thursday
morning, and in the 10 below to 10 above range Friday and Saturday. Highs
mostly ln the teens north
and 20s south.
WISCONSIN
Mostly cloudy and cold Thursday through Saturday with snow
likely about Thursday and Friday. Lows averaging aroufid
the teens north and 20s south
and highs mostly in the 20s
north and upper 20s. Lower 30s
south becoming a little colder
about Saturday.
HOSPITAL PATIENTS
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
Mrs. Ralph Wead is a patient
at the hospital in Decorah, Iowa.
Harry Quanrud has returned
home after being at Tweeten
Spring
Memorial
Hospital ,
Grove.

Last Qtr.
Dec. 20

New
Nov. 28

Elsewhere
High Low Pr.
Atlanta, clear ...... 57 14 . , .
Bisarck, cloudy ... 10 3 ..
Boston, cloudy ..... 56 28 .04
Buffalo, cloudy ..... 33 23
Chicago, clear ..... 21 33 T
Cincinnati, clear ... 29 13
Cleveland, snow .... 26 16 .16
Denver, cloudy .... 33 21 ..
Des Moines, clear . . 2 0 9 ..
Detroit, clear . . . . . . 27 19 ..
Fairbanks, snow ... -5 -17 ..
Indianapolis, clear . 21 10 ..
Jacksonville, cldar" •. 73 25 ,.
Kansas City, clear . 23 14 ..
Los Angeles, clear .. 79 52 ..
Louisville, clear .... 30 15* .02
Memphis, clear .... 37 16 ..- .'.
Miami, cloudy ..... 82 55 ..
Milwaukee, clear .. 19 11 ..
Mpls.-St.P., clear .. 15 6 ..
New Orleans, clear . 67 30 .,
New York, cle&r ... 53 22 ,.
Okla. City, clear ... 35 17
Omaha, cloudy ..... 17 6
Philadelphia, clear . 54 19 ..
Phoenix, clear ..... 77 46 ..
Pittsburgh, snow ... 34 12 .01
Rapid City, cloudy . 23 18
St. Louis, clear . . . . . 2 2 11
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 54 41 ..
San Diego, fog ..... 65 54 ..
San Fran., clear ... 64 53 . ...
Seattle, cloudy ...1. 53 43 1.02
Tampa, clear
78 40
Washington, clear .. 53 20 ,. '.
(T—Trace)

..

..

River

DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
'
Red Wing . ..
14 5.2 — .3
Lake City . . . . . . . ..i 8.9 — .1
Wabasha
12 8.2 — .2
Alma Dam, T.W. .. 6.2 — .3
Whitman Dam .. .. 3.6 — .9
Winoria D., T.W. .. 5.2 ¦ — .6
WINONA
13 7.0 — .1
Tremp. Pool
.. 9.2 — .3
Tremp. Dam
5.5 — .5
Dakota
8.4 + .4
Dresbach Pool .. .. 9.2
0
Dresbach Dam .. .. 3.6 —1.1
La Crosse
12 6.2 — .6
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at Durand . 3.4
Zumbro at Theilman .30.2
Tremp. at Dodge .... 2.7 —.7
Black at Galesville ... 4.1 —.8
La Crosse at W.S
4.6 +.3
Root at Houston
6.1 —.4
RIVER FORECAST
Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Red Wing .... 4.8 4.6 4.5
Winona
6.8
6.7 6.6
La Crosse .... 6.1 6,1 6.1

In years gone by
Ten years ago . . . 1960
Adolf Otto Eichmann, the accused slayer of six million
Jews during the blood baths of Hitler's Third Reich, freely
admits participation in the monstrous crime in his liorrorfllled personal memoirs.
The United States rammed into orbit today a cameracarrying Tiros satellite designed to be the world's first
working weatherman in space.

Twenty-five years ago .. . 1945
Oscar Rose, who has been a civilian employe of the
U.S. Navy in Pearl Harbor for nearly two years, returned
home.
Wesley Kittle made his first solo flight at the Winona
airport yesterday.

Fifty years ago . . . 1920
The Normal School closed its fall term today. Most of
the students went to their homes for the four-day holiday.
The new marble altar of St. Stanislaus Church wns consecrated nt 8 :30 o'clock this morning in the presence of a
congregation which packed the church.

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1895
The West End Club gave a dance at Odd Fellows Hall
last evening.
Tlie Winona & Western passenger train from Osage came
In over the Bear Creelc line this morning. It was half an
hour behind time due to snow.' The new line was finished
for use at 7 o'clock this morning.

One-hundred years ago ... 1870
A telegram was received from. Bishop Whipple today
to> the effect that he would bo in tho city tomorrow on his
way cast .

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— The death of William Irish,
31, of Elgin, was ruled as asphyxia from aspiration of vomiting material, according to Dr.
Earl Ellis, deputy Wabasha
County Coroner.
Irish had apparently been
dead two days, Dr. Ellis said.
His body was discovered at his
home here Monday evening
where he lived alone. Local police officers had checked after
his light had been on two days.
He was born in Beaver, Winona County, April 25, 1939, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stacey
Irish. He attended grade school
at Elgin. Never married, he
lived his entire life in the Elgin
and Plainview area. He was
employed at the Lakeside Packing Gov, Plainview.
Survivors include his stepfather and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Banick, Rochester,
Minn., and two sisters, Mrs.
Loren (Gail) Pugh, Rochester,
and Mrs. Robert (Shirley) Kruger, Washington, Mo. His father
has died.
Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Wednesday at St, Joachim's Catholic Church, Plainview, the Rev. Peter Coleman
officiating, with burial in the
church cemetery.
Rosary will be said at 8:3C
p.m. today at the JohnsonSchriver Funeral Home.

Lions hear
about day
care center

Dr. Carroll Hopf , assistant
superintendent for secondary
education, discussed the role of
the Day Activity Center in Winona at the Winona Lions Club
meeting Monday.
Dr. Hopf opened his talk with
an outline of types of mental
retardation and a history of educational programs for mentally retarded. The first class held
in Winona for mentally retarded was in 1918. The program
fluctuated over the years, but
at present, 10 classes are held
in the city for 125 students. Dx.
Hopf. then directed his remarks
to the Day Activity Center. He
pointed out that in addition to
the educational experience for
the student, the Day Activity
Center provided an opportunity
for the family members to be
freed of a 24-hour burden of
care for the student.
This is important in terms of
the mental health of the family and the community and the
growth of the child. Dr. Hopf
concluded by discussing the
importance of. providing educational programs on the local
level. It costs the community
much less in terms of dollars
spent providing training and it
Jwovides a greater opportunty for the individual to make
social adjustments in the everyday world.

Witness m
Madison bombing
gets six months
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Malcolm Sllter, who the FBI says
furnished information on a University of Wisconsin bombing,
was to begin a six-month jail
term today for possession of
burglary tools.
Vern Bergstrom, assistant
Hennepin County attorney, said
Sllter, 60, was convicted Thursday by Judge Tom Bergin of
Hennepin County District Court.
In September, the* FBI identified Sllter as a source of information on suspects in the August bombing of a research
laboratory at the *Madison campus, in which one) person was
killed.

Environmental
group wants to
protect bluffs
MADISON, Wis. W) — An environmental group has proposed
that a portion of tho planned
Milwaukee to Green Bay interstate highway should be built
on bluffs overlooking the Fox
River south of Groen Bny.
The Environmental Awareness Center of the Department
of Landscape Architecture nt
tho University of Wisconsin said
the proposal would help preserve the bluffs from mining
ond urban development.
But the secretary ot- the state
Highway Commission, Bernard
Gehrmann, said the suggestion
was not practical because motorists would be tempted to look
ot the view while speeding
along at 70 miles per hour.
Accidents could occur, he
said.

The daily record
Two-state deaths
Norman Moen
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — Norman Moen, 57, Osseo, died Monday at tbe Osseo Area Hospital.
The son of Martin and Minnie
Johnson Moen. he was born
Feb. 3, 1913, in the Town Of
CSiimney Rock. He married
Inez Olson, Dec. 6, 1936, at
Osseo. He was a World War II
veteran. The couple formed in
the area and he was employed
by the Osseo Silo Company and
by the Town of Sumner.
Survivors include his wife;
three sons, Maynard and Larry. Osseo, and Ronald, Beloit,
Wis.; two daughters, Mrs. Lowell (Dorothy) Larson, and Mrs.
La Verne (Patricia) Noggle,
Osseo; nine grandchildren; two
brothers, Goodwin, Fall Creek,
Wis., and Milton, Eau Claire,
and one sister, Mrs. Margaret
Austin, Wyocena, Wis.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the
Osseo Lutheran Church, the
Rev. H. P. Walker officiating,
with burial in the Osseo Cemetery. ¦
Friends may call at the Oftedahl Funeral Home until noon
Wednesday, then at the church
until services.
Military rites will be conducted at the grave by the Osseo
American Legion Post.
William C. Gleisner
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— William Charles Gleisner, 79,
Whitehall, died Sunday afternoon at his home.
A resident here the past eight
years, he was born Nov. 9, 1891
in Milwaukee to John and Emily
Gleisner and married Muriel
Rhode Jan. 5, 1963 in Whitehall.
He had been in the automobile
business and was a member of
the Milwaukee Zor Shrine and
the Whitehall Masonic Blue
Lodge.
Survivors are: his wife; two
sons, William C, Milwaukee,
and Robert, Beverly Hills,
Calif.; one grandson and a
brother/ Elmer, Milwaukee.
Funeral services will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at Schmidt &
Sons Funeral Home, Menomonee Falls, Wis. Burial will be
in Rose Hill Cemetery, Sussex,
Wis. . ¦ .?. . . '
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Chapel here Tuesday
from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.

- A t Community
Memorial Hospital
Maternity patient*! 3 to 1:30 and' ? to
1:30 p.m. (Adult* only.)
visitors to a patient limited ta two at
on* ttm*.
Visiting hour*: Medical and turcica)
patient*: 2 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 11)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Edith Dougherty, 1750 W. Wabasha St.
Mark Waldorf, 3873 9th St.,
Goodview.
Miss Carol Bingold, 518 Lincoln St.
Mrs. Myrtle Cordes, Houston
Rt. 1, Minn.
Mrs. Evelyn Dabelstein, 1061
W. Howard St.
Hairy Pulchinski, Minneiska,
Minn.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. John Fair, 921 W. King
st. - ; . . : . A A .? ,?¦: ¦ ¦
Mrs. James Jeresek, Fountain City Rt. 2, Wis.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Trester,
Stockton, Minn., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Banicki, 869 W. 5th St., a son.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
? ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) —
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Rpckenback, a daughter Thursday at
a La Crosse hospital.
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. Orlo Wold,
a son Sunday at St, Mary's
Hospital , Rochester. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gerhart
Wisfeow, St. Charles, and Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon WokL
, Spring
Grove.
OCONOMOWOC, Wis. -. Mr.
and Mrs. James Schaefer, 613
Worthington, Oconomowoc, a
daughter, Sunday. Maternal
grandmother is Mrs. John
Bryn , 270 E. Wabasha St.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

No. 557;-Small black , tan and
white female. Available.
No. 574 — Small brown and
black female pup, mixed breed.
Fourth day.
No. 576—Medium-sized, brown
male, part ColRe. Available.
No. 580-Medium sized black
and white male long haired
dog. Second day.
No. 581 — Large white male
Angela Sue Ziegler
Samoyed, no license. Second
GALESVILLE, Wis.-Angela day. :
Sue Ziegler, eight-month-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. NorWINONA DAM LOCKAGE
bert Ziegler, rural Galesville,
died in her sleep Sunday eveMonday
ning. She had been ill since 1:15 p.m. — Lachlan Macleay,
birth.
three barges up.
She was born March 9 1970, 2:15 p.m. — Denis Brown, two
at Community Memorial Hos- barges up.
pital, Winona.
3:40 p.m. — Hawkeye, 10
Survivors include, her par- barges up.
ents, one brother and two sisToday
ters.
Flow — 10,800 cubic feet per
Graveside services were held second at 8 a.m. '
at Holy Cross Cemetery, Trempealeau, Monday, the Rev. Wal- South
Dakota Jan. 13, 1914, to
ter Breye, St. Bridget's Catholic Mr. and
Mrs.
Churqh, Trempealeau, officiat- berg. Since Carl Melvin Lindabout 1967 he had
ing.
lived with his mother, Emma
Lindberg, in Hixton. Prior to
Melvin O. Moe
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special ) — that he farmed in the CenterMelvin 0. Moe, 77, Arcadia, ville-Galesville area.
Wis., died at 10:30 p.m. Monday Survivors are; one son, Dougat Tri-County Memorial Hospi- las, Galesville; two daughters,
Mrs. John (Shirley) Michaels,
tal, Whitehall, Wis.
He retired from carpentry Lewiston , Minn.; and Mrs. Denseven years ago. He was born nis (Caroline) Truax, Ettrick;
April 12, 1893, to Olaf and Kar- his mother; five brothers, Milrie Gilbertson Moe and had nev- ton, Archie, LaVern, Hihnan
er married. He lived with his and Charles, Hixton; and two
brother until moving to the Tri- sisters, Mrs. Elvin (Vera) NerCounty Nursing ' Home several by and Mrs Norman (Myrtle)
Berget , Hixton. A son, Gordon,
years ago.
Survivors include a brother , was Jackson County's first trafOtis, Arcadia, and a sister, Mrs. fie fatality of 1970 when he
Bennie ( Jena) Olson, Indepen- was killed near Black River
dence, Wis. Four sisters and a Falls on Feb. 8. His father
died Sept. 18, 1968.
brother have died.
Funeral services will be at 2 Funeral services will be Wedp.m. Friday at Fagernes Luth- nesday at 2 p.m. at Our Saeran Church the Rev. K. M. viour's Lutheran Church, HixUrberg officiating. Burial will ton, the Rev. Robert Bipes officiating. Burial will be in Everbe in the church cemetery.
green Cemetery, near CenterFriends may call after 4 p.m. ville.
Thursday at the Killian Funeral
Home here and at the church Friends may call at the Jenone hour before " tlie service. sen Funeral Home, Hixton, this
Pastor Urberg will conduct a afternoon and evening. There
will be a prayer service at 6
devotional service at 8 p.m. p.m.
Thursday.
Gustal W. Radtke
Thomas A. Trehus
HOKAH, Minn. (Special) —
SPRING GROVE , Minn. - Gustal W. Radtke, 76, Hokah,
Thomas A. Trehus, 81, Litch- died early this morning at his
field , Minn., former Spring home.
Grove resident , died at his homo A retired mechanic, he was
Sunday.
born Jan. 7, 1094, to Mr. and
Survivors include his wife , Mrs. Henry Radtke in South
Genora; one son , Gayle, Litch- Ridge and married Margaret
field; two daughters, Mrs. Ed- Sllter April 14, 1920. A lifelong
ward (Genevieve ) Folden , De- area resident, he was a memtroit Lakes, Minn., and Mrs. ber and trustee of the Hokah
Bjarne (Harriet) Kvingedal , United Methodist Church and
Newport, Vt ,; 10 grandchildren; had served on the school board
one great-grandchild ; two bro- for many years.
thers, Emil, Spring Grove, and Survivors are: his wife ; three
Melvin, Mabel, Minn., and two sons, Gerald, Amarillo, Tex.,
sisters, Mrs. I 0. (Cello) Doely, Eldon, San Diego, Calif., and
Mabel , and Mrs. Gunvor Watts, Stephen, St. Paul; five grandchildren; four brothers, Milton,
Dallas, Tex.
Funeral services will bo at 3 Sacramento, Calif., William
p.m, Wednesday at the Zion Lu. and Charles, La Crosse, and
Minneapolis; and five
theran Church, Litchfield, the Theodore,
sisters, Mrs. Hugo (Pearl )
Rev. Marshall Moen officiating, Lemke, La Crescent, Mrs.
with burial in the church cem- Frank (Ruby) Unnaseh and
etery.
Mrs. Jack (Gofdlc) Le Sarge,
Friends may call at the John- Sacramento, and Mrs. James
son-Hngglund Funeral Home, (Viola) Hill and Mrs. Clarence
Litchfield, today after 2 p.m. (Glendora) Gamrodt, La Crosse.
Funeral services will be FriOrville Lindberg
day at 2 p.m. at the Hokah
HIXTON , Wis. (Special) - United "Methodist Church, the
Orville Lindberg, 56, Hixton, Rev. Robert Ford officiating.
was found dead in bed at his Burial win be in Mount Hopo
home Monday morning.
Cemetery.
Tho attending physician said Friends may call at Potterthat death had occurred during Haugen Funeral Home, Caletho night and was due to natur- donia, Thursday afternoon and
al causes.
evening and at the church FriA farmer, he was born ln day after 1 p.m.

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 24, 1970

Winona deaths
Mrs. Douglas March
Mrs. Douglas March, Miles
City, Mont., former Winona resident, died Sunday at a hospital
there following an extended illness.
The former Geneva Backman,
she was the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Backman, Winona. A graduate' of Winona High School and Winona
State College, she taught in public schools in Harmony, Zun>
brota and Litchfield, Minn.
Survivors include one son, Dr.
Dan March, and two grandchildren, Eozeman, Mont., and two
sisters, Mrs. Oscar Sontag and
Mrs. Richard Nelson, both of
Tucson, Ariz.
Burial will be at Litchfield,
Minn.
Mrs. Laura Krockow
Mrs. Laura Krockow, 88,
Rushford, and formerly of 1757
W. Broadway, Winona, died at
8:30 a.m. today at the Good
Shepherd Home, Rushford, after
a several-month illness.
The former Laura Nelson,
she was born July 7, 1882, in
Rushford, tp Ole and Olise Olson
Nelson and was married to
William H. Krockow on June 25,
1902. A resident of Winona since
1928, she was a member of
Central Lutheran Church, Winona Chapter No. 141 of the
Order of Eastern Star and the
Sons of Norway.
Survivors include a nephew,
Leslie Hopper, San Bruno,
Calif., and a niece, Miss lone
Hopper, Stockton, Calif., both ct
whom were reared in the Krockow home. Other nieces and
nephews survive. Her husband,
four sisters and four brothers
have died.
Funeral services will be at 1
p.m. Friday at Central Lutheran Church, Winoha, the Rev.
G. H. Huggenvik officiating.
Burial will be in Rushford Uitheran Cemetery. There will be
no visitation. The Fawcett Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. A memorial is being arranged.

Winona funerals
Carl A. Rezab
Funeral services for Carl A.
Rezab, 409 E. Howard St., were
at 10 a.m. today at Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart, the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Joseph McGirmis
officiating. Burial was in St.
Mary's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Joseph C.,
John M. and James L. 'Rezab,
Jeffrey Cisewski, Robert McCallaster and Louis Burt Jr.

Two-state funerals
Michael W. Ahern
LEWISTON, Minn. — Funeral
services for Michael W. Ahern,
Lewiston, will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday at St. Rose of Lima
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Max Satory officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Francis
and William Monahan, Peter
and John Daley, James Ahern
and Robert Munns. Honorary
pallbearers will be Ernest Koalska and George Daley.
Friends may call from 3 p.m.
today until time of services
Wednesday 'at the Jacobs Funeral Home, Lewiston, where a
prayer service will be conducted tonight at 8 p.m
Helmer Johnson
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - Funeral services for Helmer Johnson, St. Charted, will be at 11
a.m. Wednesday at North Prairie Lutheran Church, the Hev.
MelVin Sucher officiating. Burial will be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Leonard,
Clifford and Milford Johnson,
Manvel Olness , De*an Tollefson
and Lyle Sweningson.
Friends may call at the Jacobs Funeral Home, St. Charles ,
today after 3 p.m. and at the
church Wednesday one hour before services.

Man charged
with murder in
woman 's death
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP ) A young man arrested for
drunkenness has been charged
with murder in the death of a
57-year-old woman who lived
alone in a downtown hotels
Vernon L. Adlcr, 29, was already in custody when tho body
of Alicia Katherine Ross was
found Monday. He was ordered
held without bond.
A broken wine bottle was vtsdd
to slash tho woman fatally, police Lt. Ed Stevens snld.
Adler, formerly of Rochester,
Minn., and the woman both
lived in thd San Diego hotel.
Stevens said Adlcr had been
seen with her before his arrest.
When the governor of New
South Wales sought to stretch
his money in 1813, he Imported
40,000 Spanish dollars nnd had
their centers punched out. Each
"holey dollar" was worth five
shillings. Thd center piece was
valued at a shilling and two
pence, Tho coins also were
punched on Canada's Prince
Edward Island.

$5,700

increase

New Pep in budget
sei at $ SHMO

DURAND, Wis. — The Pepin County Board of Supervisors has set a proposed budget of $514,478.31 for 1971, an
increase of $5,700 over last year's budget.
No taxpayers were present when the budget hearing was
held at the courthouse.
County board members said that $5,000 was set aside to
replace the Abel bridge across the Eau Galle River near
Arkansaw, which has collapsed. Estimates on another structure range from $14,000 to $20,000.
THE ANTICIPATED tax increase for county purposej
this year is $49,291.28, about double the previous years,
when it was $27,995.53. Only budgetary reductions affected
education and recreation, conservation, and development and
indebtedness.
During the fall session, supervisors voted to deny an
$81,000 claim in the highway death of Patrick Kralewski of
Durand. It was charged the county bad been negligent in
marking traffic lanes on highway V near the Lima church,
creating the impression of three lanes, when there actually are two. Kralewski was killed in a collision with John
Schuh last year.
To help cover deficits, Durand library was given an additional $500 and Pepin library an additional $200. Request
for $200 from the soil conservation district; for educational
programs was tabled. Supervisors voted to discontinue free
gopher bait, which has been provided for years.
Bids on the Nora Martin estate property at Arkansaw
were received from William Hartung and Oscar Strand. It
was decided to permit the property committee to take final
action. The same committee was charged with the responsibility for paint, repair and upkeep of buildings and grounds.
ANIMAL damage claims were allowed at 80 percent of
sums requested. Benefiting from the action are Arthur Cedarblade, Wilfred J. Bauer, Bernard Milliren, Henry Luther, Archie Richardson and John Berger.
The. county board transferred $774 from the park fund
to the fish and game fund for conservation work. Matching
money can be obtained from the state on some projects initiated by Durand Sportsmen's club. Authorization to borrow
as much as $50,000 to cover current expenses was authorized
for county officials. The total is expected to cover all cash
needed ¦to
operate the county until tax funds arrive next
¦ ¦¦ ¦
snrtnff '

'

Salary matters occupied most attention of supervisors.
They voted to boost elected officers $50 a month in 1971.
Secretarial help will be paid wages ranging from $265 to
$350 a month. Traffic Officers George Plummer and Bruce
Stafford were given $40 a month increases and Deputy Darryl
Nelson, an additional $35 a month. The highway commissioner
was granted $50 a month.
It was decided to permit the social services board to set
salaries for all employes in welfare work. One more year of
employment was authorized for Louis and Agues Berger, who
have reached retirement age. Plea that retirement benefits
he paid in full for all county workers was tabled. Only the
highway department has this allowance so far.
ROAD WORK costing $75,300 was approved for 1971. A new
16th Creek bridge near Pepin was authorized at a cost of
$575.60. It was decided highway committee action would be
sufficient for equipment costing no more than $10,000, highway
advisory committee consultation on equipment costing ho
more than $30,000 and county board action on anything more
than that.
Official depository designations were granted to Security National bank, Durand, and American bank, Pepin.
A summary of the proposed budget follo-ws:
Actual
Proposed
Actual
1971
1970
A 1969
SUMMARY
Expenditures of oper. & maintenance:
General Government . . ;. . . $ 32,854.88 $ 38,125.18 $43 ,975.00
33,881.00
31,292.57
Prot. of Person & Property 28,457.51
6,684.54 A. ,12,450.00
Health & Sanitation . . . . . . . 10,496.86
47,550.00
49,401.66
. . . . . . . . .... 48,367.05
Highways
Education ................. 28,089.71 28,483.09 . 2 6 ,522.18
4,000,00
5,696.32
3,098.78
Recreation
54,489.81 43,105,00
Indebtedness . . . . ? . . . . . . . . . 10,295.42
1,616.73
2,000.00
Public Service Enterprises 1,500.00
22,020.00
16,685.44
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,952.35
Sub-Total . . . . . y . . . . . . . . 181,112.56
Expenditures for Outlay 15,684.97

232,475.34
75,673.61

235,503.18
54,500.00

Total Expenditures ...... 196,697.53
Less: Revenues
(other than tax) . . . . . . . . 153,588.73

308,148.95

290,003.18

140,425.71

144,193,59

Sub-Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .

145,800.59

Less: Unencumbered surplus funds applied
TAX LEVY FOR CITY PURPOSES:
City Levy
School Levy
County Levy
Total
Assessed value: 1970—
$11,632,903 X .044 mills—
$511 847.73
* Actual 1968 Levy $427,273.86
* Actual 1969 Levy $481,355.70
* Proposed 1970 Levy $511,847.73
(For 1971 Budget)

Hennepin Co.
fo get time
on 0E0 funds

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
meeting has been set for Dec. 8
in Chicago to give the Hennepin
County antipoverty agency a
chance to show cause why federal funding by the Office ol
Economic Opportunity (OEO)
should not bo discontinued.
In a letter to Mrs. Mabel
Higgs, chairman of Mobilization
Economic
Resources
of
(MOER), regional OEO director
Wendell Vcrduln accused MOER
of "persistent violation" of federal contracts.
Verduin charged that MOER
administrators "and the MOER
board Itself repeatedly Ignored
regional office deadlines, fail to
make meaningful, if any, responses to regional office Inquiries, misstate facts and circumstances and refuse to seek
regional office compliance or
advice...1*
He added that tho MOER staff
follows "n pattern of administrative deficiencies in serious
and persistent violation" of the
conditions of tho agency 's grant.
Edgar D. Pillow, MOER executive director, said he would
not respond to the charges until
the MOER board's executive
Committee meets later this
week.

39,548.14
$106,261.45
243 ,586.28
162,000.00
$51J,847.7?

Municipal court
WINONA
Yung Wah Kwai, 707 W.
Broadway, pleaded guilty to a
charge of parking by a fire
hydrant and drew a $15 fine
from Special Judge Loren Torgerson, He was tagged at 9:47
a.m. Monday at West Howard
and Winona streets.
FORFEITURES:
Daniel L. Bronk, 3677 6th St.,
Goodview, $50, speeding, 45 in
a 30-mlle zone, 11:20 p.m. Friday at East Broadway and
Market Street.
Donald J. Peake, St. Mary 's
College, $5, delinquent overtime
parking, 6:06 p.m. April 17 on
East 3rd Street.
Brendan R. Lee, 103 W. 3rd
St., $5, delinquent overtime
parking, 1:25 pm. Sept. 15 on
West 3rd Street

St.Cloud man
to lead group
to South Pole
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) ~ Walter Peterson of St. Cloud,
Minn., says ho hopes, to be the
first man to reach both poles
hy surface travel.
Pederson announced Mondny
hd will lend a snowmobile expedition to tho South Pole.
"Pederson was the mechanical
engineer on tlie Ralph Plalsted
expedition to the North Pole In
1067-68.
Pederson said the expedition
will leave Dec. 15 for McMurdo Sound , takeoff point for the
proposed trric.

Senate upholds Nixon
campaign spending veto

based on votes, possibly on popBy WALTER R. MEARS dorse the final product.
.WASHINGTON (AP) -The The assistant Democratic ulation."
Senate has upheld President Leader, Sen. Edward M. Kenne- —A limit on candidate adverMara's rejection of a bill curb- dy, said he hopes the adminis- tising in all media, not only raing campaign,broadcast spend- tration
will embrace an over-all dio and television.
ing, the first tune in more than
reform bill.
—Possibly a provision under
five years the chamber has sus- campaign
Kennedy said there may yet which a taxpayer, by checking a
tained a presidential veto.
Supporters of the measure be an effort to revive the vetoed box on his return, could have $1
pulled together a 58-34 margin broadcast measure this year by contributed to the party of lis
to override Thursday, but still adding it to other legislation. choice.
fell four votes short of the nec- Scott acknowledged he has —A waiver of equal broadcast
only ideas, no draft of legisla- time requirements, to open the
essary two-thirds majority.
The action left Congress with tion for broader campaign re- possibility for free network time
a presidential promise of an form. He said its terms might for the two major party presidential candidates in 1972.
ambitious package of political include:
reforms for action next year. —A limit on the period in The limitation on broadcast
Nixon vetoed thebill on grounds which a candidate for office can spending proposed in the vetoed
it plugged only one hole in a advertise through any medium,
six to eight bill was seven cents for each
sieve when comprehensive re- starting perhapselection.
vote cast for the office involved
an
weeks
before
pair is needed.
—More stringent and compre- in the prior election, or $20,000,
Nixon promised the adminis- hensive financial disclosure whichever was greater.
In addition, the bill required
tration would work closely with rules.
Senate GOP Leader Hugh Scott —If it proves feasible, an broadcasters to make time
and other members of Congress over-all limit on campaign available to candidates at the
oh a broader reform bill—but spending. "We would have to lowest rates they charge any
gave no assurance he would en- have some formula, probably advertiser.

Attempt to block trade bill

Rushford Scout
troop selects
scoutmaster
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Chalmer Pederson was se
Iected scoutmaster for the
Rushford Boy Scout troop at
a recent meeting of interested
parents and boys in Rushford
Lutheran Church. Thirteen boys
registered.
His assistant will be Larry
Sass. The troop committee is
composed of Lyle Nelson, chairman? and Dr. Harvey Post,
treasurer. Other committee
members are Norman Ebner,
Louis Boehmke, Otto Julsrud
and Joe Jonsgaard.

Sober-up machine
installed in bar
to aid officials

LONDON (AP) —A sober-up
machine was installed today in
a bar used by employes of the
House of Commons. The idea is
to speed up the detoxication
process for anyone who has to
drive.
For $1.20 a drinker can get a
shot of an alcohol dispersant
which reduces the amount of alcohol in the bloodstream. If the
machine is a success, said refreshment manager Andrew
Mitchell, he may put it in the
bars used by members of the
drive up U.S. consumer prices House and their guests.
by protecting American-made
goods from foreign competitors.
The Common Market conntries alone could cut off $200
million in annual soybdan exports, said the farm group, and
jeopardiz e overseas markets for
U.S. wheat and feed grains.
In House debates, backers oi
thd measure blamed foreign
textiles and shoes for a 3 per
cent drop in U.S. textile employment since 1966 and a loss of
21,000 jobs in shoe plants since
the mid-1950s.
Thd Nixon administration,
which tried to cut back the till
to textile quotas only and a tax
incentive to boost U.S. exports,
has said the President will
make no decision on whether to
veto it until he sees the final
product.

Farm belt senators
set strategy session

bill, passed 215 to 165 by the
By SPENCER DAVIS
WASHINGTON (AP) - Farm House Nov. 19. The measure
Belt senators concerned about also would freeze the present
the future of U.S. agricultural systdm of oil import quotas, set
on mink fur
•xports called a stratdgy ses- tariff-rate quotasi
skins and some chemicals and
sion today with allies from man- set up a formula of tariffs or
ufacturing states in an attempt quotas on foreign products that
to block a House-passed trade are shown to injure American
markets.
bill;? :¦ ¦; '
? At stake, they say, are 700,000 Senate opponents, led by Waijobs and $6.6 billion worth of ted Mondale, D-Minn., and Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., have
farm-exports annually.
Adding to their concern was a threatened a filibuster to preMonday statement by White vent a similar trade package
House press secretary Ronald from being considered on the
L. Ziegler that talks between floor. Backers hope to tie the
thd United States and Japan had package to a Social Security bill
produced little encouragement in the Finance Committee.
for voluntary restraint of textile Opponents say such quotas
would bring trade-war retaliimports into this country.
ation from other countrhes, parTextile and shoe imports are ticularly Japan and the Eurotwo prime targets of the trade pean Common Marked, and

^

Report raids oh Guinea
now appear to be ended

MONROVIA, Liberia (AP) - Guinea claimed that Portu- Conakry reported landings dur- Schramnae, the Belgian plant*
in the Congo who turned merceRadio Conakry reported new at- guese warships landed hundreds ing Monday night.
nary soldier after the Congo got
tempts by "Portuguese fascists of mercenaries Saturday night
of Sabena , the Bel- independence. )
and their mercenaries" to land at Conakry, and that many Gui- An official said
thd situation in The Soviet news agency Tass
in Guinea during the night, after neans and a number of Euro- gian airline, very
Conakry
was
"
00^56^," accused Portugal of a "criminal
the weekend invasion of the lit- peans were killed in thd next
was heavily act of armed aggression"
tle W£st African country ap- two days of fighting. Radio Con- and the airportGuinea
troops
peared to have ended.
akry said the invaders were re- guarded by Chinese guns and against Guinea. Toure is a
armed
with
Marxist, and the Soviet Union
peatedly
but
theVe
driven off ,
The government radio in the
? helmets.
Soviet-type
wearing
has
given Guinea military? aid,
Guinean capital said the defend- was no word on casualties He said there was consideraabout a dozen MIG17
including
among
the
invading
force.
ing forces repulsed "many in* mercenaries jet fighters.
because
ble
fear
Two Belgians arriving in
cursions."
were believed to. be hiding in The Portuguese government
Travelers : arriving Monday Brussels said the invasion "ap- and around the city.
said it welcomedthe decision of
night in Abidjan, the Ivory peared to be a complete fail- Another Belgian on the same the
U.N. Security Council to
Radio
ure."
But
that
was
before
Coast capital, said they had
plane said he was awakdned Sat- send a special commission to
seen the invasion fleet sailing
urday night by shots and bursts Guinea to investigate the invaaway, and the government of OK resolution
machine-gun fire. He said sion.
of
President Sekou Toure had told aimed at St. Paul
Guinean
forces frequently fired
its people to go back to work
at
each
other
in the confusion. Regional development
but to
¦ keep their weapons han- showing of 'Hair'
He
reported
several merc¦;;
dy.
ST. PAUL (AP)-The St. Paul enaries had been taken prisoner hearings scheduled
Despite Guinea 's repeated Civic Center Authority approved and the raiders had succeeded
charges that the invasion was a a resolution Monday allowing in freeing a number of political ST. PAUL (AP) — Two public hearings have been schedPortuguese operation, thdre was negotiations with the Chicago prisoners. ¦
considerable speculation in company of "Hair" for a Febru- Reports on the number of uled in west-central Minnesota
next week to discuss proposali
Monrovia that the invaders ary run of the rock musical.
ships involved in the invasion
were rebellious Guineans trying John Friedmann, director of ranged from six to 12. Esti- for creation of ndw developto overthrow their Marxist pres- the St. Raul Auditorium complex mates of the number of invad- ment regions.
ident. It was thought quite likely which is administered by the ers ran from 350, a figure re- Hearings ? are scheduled at
that such a force" had been authority, said he asked the portedly given by a captured courthouses in Morris next
trained and equipped in neigh- authority's approval because the mercenary, to 800, the number Monday and Willmar next Tuesboring Portuguese Guinea since controversial show has run into given in a speech in Brazzaville day, both beginning at 7 p.m.
Toure lets opponents of the Por- opposition In some?cities.
by President Marian Ngouabi of A 1969 law allows groups of
tuguese colonial regime use his The producers of "Hair," the Congo Republic. He" said his counties to join into planning
country as a base.
which has stirred controversy leftist government is threatened regions for development of longrange guidelinds for parks, airHowever, Portugal denied all because of nudity in some by "the saline mercenaries."
connection with the attacks on scenes, have suggested Feb. Radio Conakry said the invad- ports, hospitals and other maConakry.
15-28 for the run.
ers were trained by Col. Jean jor undertakings.
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No mention of Calley

Helicopter pilot says
he saw bodies piled up

FT. BENNINO, Ga. (AP) -A
helicopter pilot and his gunner
have testified that they saw
piled-up civilian bodies by My
Lai, a soldier firing into a ditch
with Vietnamese in it, and an
unidentified captain shoot a
wounded woman.
But during their time on the
stand Monday at the court-martial of Lt. William L. Calley Jr.,
the defendant's name never
came up.

Lt. Hugh Thompson, 27, of Decatur, Ga., and his gunner,
Lawrence Colburn, 20, of Auburn, Wash., said they saw bod-

ies of elderly men, women and
children in a ditch along with
some Vietnamese who were still
alive.
Both told of the unidentified
captain shooting a Vietnamese
woman lying wounded in a rice
paddy, and of "unburying" a
young child, unhurt, from a pile
of slaughtered bodies in the
ditch.
The two witnesses said they
got little or no help from American ground troops in rescuing
surviving Vietnamese on March
16, 1968, when Calley is charged
with murdering 102 civilians.
When newsmen later asked

Senate told —

Time capsule
drugs dangerous

Capt. Aubrey Daniel, the Army
prosecutor, why he had not
asked Thompson or Colburn
about Calley, he replied: "I
don't have to answer that."
Colburn, clad in dungarees
and an admitted marijuana
user, told of seeing bodies along
a trail near the ill-fated hamlet,
in rice paddies and in a ditch.
He described the ditch as 4 to
6 feet deep and "about one-third
full of bodies."
Colburn said they landed their
helicopter "to give some assistance to some people in a bunker."
He said the crew airlifted
about 15 Vietnamese civilians
out of the area.
Later, said €olburn , they returned to the ditch.
"One of the children we saw
was still alive. I took a rifle
with me and covered Andreotta
(a third crewman on board the
helicopter) while he went down
into the ditch, unburied the
child and handed him to me and
I took him to the ship."
Then, Colburn said, they took
the child to a hospital.
Colburn testified, as did
Thompson, that a Viet Cong suspect had fired on them during
the helicopter operation, That
was the only hostile action he
added.

WASHINGTON (AP ) - There ing of Merlis; Dr. Leo E. Hollisis no evidence so-called time ter, a medical investigator with
capsule drugs are more effec- the Veterans Administration;
tive than regular preparations and Dr. Jonathan Cole, superinand ia some cases may be high- tendent of the Boston State Hosly dangerous , Senate investiga- pital.
tors have been told.
One possible hazard cited in Subcommittee counsel Ben
testimony was described by Dr. Gordon told Hollister that in
Sidney Merlis, director of psy- 1969 the VA bought a tranquilizchiatric research at New York's er called meprobamato from a Mondale, MBA
Danish firm fir $1.55 per 500
Central Islip State Hospital.
tablets while at the same time it board to discuss
Merlis said a nurse at the hos- was buying the sustained
pital died from an adverse reac- lease form of the drug from rean campa ign money
tion to a powerful tranquilizer American firm for $7,25 per 100
called chlopromazine when tiny
DETROIT LAKES, Minn.
pellets from tho time capsule, tablets.
or sustained action drug, were Gordon said the sustained re- (AP)-Sen. Walter F. Mondale,
caught in the crevices of her lease form cost the VA 2,300 per D-Minn., will discuss the campaign spending issue with the
stomach lining and could not be cent more and he asked:
flushed out.
"Does this kind of buying Minnesota Broadcasters Association (MBA) board, the organiMerlis testified Monday na Uie seem sensible to you?"
zation's
president said.
subcommittee, chaired by Sen. Hollister said it did not beAl
Leighton
said he talked to
Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., opened cause there was no evidence the
four days of hearings into gov- sustained action form of the Mondale twice Monday, when
Mondale voted in favor of overernment purchasing of drugs . drug was more effective.
Sustained action drugs gener- Colo commented that he, too, riding President Nixon 's veto of
ally take the form of capsules was against such drugs and said the bill to restrict radio and
containing tiny pellets with a he once told a drug salesman television campaign spending by
protective coating of varying that if ho could prove a sus- political candidates.
thicknesses that wears off grad- tained action preparation was The Senate vote was four short
ually, releasing steady and con- more effective than tlie regular of the two-thirds majority needed to override the veto.
tinued small dosages.
dosage he would buy it.
The subject of this type of "I haven't heard from him of lreighton , president and owner
station KDLM in Detroit
drug came up during question- yet," Colo said.
Lakes, said he felt the bill was
^^^^^^^^^^ ¦MMnN ^^naaMnWIMMIDIMNMMnHHMWH MWflMHMr "discriminatory," because no
other media are included.
CYTOMETRIC OFFICES
The MBA board will meet in
W WEST THIRD STREET
January in Minneapolis.
WINONA . 'MINNESOTA 65987 •
WILL REBUILD
TELEPHONE 454-4640
MIDDLETON, Wis. (AP) ' —
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
Dccar Corp. says it will rebuild
L a.m,' through 8 p.m.
fi
its plastics manufacturing plant
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
which was destroyed in a proSaturday D to Vt;tO ,
PR ft. C. JMcMAHON
dawn fire Sunday. Damage was
OPTOMETRIST!
estimated at $1 million.

. .

Santa says keep the children warm
in slumberbags while they wait

(

>
i

SIX EXCITING PATTERNS, MATCHING CARRY TOTES,
TWO-WAY ZIPPERS CONVERT BAGS TO COMFORTERS
See them under every Merry Christmas trea
in town I Young girls and boys zip-up for
head-to-toe warmth in cozy cotton slumberbags. All puff-quilted with springy polyester that's lightweight, non-allergenic.

Sturdy two-way zipper converts bag fo a
twin bed comforter,with reversible solid
color side. Machine-washable. Each with
matching tote for convenient travel and
storage. Wise Santas, hurry to Wards!

$&&Q Q
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*

REGULAR!^ 13.99

r
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WARDS CHARG-all CREDIT PLAN HELPS MAKE CHRISTMAS MERRIER! "CHARGE IT!"
Mmmmmmami ^mmmmammaammaaBmmammammm ^mwmmaaammmamaamamaawmmaammwammmmaaawmm ^
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21 on honor roll
af lanesboro

Mill rate down

Gr«d» 12—Jennlfjr Abrahamson, Stowart Haxeli Craig Johnson, ' Carl Lawstuen, Joyce Solberg, Bonnie Wangen and
Karen Williams.
Grade 11—Connie Johnson and Jeff
Strom; grade TO—Philip Pybtng, Barbara Johnson, Donna Ostrem and Jill
Thompson.
Grade 9—Dale Egge, Douglas Erickson, Philip HOItegard and Jennifer
Johnson; grade a—Julie Kuehnast and
grade 7-Krlstlne Miller, Cynthia Wangen and Terrl Ward.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Although the 1971 budget
adopted by Trempealeau County Supervisors in their November session shows an Increase
of $151,852 over the 1970 figure,
there is a decrease of one-half
mill in ike mill rate.
The 1971 budget figure is $1,322,676, as compared to $1,170,-

LANESBORO, Minn. - The
following students have been
named to the Lanesboro High
School A honor roll for the first
nine week period:

CltecL^ ^

:_

¦ - ¦"
¦
. .. . .

Trempealeau board hikes

'71 budget- by $151,852

823 last year, and the mill budget was due to several facrate is 10.26 «as compared to tors. The?' Social Services Department has been changed
9.735. ' .
60-40 last year (the state
The lower mill rate was caus- from
paying
percent and the couned by the raise in equalization ty 40), 60
with
this year's percenvalues of the towns, villages tage increased
for the county.
figure
bethis
year's
and cities,
Included
in
the
was
ing $135,862,800 as compared to $15,000, the county'sbudget
share,
for
1970.
in
$114,093,300
high
ban
radios
for
the
county
The increase in the over-all sheriffs office. The radios are
to be purchased on a cost sharBy Trempealeau Co. i oarer*
ing basis, the total cost being
$23,125.
THE SUM OF $24,240 was
added for the county surveyor,
Terry Kerwin, which includes
funding for one or two assistants.. Kerwin, Beloit, who stays
in Whitehall during the week,
began his employment Aug. 8.
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) been $"7,164. Supervisors denied New itenas included were tha
reinstatement
—Albert Scherr, Trempealeau, the request for
County Housing Authority, $500,
gaveAthe coimty iair report at Ray Nereng, Blair, and Vem and $850 for the Outdoor Recthe November session of the Hendrickson, area resource de- reation Plan.
Trempealeau County Board of velopment agent, explained the The amount placed in the
Supervisors. His request, for Concerned Citizens Housing Au- building fund in the 1971 budget
$7,500 for toilet facilities on the thority and supervisors alloca- was $67,931 figured on one-half
ted $500 be placed in the bud- mill, last year's figure being
fair grounds was approved.
Henry Paulson, member of get. Several of the county mu- $28,523 (one-quarter mill), the
the county hospital board of nicipalities are interested in increase $39,408.
trustees, spoke on the proposed such housing for elderly people Under general government,
hospital budget. Also appearing and low income families, they the total was $223,653 as compared tO $208,169 in 1970. This
from the hospital were Carl reported.
Nordhagen, superintendent, and ARNOLD THORPE, Blair, includes $24,250 for the surveyor. There were decreases in
Albert Scherr, trustee.
was appointed for a one-year several of the items. Included
By the end of December or period as civil defense direc- is $14,000 county board, an inearly in 1971 the new hospital tor of the county. He will work crease of $2,000; $21,102, counbuilding will be ready to move 20 hours a week, and be paid ty clerk; $12,294, county treasinto, as it is how 95 percent an annual salary of $3,250 of urer ; $24,250, surveyor; $4,000,
completed. Scherr was reelect- which the county's share will elections, a decrease of $4,000;
ed to a three-year term as be 50 percent?
$19,670, courthouse; $3,500, spetrustee.
Lee Schneider, district high- cial accounting and auditing;
engineer, told supervisors $5,000, property and liability inJOSEPH O. BEADLE, Gales- way
that
1971 construction will surance ; $1,000, workmen's
ville, a member at large of the take in
place on State Highway compensation insurance; $1,500,
Western Technical Institute, ex- 93 from Elk Creek to County unemployment compensation;
plained the placings in employ- Trunk H. Appraisals are now $25,000, county share for retirement of graduating students. being received. The total cost ment, a decrease of $10,000; $9,There are 10,000 part-time stu- of the project was set at two 000, county share for Social Sedents at present. The school of- million dollars. In the village curity; $6,500, county share for
fers 34 dafferent career opporand toward Eau health insurance; $11,612, disr
tunities for students, he said. of Eleva . Highway
resur- trict attorney; $2,500, family
Claire
on
The mill rate for the school facing will be done, 93
with the court commissioner; $17,934,
has increased 10 percent which bids to be let in January or county court; $14,462, county
was caused mainly because of February.
court, state special charges;
the increase in area covered. A request for $1,700 for the $13,457, circuit court; $3,000 law
State and local revenues pro- Outdoor Recreation Area to be library; $2,000, county coroner;
vide 18 percent of the funding, placed in the budget under out- $4,300, assessment and tax roll
according to Beadle.
lay was approved, the county's supplies, and $7,572, tax descripMrs. Wayne Luke, Whitehall share to be $850. Also approved tion service.
city librarian, explained the was the motion that the Social Under protection of persons
advantages to all county librar- Services committee set up and property, the 1971 figure
ies if they could be reinstated courthouse employes' salaries is $123,202 which includes the
in the La Crosse Area Develop- if the board is not in session $15,000 for the high ban radios.
ment. The cost to the county and the probationary period is
(Continued,on page 6b)
for the 1971 year would have up.
Trempealan Co.

REHEARSAL CHANGED
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
Christians across the nation be offered at St. Paul's Church and 10 a.m. Thursday. Special Larson will officiate at the 8 — The regular Wednesday night
will join their voices in prayer at 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 and 11 a.m. event will be the showing of p.m. Wednesday worship.
rehearsal for the senior choir
this week as they all give with scripture reading and colored slides of the area, deof Greenfield Lutheran Church
BUFFALO CITY
thanks for the blessings they prayers.
noting the areas and blessings Thanksgiving worship serv- has been set for¦ ¦ this'evening
¦ ¦ ¦¦
have received. ?
for which persons can be thankHARMONY
at 7.A ' . - .? x '¦ "
;
at
Dr.
Martin
Luther
ices
Some will choose to ydffer The choir wilf provide special ful.
their thanks Wednesday eve- music at the festival Thanks- Thanksgiving services in St. Church will be at 8 a.m. Thurs- Rev. R. A. Schildbach, pastor,
ning in order to spend an of giving service at 10 a.m. Thurs- John's Lutheran Church, Fron- day. The Rev. W. A. Becken- officiating.
Thursday with their families day at" Greenfield Lutheran tenac, and Immanuel Luther- dorf, vacancy pastor, will offi- The Rev. Robert H Arneson
and loved ones. Some, however, Church as will the choir at the an, West Florence, the Rev.
will conduct three Thanksgivwill choose to worship on 8 pj n. Wednesday service at Paul Otto, pastor, officiating, ciate. ACOCHRANE
ing services for the Trinity La.
Thursday/ thus beginning their Harmony United Methodist will both be on Wednesday—at
Nativity Catholic 7:30 p.m* in Frontenac and 8:30 The Rev. Clepne Weigind, theran_paxish. At__ South Beei
day of thanks in church. In sev- Church.
Church
will
conduct Mass at p.m. in West Florence?
vacancy pastor* ' -win conduct River the service will be at 8:15
eral instances creed has been
Thursday.
8
a.m.
the
11 a.m. Thanksgiving serv- p.m. Wednesday; Kings Valley
set aside as community resiLEWISTON
ice
at
Christ Lutheran Church Lutheran, 9 a.m. Thursday and
LA CRESCENT
dents gather in union ThanksThe annual Thanksgiving Thursday
while the Rev. Wil- Price Lutheran, 10:30 a.m.
worship
at
Festvial
the
Prince
giving services.
union service, sponsored by the fred Burger, pastor, will offici- Thursday.
of
Peace
Lutheran
Church
will
But despite when, where or be, at 9 a.m. Thursday, the churches of Lewiston, will be ate at the Hope United Church
PEPIN
how, all those participating will Rev.
Duane Baardseth officiat- conducted at 8 p.m. Wednesday of Christ Thanksgiving eve serv- Family night and ; Thanksgivhave one objective in mind: ing.
at St. Rose of Lima Church.
ing services will bet at 8:15
p.m. Wednesday.
8:30
¦' :
praising the One from Whom all At the First Evangelical Offerings taken up at the ser- ice at
¦
'
'
p.m. today at Little Plum Lu'"
.
blessings flow — the Lord Je- Lutheran Church the service vice will go toward the program •?: - - CREAM
theran with a social hour folZion
Lutheran
Church
will
sus Christ.
will be conducted by the Rev. for retarded children in Lewis- conduct Thanksgiving services lowing.
To alert area readers to the Melvin Smith * at 9:15 a.m. ton.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
special services set for Thanks- Thursday. Special festival mu- St. John's Lutheran Church, at 10 a.m.
¦' ¦ ¦ Thursday.
will
conduct 8 p.m. Wednesday
•
. ELEVA . ?. .
giving, submitted area church sic will be sung by the Lutheran Wisconsin Synod , will conduct
and 10:30 a.m. Thursday servC
h
u
r
c
h
Eleva
Lutheran
services are listed below. , Girl Pioneer Choir, directed by Thanksgiving day services at
ices while United Methodist
Miss Martin Marianne Kile. The 10 a.m. Thursday, the Rev. Dav- Thanksgiving eve services will worship will be at 8 p.m. WedWednesday,
the
be
at
8
p.m.
Sacrament of the Lord's Sup- id A? Fischer, pastor, officiatRev. Clifford P. Pedersen, pas- nesday. A social hour will folper will be observed. Theme of ing.
low the 8 p.m. Wednesday
tor, officiating.
the sermon will be "Be ThankROLLINGSTONE
ALTURA
Thanksgiving service at SabyETTRICK
to God in Everything!" tak- The Rev. Harold W. Sturm,
Thanksgiving services at Je- ful
lund Lutheran, while a program
South
St.
Paul
Powell,
Ray
'
en
from
1
Thess.
5:18.
pastor, -. will' officiate at the
hovah Lutheran church, Wisschool, superintendent, wall and refreshments will follow the
CITY
Trinity Lutheran Church, Wis- )speak
consin Synod, will be at 9 a.m. For theLAKE
at the 9 a.m. Thanks- 8 p.m. Wednesday Evangelical
first
time,
St.
John
's
Thursday, the Rev. Harold W. Lutheran Church will conduct consin Synod, Thanksgiving giving Day worship at Living Covenant service at Stockholm.
Sturm , pastor officiating. At two Thanksgiving services, one eve service at 8 p.m. Wednes- Hope Lutheran Church. Powell
A ; STRUM
Hebron Moravian Church, the at. 8 p.m. Wednesday and the day.
formerly a teacher at Thanksgiving Day worship
was
SILO
Rev. Richard Splies, pastor, other at 10 a.m. Thursday, the
service at Strum .Lutheran
Galesville and Ettrick.
will officiate at the 8 p.m. Rev. Ralph A. Goede officiating Immanuel Evangelical LuChurch will be at 10 a.m.
FOUNTAIN CITY
theran Church, Missouri Synod, The Rev. Cleone Weigand, Thursday, the Rev. Luther D.
Wednesday service of Thanks- at both.
giving.
The Rev. William Ziebell, will conduct worship at 10:15 pastor, will conduct the 9 a.m. Monson, pastor, officiating.
BETHANY
TREMPEALEAU
pastor, will officiate at the 8:30 a.m. Thursday, the Rev. Merle Thanksgiving day service at
Bethany Moravian Church p.m. Wednesday services at Kitzmann officiating.
St. Michael's Evangelical Luth- The Federated Church will
STOCKTON
Thanksgiving day worship serv- Trinity Lutheran Church, Lineran Church.
conduct Thanksgiving eve servGILMANTON
ice will be at 10 a.m.
coln, while the Rev. Denrtis The Rev. Merle Kitzmann,
ices at 8 p.m. Wednesday* the
CALEDONIA
Dickey, acting pastor, will con- pastor, will officiate at Grace The Gilmanton , United Meth- Rev. Wesley Schirmer officiatImmanuel Lutheran Church duct the 7:30 p.m. Wednesday Lutheran Church's worship at odist Church will conduct a ing. ' .. ' ¦
joint Thanksgiving eve service Thd Mount Calvary Lutheran
worship services will be at 8 service at First Congregational 9 a.m. Thursday.
at 8 p.m. Wednesday at Our Church Thanksgiving service
WABASHA
p.m. Wednesday while the " St. Church.
John's Evangelical Lutheran Thanksgiving day services The Rev. Robert T. Beck- Savior's Church, Mondovi, Wis? will be at 8 p.m. Wednesday
Church Thanksgiving day serv- will be at 9:30 a.m. Thursday mann, pastor, will conduct the Trinity Lutheran's thanksgiv- at Tamarack.
ices will be at 9:30 a.m. The at Bethany Lutheran Church 9:15 a.m. Thursday Thanksgiv- Sng service, the Rev. Richard
WHITEHALL
Rev. K. Roger Johnson, pastor, and Communion service at 9:30 ing day worship at the Luther- Nack officiating, will be at 8 O u t Saviours' Lutheran
Wednesday.
p.m.
will officiate at the 9:30 a.m. a.m. Thursday at St. Mark's an Church of Our Redeemer,
Church will observe ThanksgivINDEPENDENCE
Wilmington Lutheran Church Episcopal Church, the Revs. Wisconsin Synod.
ing
with a worship service at
pasDonald
Myhres,
The
Rev.
Carlton Spatzek and George C.
worship on Thursday.
10
a.m.
Thursday.
the
Thankswill
conduct
tor,
respectiveAt the Caledonia Catholic Perkins¦•; officiating
¦¦
giving
service
at
9:30
a.m.
ly.
.
A
churches, St. John The Baptist
Thursday at Elk Creek Lutherwill conduct high Mass at 8 United Methodist Church will
BLAIR
an Church and he will officonduct
joint
services
with
a.m. Thursdayj the Rev. LawLutheran services in the Bliair ciate at the 8 p.m. Wednesday
First
Lutheran
Church
at
9
a.m.
rence Ginther, pastor, officiatThe Rev. Robert E. area include a Thanksgiving service at Chimney Rock Luthing, while at St. Peter's Cath- Thursday.
pastof
of United Meth- eve service at 8 p.m. Wednes- eran Church. The Rev. Harney
Rollin,
olic Church, the Rev. Leo Neuand
the
Arnold day at Faith Lutheran Church, Pedersen will lead the Thanksodist,
decker will officiate at the 9 Swanson, pastor ofRev.
First
Luth- the Rev. Donald R. Peterson of- giving worship, at 8:45 p.m.
a.m. high Mass Thursday.
Wednesday at Grace Lutheran
as well as faymen from ficiating.
eran,
EYOTA
congregations will partici- Eagerness Lutheran and First Church, Pleasantville, and at
both
Faith U n i t e d Methodist pate in the servtice. The Youth
churches will combine 7:45 p.m. Wednesday at IndeChurch, and St. Paul's United Choir of tbe Methodist church Lutheran
services
at
p.m. Wednesday pendence Lutheran Church,
Church of Christ will onde will provide special music. In- at the First8Lutheran
MODENA
NOTICE TO TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS
again conduct a union service vited guests include the con- the Rev. K. M. Urberg Church,
St. Paul Lutheran Church
officiatat 8 p.m. Wednesday at St. gregation of Calvary Baptist ing.
Thanksgiving service, the Rev.
Paul's Church. The Rev. Earl and other area churches.
officiating, will
Richard-Nack,
The
Rev.
Kenneth
A.
Jensen,
Werner, pastor of Faith United The Rev. A. T. Perrizo, pas- pastor,
Thursday.
be
at
9
a.m.
will
officiate
at
the
8
Methodist, will provide the tor, will conduct Thanksgiving p.m,
MONDOVI
Wednesday worship at
message of thanksgiving "Mak- Mass at St. Mary s Catholic
'
French Creek Lutheran Church Oar Savior's Church, Mondoing Our Own Thanksgiving"
while the Rev. K. M. Urberg vi, and the Gilmanton United
from John 12:20. The Rev.: Gor- Church.at 9 a.m. Thursday.
don Goodfellow, pastor of St. Mrs. Fred Johnson and Clyde will lead the worship at the Methodist Church , will celeMerell will be the first and 10:30 a.m. Thursday service at brate Thanksgiving together at
Pauls ' will be the liturgist.
Scriptures will be taken from second teacher respectively at North Beaver Creek Lutheran 8 p.m. Wednesday at Our Savior's Church. The special
Psalm 67:1-7 and Acts 14:8-17. the Christian Science Church Church.
As in years past, the offering Thanksgiving service at 10:30 Thanksgiving eve service at Thanksgiving service will inSouth Beaver Creek, the Rev. clude the giving of thanks in
at the union service will be a.m. Thursaay.
designated for Christian Rural At St. Peter 's Lutheran Paul F. Wegner officiating, will the Old . Testament tradition
Church, Belvidere, services will be at 8 p.m. while at Zion Lu- through, the use of psalms and
Overseas Program,
On Thursday Communion will be held at 5 p.m. Wednesday theran Church, the Rev. M. J. Jewish hymns, Thanksgiving in
the Pilgrim tradition through
writings and hymns used by
the early Pilgrims and Thanksgiving in modern methods,
\<
Richard Putzier, organist, will
AT&T has filed a new schedule of rates with
yourself without operator assistance dur-1
compose a prelude to be played
the Federal Communications Commi ssion
Ing evenings, nights, or weekends will re*!
during the service. The high
class
of
the
Gilmanton
school
which increases charges for customer-dialed
main the same— or, in a few cases, actually
church will lead the congregainterstate
calls
during
weekday
business
hours
be reduced. For example, the rate for calls
tion in expressing thanks in the
and for all operator-assisted Interstate calls.
dialed coast-to-coast from 8 a.m. to 11p.m.]
modern method. The Eldrid
Branger family will lead the
All rates for calls you dial yourself without
Saturday, or 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, will
service.
still be 70 cents for the first three minutes.'
operator assistance in the evenings, at night,
The Trinity-Good Shepherd
on weekends or on holidays will remain unLutheran Churth will conduct
Thanksgiving day service at
changed or be reduced.
This will be the first general Increase In in}
9:30 a.m. Thursday, the Rev.
The new rates are filed to become effective
terstate Long Distance rates in 17 years. DurThomas Hoversten officiating.
yg * &^~
jj r___w^w____________m_m 5
I^""*** ™^ 8
B^^^^^^^^^HBBBMwfmifttfr 't'iiti.^r ^
NELSON
on January 19, 1971. ,
ing that period, in spite of continuing inflation;
Grace L u t h e r a n Church
interstate Long Distance rates have been reThanksgiving evening service
duced repeatedly.Even with the increase, the
will be at 8:15 p.m. WednesHere are the specific provisions of the
day. A social hour will follow
level
of these rates will still be about 14 percent
IICVV rates for OUt-of-state calls:
in the church basement.
belowthe!853level. Yetln those 17 intervening
OSSEO
1
. Rates for station-to-station calls you dial
years, the cost of living has gone up 47 percent.,
The senior choir will sing at
the Thanksgiving evening seryourself without operator assistance from
The new rates recognize tha higher labor
vice at Osseo Evangelical Luth8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and equipment costs associated with operatoreran Church, while the Junior
will be increased—up to 10 cents for the
assisted calls, and are designed to increase
Choir will sing at the 9:30 a.m.
service Thursday. The Rev. Lefirst three minutes.
total revenues from interstate service by about
roy Jobnsrud , pastor, will pre2.
Rates
for
all
operator-assisted
calls
(Insix percent.
sent the sermon for both services: "Remember and Be
eluding person-to-person, credit-card.
We have filed for the Increase so that we
Grateful." Thanksgiving offercollect, and coin telephone calls) will be
can assure adequate earnings to attract in-.
ings will bo dedicated to tbe
Increased In amounts ranging from 5
vestors ln e money market which, like every '
building fund.
"Let Us Give Thanks " will
centstoaOcentsforthefirstthreeminutes.
thing else, has felt the Impact of inflation. This
be ihe Rev. E, F. Phulmann's
3
.
Where
rates
for
the
first
three
minutes
ability to attract new capital is essential if we
theme when he speaks to those
of
a
call
are
increased,
the rates for each
are to continue to provide high-quality teleassembled for the 8 p.m. Wednesday Thanksgiving service at
addltlonal minute will be increased In a
communications service and meet the growing
the Osseo United Church of
range
of
one
cent
to
five
cents.
demands for communications services In this
Christ.
4. Rates for sfation-to-station calls you dial
St. Peter 's Lutheran Church
country
will conduct a Thanksgiving eve
worship ond Communion service
nt 8:15 p.m. Wednesday . The
Rev. T. W. Broetzmann, pastor,
will speak on "Thanks for tho
Common Things."
Pastor Broetzmann will speak
on the same topic at St. Paul'*
Lutheran Church Thursday serLight, smooth,90 proof.
vice at 10 n.m.
St. Luke's Lutheran Church
¦
»IMM»IMi WMI«MMI»MIIW«MM»»IIM« ^M»«»WW»«MMMMM«IW ^^
Fifth, quart and half gallon where available, all gift wrapped at no extra cost.
will conduct Thanksgiving wor"
ship at 9 a.m. Thursday, the

County fairgrounds
appropriation OKed

Minnesota

Wisconsin

¦

For the first time since 1953
we are planning increases inthe
rates for many out-of-state calls.
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Hanging of the greens
set for Sunday at YWCA

The annual "Hanging of the
Greens" event of the YWCA will
be held Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the "V." There is no admission charge, and the public
is invited.
The program, written by Mrs.
Danjel Schmidt, will feature the
World Fellowship contribution
given each year by local Y's
to aid in the program carried
out in over 70 countries throughout the world.? Included in the
skit will be members of various Y: clubs decorating the special Christmas tree. The Small
Fry class will present a part
of the program, and Santa Claus
will visit, with treats for all
children. There will be singing
of holiday songs, with piano
accompaniment by Mrs. Frank
Brueske.

HOLIDAY DINNER DANCE ...Invitations to the annual
holiday dinner dance sponsored by the Winona Chapter of
the Teresan Alumnae Association are being mailed this week.
The dinner dance will be held Dec. 17 at the Oaks. Preparing
Invitations for mailing are from left, the Mmes. John Gernes,
Norbert Mills, Roger Munson, Vincent Boland and Daniel McGee. Pre-dinner cocktail parties will he hosted by local
? alumnae frpm 7 to 9 p.m. Fred Heyer will play for dancing

at the Oaks. Proceeds from the event go to a scholarship
fund established by the local chapter. Local young women
attending the cellege of Saint Teresa are eligible for the
scholarship. General chairman for the dance is Mrs. Soger
Schneider assisted by the Mmes. Norbert Mills, James Frankard, John Gernes and William Tomashek. Persons interested
in attending but who did not receive invitations are asked to
contact anyone on the committee. (Daily News photo)

Delta Kappa Gamma hears
drugs , narcotics topic
"Something Is being done — I held at the Winona Junior High
is it enough? Is it soon School; the distribution of a
enough?", members of Iota manual on drug abuse by CotChapter, Delta Kappa Gamma., ter High School's young people;
were challenged Monday night the drug education programs
to a chapter research commit- for parents and teen-agers spontee presentation «n "Drugs and sored by the various churches;
Narcotics" at a dinner meeting the efforts of the PTA, the juin the Guild Hall of Central venile authorities, and various
civic groups;
United Methodist Church.
A summary report on steps The Kiwanis Club's "Dial-apresently being taken in Wi- Drug" visual device was demonnona to inform young people, strated for the members. This
parents, and the public includ- device gives the slang names for
ed the current drug informa- the drug dialed and such intion programs for parents being formation as the medical classification, medical use, symptoms of abuse, rights of administration, legal source and penalty for illegal possession.
Printed information on abusable drugs and recognition of
drug abuse was distributed to
chapter members, as well as inProceeds from the annuar" formation on current magazine
Birthday Ball were announced articles and pamphlets on the
at the Thursday board meeting topic. Eesource people and orof the women's auxiiliary of ganizations in the community
Community Memorial Hospital.
According to Mrs. Frank Allen, who are offering "24 hour sergeneral chairman of the ball, vice'' to troubled youth and parthe net amount available to the ents were also named.
hospital is $8,940.54. The amount Participating in the panel reis the largest raised by past port were the Miss Kathryn Dunbirthdays balls or their prede- lay, Elsie Sartell, Ruth Kottscessors, the charfity balls. Tlie chade and Almyra Baker.
money will be used for nursing- As background for the panel
scholarships and. physical ther- discussion, members viewed
film slides on troubled young
apy students.
According to Mrs. Allen, 361 people experimenting with acid
double tickets were sold as well drugs and narcotics and heard
as 23 single tickets along with SS authentic recorded interviews
contributiions. A total of 570 din- with students doing the experiners was served!.
menting and with doctors, psyIn 1969 a net amount of $7> chiatrists and educators on the
964.40 was received and in 1962 problem.
a total of $4,407 was realized. The program was introduced
The next board meeting will by Miss Arville Ludwitzke
be Jan. 14, and the annual chairman of program services,
meeting for representatives, for the chapter.
election of officers , and awards
¦
will be held on Jan. 26.

Birthday Ball
proceeds are
announced

WED IN IOWA . . . Mr. and Mrs. Steven M. Glubka
(Sanclra Lea Sims) were united in marriage Saturday at St.
Ludmjla's Catholic Church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Parents of
the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Oscar O. Cliburn, Norway, Iowa,
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glubka, Cedar Rapids, formerly of
Winona. The newlyweds are home in Cedar Rapids where
the bride is employed by Sandy's restaurant and the bride_
groom is employed by Swift's Meat Co.

Newlyweds home
at Fountain City
WAUMANDEE, Wis. — Gloria JoAnn Senty, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Senty,
Independence, Wis., and Frit2
Fatkhauser, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fritz Fankhauser, Bern,
Switzerland, were married Nov.
7, at Montana United Methodist
Church, Waumandee, Wis.
The bride is a graduate of
the Arcadia High School and Is
employed at Sauer Memorial
Home, Winona. The bridegroom
is employed as an auto mechanic at J. C. Penneys, Winona.
The couple are at home at
the Fountain City Trailer Court,
Fountain City.

Camp Fire
ceremony held
at Lake City

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— The annual Camp Fire ceremony was held Nov. 17 at the
Lake City High School with
James Albright as master of
ceremonies. Albright, president
of the Lake City Camp Fire
Council, also presided at the installation of the ninth grade
Bluebirds by the third graders.
Fourth graders received red
scarves from the fifth graders.
Mary Kay Mover was named
Miss Camper and Johanna
Knudsen was chosen Little Miss
Camper. Special entertainment
was provided.
Approximately 200 persons
were in attendance.

I HBHMBWBWBffM

l.C. saddle club

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Dorrance Steffenhagen was
elected presiderat of the Lake
City Bit and Spur Saddle Club
recently. Other officers are
Charles Hoyt Jr., vice president; Mrs. Orville Tackmana,
secretary, and Mrs. Vernon
Dammann, treasurer. A Christmas party is planned for Dec, 33
at the Embassy Room. A potluck supper will be served at 7
p.m. with all members and their
families invited?. Children are
asked to bring a gift for exchanging.
¦
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FULL SERVICE JEWELERS SINCE 1862

¦

INDEPENDENCE , Wis . (Special) — Mr. and Mrs. Mike M.
Bautch celebra ted their DMh
wedding anniversary Sunday
with a Mass at Ss. Peter and
Paul Church and a reception at
Club 93. The Rev. Chester Moczarny officiated at the Mass.
Mr. and Mrs:. Bautch have
farmed in the Independence
area since tholr marriage. They
have nine children: Evcroftt,
Whitehall, Wis.; Hilary, Alma,
Wis. ; Jerome, Independence;
Mrs. Ronald Engen, Milwaukee;
Mrs. Joseph Waniorek and
Richard, South Milwaukee; Arnold, Kenneth and Michael , Independence.

THANKSGIVING
PIES
Large, Homemade

Pumpkin, Apple, Mince,
Blueberry end Cherry
, PHONE 452-2646

DAIRY BAR
114 Levet Plaza Eatt

Baton twi rlers
take honors at
state meet

Several Winona and area baton twirlers took honors at the
"Thanksgiving Time Twirling
Contest" Saturday at Cambridge, Winn. The event was
sponsored by the National Baton
Twirling Association .
Susan LeLano, 419 Lafayette
St., was named queen of the
pageant for 15 to 20 year olds.
She scored equally in twirling,
strutting, modeling and personality. She received the queen's
banner, bouquet of flowers and
a trophy. Miss LeLano also won
first place trophies for her advanced solo, in-state solo for IB
to 20 year olds, advanced military strutting for 15 to 20 year
olds and the best appearing for
15 to 20 year olds.
Sue Boland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Boland , 264
W. Wabasha St., won first place
for her novice solo for 13 and
14 year elds.
Trudy Beyer , 10, and her
brother, Gerald , nine, children
of Mr. and Mrs. Argcne Beyer,
Utica , won first place for their
duet. Trudy also won first place
ln flag tot seven to 10 year olds
and & first place in hoop twirling for seircn to 10 year olds.

Initiated into
honor society
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Miss Lois Elaine Blegen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Blegen, was initiated into
Lambda Lambda Chapter of
Kappa Delta PI , a national honor society in education nt Mankato State College.
Miss Blegen is majoring in
homo economics.

tl tf
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The membership activities
committee? Mrs. Donald Ender,
chairman, will provide the traditional "Wassail" ( s p i c e d
Christmas drink), fruit punch
and homemade cookies,
Visitors will be encouraged to
look over all the rooms and
areas of the Y building; and to
enjoy the decorations made by
various groups. Emphasizing
the worldwide aspect of the
YWCA, the theme of this year's
decorations will be various nationalities: Scandinavian, English, Dutch, German, Mexican,
French and traditional American.
The membership committee
did the over-all planning for
the event with Mrs. Schmidt
and Mrs. Henry Van Kirk as
co-chairmen.

WED AT CALEDONIA . . . The Wilmington Lutheran
Church, Caledonia, was the scene of the Nov. 7 ceremony uniting in marriage Miss Candace Morken, daughter of Mr. and
-M M . Leland Morken, Spring Grove, Minn., and Rohert A.
Oefstedahl, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Oefstedahl, Spring
Grove. The bride was graduated from Spring Grove High
School and attended Waldorf College, Forest City, Iowa. Her
hmsband, a graduate of Spring Grove High School, is ennear Spring
gaged in farming. The newlyweds will reside
:
' -/ ¦¦? ¦
"
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THE LQCKHORNS

For WEDNESDAY, Nov, 25
Your birthday today: The finitiative passes Into your
hamds in the coming months. You are promised a chance to
reorganize your life on a more productive basis. Material
improvements are indicated, both in earnings and convertine oossession* into cash. Today's natives are devoted to
precision, seek work where perfection counts
most; many of the men prefer athletic or
\.
otfter physical aclfion,.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Clear up
whatever confusion remains from yesterday; get people back together. Build relationships while attending routines. Relax
early
TAURUS CApril 20-May ?20): This is 'a
day of picking up pieces, reorganizingmethods. Work requiring close attention to detail
I advances very well Take advantage of any
"HIS 'PICK-ME-UPS' ALWAYS TORN INTO
• LAY-ME-POWNS'I"
cmance to mecuiaie.
J
Jeane
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Put in a full
I
day's work on neglected chores, unfinished projects. Give
careful consideration to your health care, begin constructive
new habats. A
CANCER <June 21-July 22): During this relatively peaceful day you can smooth out family controversies. Old work
Comes more readily to completion now. Meditate this evening. . ¦
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Clear up incidental trifles that
g«t In the way. Important projects are not ready yet, but
much lesser work can be done which eventually aids more
Home is where family ana ete the holiday meal.
dastant goals.
friends gather to enjoy the
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Finish what you have started;
RUTABAGA - POTATO
dsbuble-check to see that your preliminary details are correct,
warmth and good cheer of holiSUPREME
rake only limited rest breaks until set schedules are met;
day time and the juicy, golden
in
Onion
Baskets
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Slow down a hit, teview what
brown, butterbali turkey, It's
you've been dofing, correct errors. Avoid expressing critical
traditional!
6 medium onions, 2& to S
feeling about others. On health matters, seek diagnosis, ad- V
By allowing 1% pounds o/
inches in diameter
vice from experts.
purchased ready-to-stuff turkey 1 chicken bouillion cube
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Organize your program firmweight per person you will have
2 cups boiling water
ly and line up matters while you have the chance. The evegenerous servings for the holiruing is best spent planning further changes, in rest and
1 large rutabaga, pared,
x
day dinner. There will be
meditation.
sliced and diced
some left, too, for the family
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Continue to take life
(6 cups)
the next day. If you want to
seriously, hut this is not a day of crisis. Use it to improve
save time and energy by pur2 medium potatoes, pared
your relationships; make amends for recent failures, dischasing an already stuffed butand diced (2 cups)
agreements.
terbali turkey, allow Vh to 2
2 teaspoons salt
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Your competency doesn't
pounds per person.
1 tablespoon sugar
permit yoij to loaf and enjoy it. Instead, put together all the
Follow the directions for
odds and ends constructively; they add up to a great deal
Vi teaspoon black pepper
roasting that come with the
accomplished.
1
cup
grated
Cheddar
cheese
bird you buy. These are careAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Work on the critical deChopped parsley
fully checked each year by extails of your current projects. Let your thoughts range forperienced home economists for
Skin onions. Prick each onion ward, putting things into context. By evening you hit on a
cooks who know all about tur- around the top with a fork to sound new idea.
key and especially for those who retain shape during cooking.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Maroh 20): Now is the time to 3ook back
don't, Remember that roasting Place onions in a sauce pan, over the recent past, straighten things out. Just seeing matschedules are simply guides to cover with salted water , and ters in perspective brings forgiveness. Your serenity improves
give you an idea how long the bring to a boil. Cook about 30 by evening.
turkey will need to be in the minutes. Cool. Slice off top of
oven, The shape, quality and each onion and remove center.
temperature of the turkey, the Dissolve bouillon cube in "boiling
roasting pan, the method used water. Add diced rutabaga, po(covered or uncovered ) and the tatoes, salt and sugar. Bring
oven temperature will influence to a boil. Cook until tender
how long it will take to cook approximately 20 to 25 minutes.
the turkey. Rely on the tests Drain. Mash and beat until
for.doneness for deciding when fluffy. Add pepper and cheese.
to take the turkey from the Continue to beat until cheese
oven,
melts. Spoon into onion cups.
In addition to the turkey, stuff- Sprinkle tops of Rutafcaga - Poing and giblet gravy, mashed tato Supreme with freshly choprutabagas and potatoes in onion ped parsley.
cups are traditional and make Yield, 6 servings.
an «asy to serve garnish for
roast turkey. Cooked broccoli
with a lemon sauce and topped
with lemon slices adds color m^M' This Christmasgive
and piquancy to the meal. Date
nut bread or baking powder
/"V-l < 1 And It will probably continue to ,
biscuits , molded cranberry salb0 wet unt y°u take a Positive
#M1\1 f V atQp
ad and pumpkin pie will comt0 he|"P y°ur chiW Wa
». Ik? 1 I
y ,

Holidays are time for
j u icy butterbali turkeys
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SHAG RUGS
SOILED?

|

FOR

I

j CHRISTMAS i
\ DELIVERY I
R»nt the new Blaaall Electric
Shampooar and Really clean ,
triaml Gentle, powerful baefc-an*
forth action lilt*, Ilutfa, comba
the nap. No rotatint bruihee to
tentfe, mat or grind down carpet fibers. Rant M here, rum.

& Your color order' must
i bo placed by Dec. 7.
i Black and white orders
i muit b* placed by Dec.

-\
$
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Robb Bros. Store
578 p, 4th St.
Winona, Minn.

H. Choate & Go.
Levee Plane & Center
Wlnone, «Mlnn.

j

I

452-2936

FOR APPOINTMENT

'te'
'
14 VJl I ' 1 c* A,varex, M.D., Prof.BnerltUB,
Vl&Jl I I \ Mayo Cllnlo, says: "What can tho
JL\ i J L- l
m-^-.doolor Presorlbo . . . H« can
aend the child to a urologist or
Soy-vatv^r W^
psychiatrist, but
rarely can they
help." Pacific International .(.. the largest organization of its kind In the world . . . has
helped solve the problems of hundreds of thousands during the past 20 y<ears. End the frustrations and embarrassment of bed wetting
with safe help when not. caused by organic
defect or disease.
Available are a limited number of 16-page brochures, "Is There A Solution?" Mall coupon
.
NOW for your free copy. No obligation.

, I l^g^H
|

Valley Diet. Go.

Mall

¦HHi

Altura Hardware
|

69 E. Fourth St.

,
_

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL

w^g^
alj NBm'
I
I Maffl firai city

<

tot

Parent*1 n n a u u k w r n
S^?^
^ l|
Bn^^^^^^ HR|iAddntts ;

101-113 Johnson St.
Winona, Minn.
Altura, Minn.
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Dear Abby;^

Eriding
the
Christmas
J
\ . ' :' .
"
' '.'. gift exchange list

:.__ ' ¦
By ABIGAIL VAN BUKEN
DEAR ABBY: Can you tell me how te go about putting
a stop!to exchanging Christmas gifts with people we bardly,
;«ver see? I don't mean relatives. I mean out-of-towners who
y^Jsed^ be neighbors, and who had children who were friendJy with our children (all grown how) and folks we are no
longer close to?
Shopping, wrapping and mailing Christmas presents has gotten to be a real chore,
and I am not 'as young as I used to be.
I would just as soon get off a lot of people's
lists and take them off mine, and if the
truth were known, I'm sure they feel the
same way about it, but don't kn,ow how to
get off mine. So how do I get off this merrygo-round, Abby? I would just as. soon send
Christmas cards to a couple of dozen people
who
are still on my Christmas gift list.
1
. .¦ .:. Thanks from ...
Abby
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
¦
DEAR CHICAGO: Around Thanksgiving time* write
a nice note to those folks you'd like to take of/ the "gift
list" and put On the "card list" — and tell them you
are "thankful"; for friends with whom you can be perfectly frank. Tell them that this year along with trimming your Christmas tree , you are trimming your "gift"
list and are sending cards instead. And unless they are
dense and Insensitive they'll , appreciate your sensible
and practical attitude and will reciprocate accordingly.

Artichokes make
1st quarter honor
splendid fare ° students at G-E

Galesville
ceremony
unites pair

GALESVILLE, Wis. — St.
Mary's Catholic Church was
the setting for the Nov. 14 marriage of Miss Susan Runkel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Runkel, Trempealeau, Wis., and
Leander D. Kulas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dominic Kulas, Arcadia, Wis.
The Rev. John Murphy officiated at the ceremony and Miss
Rhonda Brantner was organist. ;
The bride was gowned in a
dress of white crepe trimmed
with lace and a large bow at
the back. She wore a camelot
bonnet and carried a bouquet
of white carnations centered
with orange mums.
Mrs. Daniel Byrne*, Galesville,
was matron of honor, while
Mrs. Marcel Kulas was bridesmaid. They wore matching
gowns of brown crepe triinmed
with orange. Their headpieces
were orange bows with orange
veils and they each carried a
bouquet of yellow, white and
orange flowers.
Marcel Kulas, Mound, Minn.,
DEAR ABBY: My father chews tobacco and makes it a
habit to spit in the kitchen sink where I wash the dishes. I was best man and groomsman
know it's not sanitary and sometimes f fuss at him and tell was Joseph Werner. Daniel
him "so. Then my mother gets mad at me and blesses me out. Byrne and Victor Tuschner
ONLY" A CHILD were ushers.
Is there some help for my problem?
A reception was held at the
DEAR ONLY: Even though your father needs to be
Arcadia Country Club.
told, it's extremely difficult for a child to tell him. You
The bridegroom is employed
don't say how old you are, but if he continues that disby Land O'Lakes, Winona.
gusting habit much longer, save up for a spittoon to
The newlyweds are home at
wash the dishes in.
Galesville.
DEAR ABBY: I work on an office with several men and
women? Whenever a certain man in the office gets near me,
my foot starts tapping. This doesn't happen with any of the
other men, It is very embarrassing as I was not aware of
this until this man asked me why I always tapped my foot
whenever he gets near me. Even now, being aware of it, I
find myself doing it, unconseiousry. .
This maa is very good looking and has a charming manner, and all the girls in the office light up when they see
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) _
him coming, but I am the only one who does any tapping. Newly elected officers of St
TOE TAPPER Bridget's Catholic Altar SoWhat is the matter with me?
ciety include Mrs. Thomas StellDEAR TAPPER: "Toe-Capping" implies "impaflue
, president ; Mrs. Conde
tience." What are yqu waiting for?
Mack , vice president and secDEAR ABBY: Please tell Michigan Mother to speak only retary, and Mrs. Allen Smith ,
for herself. I have 14 children. The youngest is seven months treasurer.
The Thanksgiving clothing
? and the oldest is 18. If the good Lord sends me more, I will
Gladly accept them. He never gives us -a heavier load than drive will continue from Nov.
MISSISSIPPI MOTHER 29 to Dec. 6. Clothing must be
we can carry.
wrapped
DEAR ABBY: I agree with Michigan Mother . Raising delivered in boxes or bags and
to the church hall at
children is a thankless job. If my children had asked to be
Bridget's in Etti ick durmg
born, knowing what I know today, I would have answered, St.
"HAD IT" IN SEATTLE the week^f the drive.
"NO!"
At St. Ansgar's church in
DEAR ABBY: After last year's discussions of mimeo- Blair articles are to be brought
to the church hall at 5 pm.
graphed Christmas letters, bragging about everything from
Junior's football letter to Mom's new mink stole, I thought Saturday, or by 9:15 a m Sunenough had been said. Not so.
day. All articles are to be deThis year we already received a Christmas card, which livered at Eau Claire for shipwas a color photograph of Junior's new automobile parked ment Dec. 9. Wanted for men
in front of "our new home." That's hard to beat !
are work clothing, shoes, blan"RATHER SEE YOUR.KIDS" kets and quilts. For children,
; ? Sigh me:
kinds of clothing, layettes
P. S.: Seven years ago you advised me to marry the all
and
infant clothing For woyoung minister I loved, although my mother was sure I
would regret it. (Ministers don't make very much money.) men, bolts and goods, remnants,
Now, six years and two wonderful children later, I want to sewing materials and clothing
thank you for your advice. I never knew I could be so happy.
Lanesboro patients
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed —• Lanesboro residents currentenvelope.
ly confined to hospitals include
the following:
Mrs. Raymond Benson, O. T.
coffee
Home Bible
Auxiliary plans
Simonson, Herman Kolstad and
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- Mrs. . Lawrence Danielson, in
Christmas party
cial) — A Home Bible Coffee Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse,
at Caledonia
will be held Thursday at 1:15 Wis.; Miss Mabel Rose and
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Den- Mrs. Mabel Jacobson, Harmony
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) nis Schroeder., All women are Community Hospital; and Joseph Norby, Tweeten Memorial
— Plans were made for the an- invited to attend.
Hospital, Spring Grove.
nual Christmas party at the
¦
Wednesday evening meeting of Note 57 years
School vacations set
VFW Auxiliary 3833. The party
(SpeST.
CHARLES,
Minn.
LANESBORO* Minn. (Special )
will be held at the Commodore
cial)
Archie
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The
vacation schedule for stuClub, La Crescent, Minn,, Dec. D. Nichols,
St. Charles, were dents attending the Lanesboro
10. Members are to meet at honored at a surprise party Elementary and High schools
the Club at 7 p.m.
Thursday on the occasion of has been announced by Supt.
Plans were also made for the their 57th wedding anniversary. E. A Johnson.
yearly Christmas cheer and The couple's daughter, Mrs. Thanksgiving vacation will be
Richard Beseke, Elba, Minn., Thursday and Friday and
Mrs. Harold Leary and Mrs. hosted
Christmas vacation has been
the event.
Fern St. Mary volunteered to
scheduled Dec. 19 to Jan. 4.
deliver gifts to the rest homes,
shut-ins and Gold Star Mothers. ing and presented Mrs. George VACCINATION CLINIC
A letter was received from Meyer, president of the auxil- LANESBORO, Minn. (Special).
the district senior vice presi- iary, with a corsage for mem- — An immunization clinic for
dent commending the auxiliary bership work.
diphtheria-tetanus, small pox,
on its membership quota. Mrs. Lunch was served by Lor- and polio will be held at the
Shirley Jensen, First District raine Steffan and Margaret Lanesboro Elementary school
on Dec. 1 at 1:30 p.m.
president, attended the meet- Moriarty.

Ettrick altar
society officers
are named

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦;¦
¦
¦
.

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
French lestaurants in New
York often serve fresh artichokes with Sauce Vinaigrette
as a first course—a combination
it would be pleasant to meet up
with in homes.
Why not? The sauce accompaniment to the cooked chilled artichokes is easy to assemble.
Here's a delicious version of it:
ARTICHOKES WITH
SAUCE VINAIGRETTE
1 M cups olive or other salad
oil or a mixture of oils
6 tablespoons red wine vinegar
Vk tdaspoons salt
i % teaspoon pepper
1large clove" garlic, crushed
2 . tablespoons minced canned
pimiento
... "
2 tablespoons minced parsley
2 hard-cooked eggs, minced
6 cooked chilled artichoke's,
see notes below
Into a jar (about 1% pints)
turn thd oil, vinegar, salt, pepper; garlic, pimiento, parsley
and egg. Cover tightly and

Mr. and Mrs. Leander D; Kulas

Lanesboro fry
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special )
— The American Legion Auxiliary of Lanesboro will hold a

fish fry and dance Saturday
evening. Serving will be from 6
to 8:30 p.m. with dancing \from
9 p.m. to 1a.m The public .is invited? ' .,- ..:
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EARLY DELIVERY
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Production will start soon. Prices on
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firm orders protected from raise.
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We need USED CABS, Now is

|

C PAUL VENABLES, Inc.
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS AND SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

HO Main St.

!

Phono 452-7665

GALESVILLE, Wis. (pecial)
— The names of 12 students at
Gale-Ettrick High School appear
on the A honor roll for the first
nine week period of the 1970-71
school year.
They «re: jenlors—Cheryl Anderson,
Melody Bays, Kathy Collins, and Rita
Docken; Junior— Kathy Bulman; sophomore—Mark Severson. .
Freshmen: Richard Aasland, Ronald
Aasland. Jeff Mauser. Linda Nelson,
Shawn
Ofsdahl
and Jeff Stegemeyer.
¦
¦
¦
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LIGHTING CONTEST
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
— At the Monday noon luncheon
meeting of the Harmony Civic
& Commerce Association at the
Townhouse Restaurant, it was
agreed to have a home lighting
contest. Dr. Franz Sattler was
appointed chairman to organize
this event.
fork—35 to 45 minutes. Stand
upside down to drain.
Pull out center leaves including the small purplish ones; use*
a teaspoon to scoop out thistle
portion (choke) being careful to
remove as little as possible of
the heart to which this portion
clings. Cover artichokes and ¦ ¦
,
chill.
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shake vigorously. Chill. Remove
from refrigerator about % hour
before serving so that any coagulated oil can liquefy. Shake
thoroughly just before serving.
Serve each artichoke with a
miniature container of the
Sauce Vinaigrette so meaty part
of artichoke leaves and the
hearts can bd dipped in the
sauce as they are eaten.
Makes6 servings.
ARTICHOKE NOTES
To prepare artichokes for the
above recipe, cut off the stems
at the base* so artichokes can
staid upright. Pull off any
small bottom leaves. With a
heavy sharp knife, cut off about
1 inch from top of artichoke.
With a kitchen scissors, clip
thorny tip from each leaf. Wash
ufcold water. .
Place artichokes, standing upright, in a large saucepan into
which they just fit. Add boiling
water to half-cover artichokes;
add Vi tdaspoon salt and 1 teaspoon olive oil . for each artichoke. Cover and boil until base
is tender when pierced with a
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Cagers Club thanks Ekker, and vice versa

I know relatively little
about. It all boils down to
who's going to play better.
We have the ability, if we
can just put it together."
Ekker never missed a
Warrior practice unless it
had to do with the basketball club, and he feels the
same way with the Gophers. But he felt he had
to miss Monday's Gopher
practice for a very good
reason.
"I really want to say
thank you to the Cagers
Club. The change (from
WSC to the University of
Minn.) was so swift I didn't
have a chance to get everything done. The Cagers Club
meant much to me: I'm
proud o£ the club right now
with about 150 members and
I was proud when we had
only 12 or 13 members.
"Everything you (the
Cagers Club) did was for
the betterment of the ball
club. With 12 members or
150, we were first class all
the way. I think I got a
lot of my enthusiasm from
the members and I always
felt you were with us 100
percent. Sport fans are a
little fickle sometimes, but
I didn't feel that way with
this club.
"The players played a little bit stronger because of
the backing of the club and
I know the players appreciate it , . .
"Maybe you wondered
why I left Winona State. I
loved the community,-I loved the players. But St was
a move I felt I had to make
at this time. That's the
only way to explain it.
"But this club had somepresident Art Carlson, treasurer Dennis Nelson, board of direc:
thing to do with everyone
CAGERS CLUB O F F I C E R S The
. . . Winona State Cagers
of the players you saw intor Clarence Currier, membership chairman George O'Reilly,
Club held its first meeting of the year Monday night, hosting
troduced here by Coach
and president Ken Harstad. (Daily News Sports photo)
a "Meet the Team" dinner at Kryzsko Commons. Club officers
Wothke. And two of the
are, from left to right, Board of director Paul Brewer, vice
people who have gotten
closest to me while I was
here were Clarence Currier
and Bob Lietzau. This Club
grew because of bSs (Currier's) efforts — and so did
I.
"Bob was my assistant
coach and he did the defensive job. He gets the credit
with coming up with the
transfer
from
Wartburg
who
"If
we
cbuld
schedule
UCLA
Schultz,
Rick
Starzecki,
Gar
PeHead Coach Les Wothke, who
key that made the defense
was appointed in that capacity we would. It's the only way to terson, Bob Welch, Lyle Papen- will be ineligible until Janu- as good as it was. "
ary), and freshman Rosco
Reminiscing on his four
to replace Ron Ekker this sum improve. We've got the type of fuss, Andy Ross and Arnie
Young. Juniors Tone Bowden, years as head basketball
boy who is dedicated to win and Waldron.
met, introduced bis Winona I think we can."
who recently underwent a her- coach, Ekker described bis
State College Warriors at the The Warriors open the 1970- The varsity members Coach nia operation, and Jerry Collins first season as "the year of
Cagers Club's "Meet the Team" 71 season on thd road Dec. 1 Wothke introduced wetre: sen- were not present.
dreams —. and the dream
dinner Monday night. But there at Gustavus Adolphus and then iors Steve Protsman, Don Become
true. We won, I think
was more than just introduc- return home for a three-game sonen, Bill Ochs, Jim Jabrosky Coach 'Wothke also introduced it was 10 of our first 12
varsity
assistant
coach
Bill
tions.
games. The second year was
stand, which will include Lor- and Steve Bay; juniors JeWothke, who brings a hew as College, the first annual rome Beckley, Tom Bernstorf, Reynolds, freshman coach Rees a year of frustration for me.
Johnson
and
assistant
freshman
and more offensive-orientated alumni game (Dec. 5) and La Jeff Evert, Paul Jungblut, Jim
We expected better things
and they just didn't come.
style to Winona State, lauded Crosse State. Others in Decem- Mott and Brian Nystuen; soph- coach Jack Gibbs.
"The third year was the
the man he replaced, who was ber's schedule are Bradley, Chi- omore Ron Evien, Mark Patter- Chuck Williams, as per usual
the guest speaker Monday night: cago State, Wartburg and son, Tom Bothwell, Mike Ur- with such functions, was the year. It was the hardest,
most difficult in my coach"The ideal situation for a Northern Michigan before the back and Tom Senst (a recent Master of Ceremonies.
new coach," Wothke said, "is Blue Devil Classic Tournament
to Mow a losing coach. You in Menomonie, Wis.
don't want to follow a winneV The first Northern Intercolbecause then you're expected to legiate Conference battle" for
win.
the Warriors will be Morris
"If you follow a losing team, Jan. 8? followed by five more
anything you do is good.
conference contests and a non"But I can't think of a man I conference bout against the Uniwould rather follow than Ron versity of Wisconsin - Green
Ekker. It's a real honor to fol- Bay that same month.
low him because he established The alumni game, sponsored
a winning program and this by the Cagers Club, is schedmakes it Easier for me.
uled for Dec. 5 at Memorial
"We intend to continue win- Hall. Game time is 8 p.m.
ning and to improve. We have Former assistant Warrior coach
tough month ahead of us in De- Bob Lietzau will be coaching
cember. We have an outstand- the alumni, which will include
ing schedule and next year I such former Winona State1
hope it will be eVen tougher. greats as Dave Meisner, Gene
By STAN SCHMIDT
Daily News Sports Editor
. The plaque inscription
was simple: "In appreciation of i great coach."
Ron Ekker, former head
coach of the Winona State
College Warriors and now
assistant coach at the University of Minnesota, was
the recipient. Ken Harstad,
president of the Warrior
Cagers Club, made the presentation at the club's
«'Meet the Team" dinner

Monday night at Kryzsko
Commons.
The presentation came as
the last-but-not-least portion
of the program which included the former Warrior
mentor as guest speaker
and newly appointed Head
Coach Les Wothke introducing the 1970-71 version of
the Warriors and a brief explanation of his coaching
philosophy.
Guest speakerEkker, who
compiled a 60-39 record in
four years at the Warrior

helm and shared the NIC
championship with St. Cloud
last season, discussed the
differences between Winona State and the University
of Minnesota, dwelled momentarily on the Gopher outTook for this season and then
got down to his "real reason for being here tonight."
"The only thing that's
really different," Ekker noted, "is that the players are
a little bigger and perhaps
a little faster. That's all.
We have a super star in

ing career, but also the one
with the most joy. I remember every minute of it. It
was a hard year. The Cagers Club grew but I don't
know if we grew as fast.
The players were in a system they didn't know — and
then we lost our first five
games. But did we have
heart that year. That's what
I remember most from that
year, when the odds were
really against us.
"Then there was last year.
It was almost perfect, except for the seven losses
( and brought Winona its
first NIC title since 1939).
The team was as close an
extension of my system as
they could be.
"They executed perfectly.
It was a great year and
winning was never easier.
We lost to some good ball
clubs, but we learned to be
winners, It was especially
satisfying because our system worked the best.
"It was a chapter ia the
book. But it's over now, and
I wouldn't change a thing.
The bitter moments made
the good ones
so much bet¦
ter."
Ekker concluded, appropriately, "Now it's your
basketball system. The new
coaching staff will establish
its kind of system."
There was nothing more
to add, except "thank you, "
as those in attendance —
about 110—gave Ron Ekker
a standing ovation.

Jim Brewer, who's 6-9, but
I'm not overawed by the
tremendous ability. Other
than that, there's no difference. We .have the same
problems and the same joys
as we had here at Winona
State.
"We're looking for an exciting year, I don't believe
any team will let us go, we
can run. The team that
plays us foolishly will get
beat.
"It's hard for me to say
how we will do in a league

Warrior cage mentor notes:

A tough month ahead

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -With
a disappointing 1970 season behind them, the Minnesota Gophers have begun looking toward
next year.
The first step was to be taken
today, with the naming of the
1971 captain (at 11:30 a.m.).
The team voted Monday afternoon on their next leader.
Minnesota closed out its 3-6-1
season Saturday with a 39-14
loss at Wisconsin.
Coach Murray Warmath acknowledged the game was a
disappointment, "but we have
to turn our attention to next
year. We don't want to be disappointed again."

Gone from the secondary will
be 1970 captain Jeff Wright,
Walt Bowser and Ron Anderson.
The backfield will lose Barry Mayer, who missed the last
three games with a shoulder injury.
But Craig Curry, who set a
Big Ten total offense record,
will be back at quarterback.
The return of Doug Kingsriter
guarantees the Gophers one oi
the top pass-catch combinations
in the conference.
Fullback Ernie Cook , the
Gophers' leading rusher , also
will be back.
The Gophers will play an 11game schedule next year for
the first time, starting with Indiana at home Sept. 11, The
other opponents are Nebraska ,
Washington State, Kansas, Ohio
State, Iowa , Michigan , Purdue,
Northwestern, Michigan State
and Wisconsin,
¦

Warmath said that, despite
the loss of seven tackles , ho
felt prospects were encouraging
for a good football team, "provided we get help from the
freshman team."
Primary needs include replacements for offensive tackles John Thompson, Alvin Ray
Hawes and John Cranston , and
WISCONSIN COLLEGE
defensive linemen Mike GoldBASKETBALL
berg, Tom Lavaty and Steve
Milton V, MtrAnlhi 70
Thompson.
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GETTING ACQUAINTED... Two members
of the Winona High wrestling team demonstrate a series of control maneuvers before a
Parent's Night crowd of close to 100 Monday

Chirppractic kicker?
Fred Cox of course

By PAT THOMPSON
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Fred
Cox became a record setting
National Football League kicker because of an aching back
that got him interested in becoming a chiropractor.
When Cox retires from kicking field goals and extra points
for the Minnesota Vikings, he
will open a chiropractic office in
the Twin Cities.
I've got a couple of close
friends who are chiropractors,"
said Cox, "and I've had some
back trouble. This got me interested in it. There's certainly a
need for chiropractors.
"In fact, I wouldn't be kicking
if it wouldn't have been for my
back," said Cox. "I was drafted
as a halfback. But I was hit on
the hip and it drove my back
out of place."
Cox, a Pittsburgh University
runner, was drafted by the
Cleveland Browns in 1S62. With
Lou Groza still sailing the ball
through the uprights, the
Browns traded Cox to the Vikings.

Gopher gridders
eyeing next year
fftvx^Ni-yttWWV^MPtWireKwqire^

night in the high school gymnasium. Explaining what is actually going on via the microphone is the Winhawks' Head Coach Dave
Moracco. (Daily News Sports photo)

Bnt the Vikings cut Cox from
the squad before the regular
season opened. Cox was back
trying out in 1963. He rewarded
the Vikings with the winning
points in a 24-20 victory over
San Francisco in the 1963 opener and hasn't missed much
since. He has scored at least
one point in every game since.
And by scoring this Sunday
against the New York Jets at
Shea Stadium. Cox' streak
would reach 109 straight games
—one short of the NFL record
set by Sam Baker of Philadelphia and Dallas from 1962
through 1969.
Cox, a 31-year-old , 5-foot-10,
200-pound specialist, already
holds the < NFL record by
kicking field goals in 29 straight
games, including a 25-yarder
against Green Bay in a 40-miJean-hour wind Sunday in a 10-3
victory that gave the Vikings
a 9-1 record.
"The wind was so bad," said
Cox, the NFL's leading scorer
with 93 points, "all four flags

Wrestlin g coach Moracco anxious to start

Inexperienceclouds Hawks' outlook

By BRUCE CLOSWAY
Daily News Sports Writer
The outlook for the Winona High's wrestling season is
clouded by inexperience , but Head Coach Dave Moracco is
as anxious for competition to begin as he's ever been.
Despite tlio fact that the Winhawks' varsity mat squad
will be composed of only three lettermen and that it will have
had only eight days to prepare, Moracco is eagerly awaiting
Wednesday's season opener at Eau Claire Memorial.
"I'm really anxious to get the kids into an actual meet,"
explained Moracco , "We haven't been tested yet, and I want
to see if they're conditioned well enough to go for six minutes. Tho meet with. Eau Claire will be a measuring stick for
us; it will tell us how far we've got to go."
The only returning letter winners from last year 's
wrestling team that finished with a 7-0 record in dual-meet
competition , are scniors 'Mike Skclton , Tom Reed and Dave
Ledebuhr. Another letterman, sophomore Dave Smith, has
been unable to resume working out with the team because of
a knee injury sustained during the football season.
Skelton, Reed and Ledebuhr have been selected as tricaptains for this season's Winhawk squad . Skclton will be
the team's 112-pound representative after compiling a fl-4
record as a 103 pounder during last year's regular season
schedule. Reed will wrestle at 120 pounds against Eau Claire.
Ho finished with a 6-5-1 slate In the same class Inst year.
Ledebuhr will compete as a lGS-pounder again , with a 4-6-2
record behind him for last season.

SOMETHING TO KICK ABOUT . . . Fred Cox, Minnesota
Vikings' kicker, boots another extra point during an NFL
game this season. Cox, 31, who is a year and a half away
from getting his chiropractic license, expects to continue kicking for several more seasons. The 5-10, 200 pounder holds the
NFL record of kicking field goals in 29 straight games. (AP
. Photofax)

Other wrestlers battling for a spot on the varsity prior
to Wednesday's meet with the Old Abes are sophomores
Rod Hoesely and Tom Koch and junior Bill Becker at 95
pounds, sophomores Scott Immerfall and Pat Corser in the
103-pound class, and senior Larry Strange and sophdniore
Terry Burke in tyic 154-pound bracket vacated by Tlm Meinke.
Those. grapplcrs who appear to have a varsity spot sewn
up in addition to Skclton , Reed and Ledebuhr include junior
Mark Grangard at 127 pounds, junior Dave Babler at 133,
sophomore Karl Henderson at 138, senior Rodney Stoltz at
145, senior Rick Snyder at 175, and Greg Lessen, a senior out
for the first time , at heavyweight.
Moracco stated that no less than 50 boys had signed up
for the team, ns of Tuesday, and only six of them were seniors. He added a lot of ninth graders have shown the potential of making the B squad if not the varsity. Morocco 's
assistant coach this season is Gordon Sclke.
The Minnesota State High School League did not permit
^ high school
any
team to begin organized work-outs until
Nov. 16 which allotted the Winhawks just the eight full days
to prepare for Memorial. The Old Abes have been practicing
for four weeks now and have already had one dual meet.
Winona's mat mentor added that the Winhawks will not
have a home meet until Dec. 4, arid claimed, "We expect
to have most of our problems smoothed out by then."
Local wrestling supporters will have a chance to see Winona High in action before that , however. The Winhawks will
bo one of eight teams to Compete in the Winona State High
School Invitational Tournament in Memorial Hall Saturday.

were blowing in different direc- continue kicking for several
tions."
more seasons.
Is there a place in football in
Cox, a former high school chiropractors?
teacher, is the conventional "A bso 1 u te ly," said Cox.
style kicker. But sometimes he "Many of our players go to
uses the soccer method for them now. Of course, X-rays
hard-to-handle kickoffs.
are taken before any work is
"Kicking field goals is like done. I don't do any work in the
any other part of football," said locker room. I still have clinic
Cos. "You. need persistence, work to do. Besides, the locker
practice and concentration. It's room doesn't have any of those
like golf—keep your head down, long tables you need to do your
hit the ball and follow through." work on.
Cox still has a year and a half "You can do things to football
to go before getting his chiro- players that other people
practic license, hut expects to wouldn't be able to endure."

Furor challenging
iyPi:?7S|mi76.:ru/e.
on TV blackouts

MINNEAPOLIS W -A wild
furor challenging the National
Football League 75-mile blackout rule of televising home
games is developing between
the Minnesota Vikings and hotel and bar owners in the Twin
Cities.
It seems lodges and taverns
have erected towering television
antennae t o intercept signals
from a Mason City, Iowa television station ( KGLO) that carries Viking home games.
"I'm not blaming the people
who put up the aerials," said
General Manager Jim Finks of
the Vikings. "I might have done
the same if I were them. But
this thing is getting out of hand.
I think we've got the right to
protect our product."
The Vikings have one more
home game remaining, Dec. 5
against Chicago, and like all
Metropolitan Stadium contests
this season it has been sold out.

Robert Short, owner of the
Washington Senators baseball
team and a Minneapolis hotel,
picked up the telecast of Sunday's game against the Green
Bay Packers and plans to do
the same Dec. 5.
"If anybody else in town is
carrying it," Short said, "the
Leamington will bring it in..."
Lloyd Loers, station manager
of KGLO, said that CBS told
him the station would have to
switch last Sunday to the Detroit-San Francisco game unless
power was reduced by 20 per
cent.
But while some bars reported snowy pictures and some refunds were made at lodges,
there was a group of 400 viewers at a hall in Short's hotel after a $5 admission.
The major question could affect hotels and bars outside the
75-mile radius now making
heavy profits from Viking fans
to watch the team with the
NFL's best record, 9-1. If the

Iowa station is not permitted to
carry the Viking games, they
would lose the customers.

Finks said the Vikings' position was "if some station's signal is penetrating the Twin
Cities, we had the rlglt to ask
for that station's removal from
the Vikings' network."
"We certainly don't want to
needlessly interfere with the Vikings reception for our fans in
southern
Minnesota ," said
Finks, "but if our home games
are being carried on TV, a couple hundred yards from the
stadium we've got a pretty bad
situation."
Finks said that 43,090 of the
47,900 capacity actually showed
up for the Green Bay game.
But a major factor also could
have hcen the 14-degree temperature and 40 milc-per-hour
winds,
"The only way the Vikings
are over going to solve this is
to remove the blackout," said
Short, "If the leagues and networks "won't do that, then any
TV signal is up for grabs."
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Rookie aids 23-20 victory
'

expectations are the award will go to one of three muchheralded quarterbacks: from left, Notre Dame's Joe Theismami, Mississippi's Archie Manning, or Stanford's Jim Plunkett. (AP Photofax)

In Heisman Trophy voting

FavorTheisma

NEW YORK (AP ) - Recordbreaking quarterbacks Jirii
Plunkett of Stanford and Joe
Theismann of Notre Dame were
rated the favorites to win the
Heisman Trophy today as college football's outstanding performer. ?' ;
Still another quarterback, Archie Manning of Mississippi,
started the season along with

Plunkett as the most toutdd
players. But Manning broke his
wrist in a game* against Houston
earlier this month. He has
missed one game and is expected to be out at least one more.
The Heisman Trophy has been
awarded annually since 1935 by
the Downtown Athletic Club of
New York. Of the previous 35
winners, 23 have been running

Ohio St. climbs
back to second,
Irish in fourth

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Ohio State replaced Notre
Dame as the No. 2 team in The
Associated Press college foot¦ ball poll today, diminishing the
possibility of the Fighting Irish
meeting Texas in a Cotton Bowl
battle between the top two
teams in the nation.
Texas, which did not play
over the weekend, held onto the
top spot but Ohio State's 20-9 revenge victory over Michigan
vaulted the Buckeyes from fifth
to second. They had started the
season in first place.
Nebraska remained third with
a 28-21 triumph over Oklahoma
but Notre Dame's 3-0 squeaker
over Louisiana State resulted in
a drop from second to fourth.
LSU inched frem seventh to
sixth by one point despite the
setback.
Arkansas, heading for a Dec.
5 shootout with Texas for the
Southwest Conference crown
and the right to face Notre
Dame in the Cotton Bowl,
climbed one spot to fifth with a
24-10 decision over Texas Tech,
which had been ranked 19th but
fell out of the Top Twenty.
Tennessee drubbed Kentucky
45-0 and shot from eighth to seventh.
Michigan, which saw its unbeaten dreams tumble in Ohio
Stadium, slipped from fifth to
eighth. Arizona State? still undefeated following a 33-21 win over
New Mexico, remained in ninth
place but Mississippi, idle over
the weekend, rose from 12th to
10th while the Air Force went
from 10th to 12th after a 49-19
blasting by Colorado.
Texas garnered 20 first-place
votes and 794 points from a panel of 45 sports writers and
broadcasters across the country. Ohio State received 14 votes
for No. 1 and 760 points while
Nebraska had six first-place
votes and 718 points and Notre
Dame pulled down three top
ballots and 676 points. Tho other
two first-place votes went to Arizona State.
Auburn , which also had the
weekend off , jumped from 13th
to 11th while Stanford , a 22-14
loser to California, went from
11th to 13th.
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Rounding out the Top Twenty
were Dartmouth, Toledo, Georgia Tech, Penn State, Northwestern, Colorado and Washington.
The last two replaced San
Diego State and Texas Tech in
the Top Twenty.
The Top Twenty teams, with
place volts tn parantheie and
points. Points tabulated on basis
H-U-H-1M0-94 tie:
I. Texas (JO)
* Ohio State (14)
3. Nebraska (6)
4. Notre Dama (3)
i. Arkansas
4. Louisiana State

firsttotal
ol JO-

7. Termesiee

112
760
7U
<76
432
414

I. Michigan
». Arlioni State (2)
10. Mississippi
11. Auburn
12. Air Ferns,
13. Stanford
14. Dartmouth
15. Toledo
1(. Oeorgli Tech
17. Penn State
18. Northwestern
19. Colorado
20. Washington

413

385
311
24i
202
124
90
84
it
49
40
33
24
19

M. Teresa gals
oufswim WSC

backs, 10 quarterbacks and two at 12 p.m., CST.
ends—Larry Kelley of Yale in Plunkett, a 6-foot-3, 204-pound1936 and Notre Dame's Leen er, is major college football's
Hart in 1949.
all-time leader in total offense
No interior lineman has ever and passing yardage and is exwon the coveted! trophy which pected to be a top pro draft
this year will be decided by the pick.
votes of 1,242 electors across the This season, Plunkett ranks
nation. The balloting was to end second nationally in total ofat 9 a.m. today with the an- fense with an average of 263.5
nouncement of the winner due yards a game. In 11 games, he
has passed for 2,715 yards and
18 touchdowns.
Theismann is third and Manning ninth in total offense. Of
the three quarterba^te/ Theismann has the best completion
average, Plunkett the most
yards and touchdown passes.

Hal-Rod City
League rolls
high honors

The Hal-Rod City League
swept all the' honors in the
men's categories Monday night,
including seven 600 series.
Bob Vogelsang rolled the high
game, a 255; Bob Dennis tbe
high series, a 651; and Park
Plaza took both team honors
With a 1,084-2,978. Other 600's
were recorded by Vogelsang,
614; Bob Schossow, 624; Harvey
Kane, 614; Roger Biltgen, 612;
Bill Armstrong, 602, and Dave
Ruppert, 600.
All of the highs for women
were recorded by the "Westgate
Pin Topplers League. Irene
Bronk notched • a 228 game,
Helen Englerth a 570 series and
Watkins Cosmetics a 971-2,678.
Additional 500 series were tallied by Mrs. Bronk, 567; Esther
Bescup, 549, and Eleanore Stahl
501.
HAL-ROD: VFW - Joe Pep
Hnski rolled a 248 game, Joe
Stumpa a 644 series and Bunke's
Apco a 1,034-2,943. John Sandstede rolled a 630 series, Stolpa
a 644 and Bill Ahrens a 627.
WESTGATE: Community Cliff Buege notched a 229-573
and Gibson's a 996-2,769.
ALLEY GATORS - Carol
Fenske rolled a 213-514, Fenske's
Body Shop an 896 team game
arid Jeanette's Beauty Salon
and Sandy's a 2,516 team series
each.
LADIES — Mary Emmons and
Elaine Neitzke shared game
honors at 183, Mary Seiwa took
a 511 series and Florence Beau.
ty Shop rolled a 908-2,632. Mrs.
Emmons rolled a 506 series and
Mrs. Neitzke a 503.
ATHLETIC CLUB : Go Getters — Janice Hemer rolled a
179-440 and Isabelles an 8412,385.
MONDAY ~ Rich Chuchna
notched a 215-577, Joswick's a
1,010 game and Quality Sheet
Metal a 2,826 series.
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PHILADELPHIA <AP) - Billy "Walik, whose performance
was singled out by both coaches
as a major factor in the Philadelphia Eagles 23-20 National
Football League upset over the
Mew York Giants, compared his
job with that of a sprinter in
track.
Walik, a 180-pound rookie, returns kicks for the Eagles. He
carried four for 146 yards on
Monday night's NFL weekly
television presentation? He
raced 57 yards with a second period New York kickoff to set up
a subsequent field goal, and 45
yards .with a third quarter return that started the Eagles toward their winning fourth period touchdown?
"It's like-being a sprirfter in
indoor track meets," Walik said
of lis specialty. "In track you
wait around a lot until it's time
to run and then you let fly for 50
or €0 yards and hope you timed
it right. In returning kickoifs,
you look for the hole and try to
hit it before it closes."
Coach Alex Webster of the
Giants said Walik's flying feet
signaled the end of his team's
six-game winning streak and it
helped drop New York into a
second place tie with the Dallas
Cowboys in the NFL's National
Conference Eastern Division.
The Giants and Cowboys are
each 64, now iVz games behind
the leading St. Louis Cardinals
7-2-1. V

I

HEISMAN CONTENDERS . V . The winner of the Heis¦
man Award —. . the annual trophy presented by the Downtown
Athletic Club of New York to the outstanding college football player in the nation—was to be announced today. All

Eagles W
' ¦
.

"What hurt us must was Waiik's kickoff returns which gave
them great field position," Webster said in the quiet of the
Giants' dressing room. The New
York coach also credited the
Eagles ability to control the ball
in the final period with a big
part in Philadelphia victory.
The Eagles tallied their winning touchdown on a 1-yard
keeper play "by quarterback
Norm Snead 52 seconds into the
final period. They killed 9:26 on
the clock after getting the ball
with 10:16 remaining. New York
finally got it with 50 seconds
left , but could get only to midfield.
Eagles' coach Jerry Williams
said Walik's returns and the
ability of the Eagles' defense to
contain Giants halfback Ron
Johnson were the key factors
for his team, which has won two

AWAITING SNOW . . . Louis Duellman, Fountain City,
had this deer on a snowmobile awaiting snow at Buffalo City
Saturday. (Daily News Photo )

Voice of the Outdoors
Successful season
Despite an unseasonable day
with snowdrifts blocking roads
in Jackson County and a wind
chill below zero on Sunday, the
Wisconsin two-day, any deer
season was a success with a
deer registration for the entire
Black Biver Falls area exceeding that of a year ago, according to Robert Pratt, registration head, Black River Falls;

St . Teresa College's swimming team downed the Winona
State College gals Monday night
at Lourdes Hall 63-48 in a dual
meet.
Fran Phelen led St. Teresa
with four first-place finishes,
40-yard butterfly, one-meter
diving, iO-yard individual medley and 80-yard medley relay.
Teammate Dorothy Brereton
was also on the winning relay
Locally, the deer register
team and captured a first in
by hunters at Alma, Arcadthe lOO-yard backstroke and
ia, Fountain City, Galesseconds in the 80-yard individuville and Whitehall had exal medley and 40-yard backceeded the COO mark at
stroke.
each station with late regJudy Lindquist paced Winona
istration due on Monday.
State with firsts in the lOO-yard KRYZSKO COMMONS : WSC , Alma and Fountain City
freestyle and 80-yard freestyle, Maintenance -— Chester Farras
registration, according to
relay and a second in the 40- rolled a 201-543, Oasis Bar a 922 Jim Everson, Buffalo Co.
yard freestyle.
and Paint Depot a 2,554.
warden, was as large or
St. Teresa's next meet will be
larger . than in 1969. Early
the State Women's Intercofreports received by Pratt inlegiate meet in the Twin Cities
dicated a big kill in the ArDec. 5.
cadia and Whitehall area.

are still due from the south
in this area.
Boat toilet deadline
Boaters on the Mississippi
River have until Jan. 1, to comply with Wisconsin's boat toilet
law, according to the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR). After that date, all
boats on waters within Wisconsin jurisdiction will be covered
by the law.
Under the regulations, no
person may operate a toiletequipped boat on any Wisconsin waters unless the
wastes are retained on
board for proper shore disposal. The only exceptions
are boats operated in interstate or international commerce on outlying waters.

Superior and Michigan, Green
Sobeck wins 600
Bay, Sturgeon Bay, Sawyer's
Harbor, and the Fox River from
its
mouth to the dam at DcCold
some
snow
wind
and
,
612
with
tourney
Pere.
Tho boat toilet specificacut
the
hunting
pressure
by
Chatfield beats Arlene Sobeck won the an- abut half Sunday. The gale tions went
into effect on these

Kasson 58-45
Chatfield, with another wellbalanced attack, downed Kasson 58-45 Monday night to extend Clifltfjeld's winning streak
to five consecutive games.
Leading by only seven, 29-22.
at halftime, Chatfield spurted
to the final 13-point margin in
the second half. Dick Irish and
Carl Potratz paced tho winners
with 14 and 12 polnta, respectively .i whdle Chip . Schwartz
pulled down 14 rebounds.
Dave Harvey paced Kasson,
which suffered! its first loss in
two years and brought its 1970
record to 4-1, with 14 points?

nual Winona 600 Tournament made it hard walking in open
areas. Deer were not moving.
wuu II
Hunters who had bagged a
Inch 612 scries.
T h e tournadeer decided not to register
their kill until the wind went
ment was held
at the Winona
down. It was still blowing Monday morning washing waves
Athletic Club.
high on the ico covered chanArlene K e 8nel dams. It wns still a "wild
$ 1 e r finished
river" Monday, dam workers
second with a
597 and Irene
reported, with towboats fightPozanc t h i r d
ing the weather;
with a 500. _
A
.
Boathouses and docks
~ 11 .
t\
i
l c v 11 IIK
took a licking Sunday. BufSobeck
and
banquet
followed the tournament at falo City and Alma reported
some houses torn from their
Linahan's.
The 1071 tournament will be supporting oil cans. Others
held at Hal-Rod Lanes Nov. 14, were crushed. Ice was ev. followed by the banquet at the erywhere, and washed onto
shore. A dozen towboats
'Golden Frog.
ouiiuuy

Outlying waters include Lakes

waters on Nov. 1. All other waters, including the bays, bayous, and sloughs of the Mississippi River bottoms, are "inland waters ,"
. Specific types of boat toilets have been approved for
installation by the State
Department of Health and .
Social Services. Other types
of units will be considered
for approval if the unit and
engineering specifications
are submitted to tho Department of Health and Social
Services for testing. No boat
toilets with an overboard
'charge will bo approved,
and such units will be illegal.
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and tied one in the lost three
games after losing the first seven. Johnson, the NFL's third
leading ground gainer before
last weekend's games, managed
only 35 yards on 16 carries.
New York scored in the first
period for a 3-0 lead on Pete Gogolak's 29-yard field goal.
The Eagles recovered a fourth
down bad pass from center at

\

.

¦'

.

¦

¦ ¦¦

the New York 1, and scored cn
Snead's keeper run in the second quarter to lead 6-3.
New York took advantage of a
fumble recovery to go back in
front on a two-yard burst by
Johnson and a 29-yard Gogolak
field goal made It 13-6 with 42
seconds left in the half.
Walik then returned the kickoff 57 yards leading to Mark
Moseley's 29 yard field goal on

the last play of the half.
The Eagles drove to a third
period score, Snead passing a
yard to tight end Fred Hill for a
16-13 advantage, only to have
the Giants, score on Tarkenton'*
one-yard keeper, regaining tha
lead at 20-16.
Then came Walik's 45-yard caper and the Eagles final TD,
netted by Snead on a push from
the half yard line.

In Maple Leaf Conference

Preston favored
to repeat title

Preston lost only two of 23
games last season, and even
though four starters are missing
from that squad, Head Coach
Ken Denny feels the Bluejays
have enough material to equal
that performance.
Denny and his rival coaches
in the Maple Leaf Conference
are in agreement that Preston
is the favorite to repeat as both
the conference and District
champions again this year. The
Bluejays' roster is bolstered
by 10 lettermen.
Grand
Meadow,
Wykoff ,
Spring Valley and Chatfield
have all been rated as possible contenders for the Maple
Leaf title. Lanesboro is carrying a dark horse label while
Harmony and LeRoy-Ostrander
are expected to be improved,
but not enough to rate them
in the first division.
PRESTON
Preston advanced as far as
the Region One playoffs last
season before being ousted by
Kenyon 64-61. Kenyon went on
to win a berth in the state
tournament, and the Bluejays
would like nothing better than
to wind up with a rematch
against Kenyon.
Coach Denny's cagers took
the Maple Leaf crown last season losing only to Grand Meadow in 14 conference tilts. With
ten letter winners back from
that team, the 'Jays are confident they will retain the title.
Jeff Knies, 6-4, 185-pound center, Don Rustad, and Sam
Jaszewski are expected to do
the bulk.of the scoring for Preston. Other returning lettermen
include Kiel Anderson, Greg
Hoff; Bob Hanson, Mike Brand,
Art Sikkink, Bill Rislove, and
Kevin Himli.
Denny is hoping that inexperi.
Slice will not seriously hinder
the 'Jays performance and feels
the team has an abundance of
speed and size.
GRAND MEADOW
Grand Meadow has five lettermen back from the squad
that posted a 15-5 mark overall last season. A lack of height
will be the foremost obstacle
for Coach Jim Hopp's team to
overcome.
Letter winners returning for
duty are Scott Simonson, Bill
Severin, Steve Sween, Paul Laganiere, and Mike Baudoin.
Simonson is the tallest man on
the squad at 6-2.
Some of the reserves the
Larks' will be counting on are
Terry Thorsen, Itaady Jacobson, Kent Mooi, Fran Baudoin,
and Dave Slettum.
CHATFIELD
Chatfield will have a nucleus
of six lettermen to work with
for the coming season. The Gophers wound up with an even
10-10 slate for the 1969-70 campaign.
Jim Zawachi, a 6-4, 201-pound
senior, will be the team's center, seniors Jeff Erickson, Bob
Skrukrud, and Mike Bernatz
will share the front line duties
with Zawachi, and junior Carl
Luedke and sophomore Jerry
Chase will be tho guards.
Marty Kujawa , Dick Bernatz,
and Mark Johnson are expected
to provide Coach "Molly"
Bnum's squad with some needed depth. Baum hopes the Gophers will have overcome their
lack of experience by tournament time.
SPRING VALLEY
The Spring Valley Wolves
may be.facing only a so-so season this year, partly because
only two lettermen arc back,
giving Head Coach Len Olson a
definite experience problem.
The two returnees are seniors
Jack Churchill and Tom Lindsay. Both are 5-11.
The height problem, however,
WEST BEND
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Starting */B 95
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may be afleviafced by some
top prospects in senior Terry
Johnson, a 6-3 forward, senior
Joel Anderson, a 6-3 center,
junior Greg Natbun, a 6-3 forward, and senior Peter Kaess,
a 6:5 center.
Other top prospects include
Jim Fitch, Rod House, Mark
Mendahl, Ken Kraut, John
Kuehn, Tim Lindsay, Steve Maloney, Gary Westphal, Bill Malizia and Jim Kent.
HARMONY
The Harmony Cardinals return
eight lettermen from a team
which compiled a 2-12 conference record last season, including 6-4 senior center. Rich Burmeister and 6-3 sophomore Mike
Janski.
Head Coach Del Elston has
four other seniors returning,
Brad Richardson, Mike Saxe,
Mark Abraham and Greg Han-

* * *
MAPLE LEAF
Novimber

25-Stewartvllle at chatfield*.
27—Preston at Caledonia* Ruihford at
*
Lanesboro* .

December

1-Rushford at Preitcn *, Elkton at Wykoff* , Spring Grove al Harmony* ,
Lanesboro at Mabel-Canton*, Spring
Valley at Caledonia* .
4—Cresco (Iowa) at Spring Valley*,
LeRoy-Ottrander at Adams*.
7—Wykoff at Wabasha (Rochester St.
Jr. Col.)* .
4—Preston at Spring Orove* , Chatfield at St. Charles* , Elkton at
Grand Meadow *, Harmony at Mabel.
Canton* , Ricevilte at LeRoyOs. .
trander*.
11—Preston at Grind Meadow, Lanesboro at Chatfield, Harmony at Wykoff, Spring Valley at teRcy-Ostrander.
17—Wykoff at Preston, Harmony at
ChalfieM.
II—Grand Meadow at Spring Valley,
Lanesboro at LeRoy-Ostrander.
2l-2f-Spring Valley hosts Holiday Classic with Blooming Prairie, Byron,
and Stewartville.
Jf—Chatfield af Rushford* .
January
1—Houston at Wykolf*.
?—LeRoy -Oslrandcr at Adams*.
5—Spring Orove at Lanesboro*, Preston at Houston* , Rushford ar Harmony. , Mabel-Canton at Wykoff*.
t—Chatfield at Wykoff, Grand Meadow
at Lantstjoro, LeRoy-Ostrander
.
af Harmony, Preston at Sprlnj Valley.
ir-Chalfieid at Preston, Wykoff at
LeRoy-Ostrander, Harmony at Srand
Meadow, Uheiboro at Spring Vatlay.
15—LeRoy-Osfrander at Chatfield, Grand
Meadow at wykoff, Spring Valley at
Harmony, Preston at Lanesboro.
If—Grand Meadow at Elkton*, Chatfield at Oecort h (Iowa)* .
»—Wykolf at Spring Valley, Chsllleld
at Grand Meadow, Harmony at
Lanesboro, leRoy-Ostrander at Praston.
tt—Lanesboro at Wykoff, Spring Valley
at Chatfield, Orand Meadow at LeRoy-Ostrander, Preston af Harmony.
lf-Wykoff af Harmony, Chatfield al
Lanesboro, Grand Meadow at Preston, LeRoy-Ostrander at Spring Valley.
February
2—Adams at Grand Meadow* .
5-Preston at Wykoff, Chatfield at Hermony. Grand Meadow at Spring
Valley, LeRoy-Ostrander at Lanesboro.
•—Wykolf at ctiatfleld, Lanesboro at
Grand Meadow, Harmony at LeRoy.
Ostrandor, Spring Valley at Preston.
12-LeRoy.Ostrand«r at Wykoff, Preston at ChatfMId, Orand Meadow at
Harmony, spring Valley at Lanesboro,
li—Grand Meadow at Stewartville* ,
Caledonia at Harmony* , Lanesboro
at Peterson.
If—Wykoff at Grind Meadow, Harmony
at Spring Valley, Lanesboro al Preston, chatfield at LeRoy-Ostrander.
23-Orand Meadow al Chatfield, Lanesboro af Harmony, Preston at LeRoy.
Ostrander, spring Valley at Wykoff
24— LeRoy-Ostrander at Grand Meadow,
Harmony at Preston, Chatfield af
Spring Valley, Wykoff at Lanesboro.

Ion. Haaloa, Burmeister and
Richardson were regulars last
year. ;
The other two returnees are
juniors, Jim Harstad and Chris
Johnson.
Top prospects include four
juniors and a lone senior, Jon
Wilfprd. Juniors Rick Johnson,
Greg Applen and Rob Inns will
be counted on heavily to provide the needed depth for Uie
Cardinals.
WYKOFF
The Wykoff Wyiats return
their front line this season in
the likes of Wayne Hebrink, a
6-3 senior forward; Bob Nets, a
6-0 junior forward, Keith Ev*
ers, a 6-3 senior center and Ver*
donn LeFevere, a 5-9 senior
guard.
LeFevre, however, will be
getting some tough competi.
tion from three of last year's
B squad members, Ed Graskamp, Donn Schmidt and
Wayne Herron. All three are
juniors.
Head Coach Lowell (Pete)
Boelter is confident of a contending team and hopes to better last year's record of 6-8.
LANESBORO
The Burros ' ,from Lanesbora
have only one returning letterman-Craig Johnson, a 6-7 senior center—and the outlook depends greatly on the progress
of some of the top prospects.
Head Coach Marsh Thorstad
will be relying heavily on his
prospects in ah attempt to better last year's 5-9 conference
mark.
The top prospects include seniors Steve Wangen and Rich
Nepstad, junors Bob Brose and
Luther Ulrich and sophomore
Doug Thoen, who, at 6-8, will
add a little bit more height.
LEROY-OSTRANDER
The Cardinals, under Hpad
Coach Larry Sager, are looking for a greatly improved team
this season. Last 'year, the Car*
dinals finished in (he cellar with
a 1-13 record and a 2-17 mark
overall.
Of the five returning letter*
men, three are starters, Joe
Wherry, Mike Jones and Al
Miller.
Other returnees include Larry Zreraon and Don Cortney.
Top prospects include Bruce
Mensbik, Dave Meyers and
Doug Yost.
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Think about this
before you buy
your next tank
of heating oil
T. Hiffh qualify Mobil hoatlnrj oil.
2. Complete burner service & furnaeo cleaning.

3. Ovr "KEEP FULL" delivery.

4.Ovr balanced monthly payments.
5. Expert maintenance-repair service for oil heating
equipment.

Mobil
heating oil

Joswick Fuel & Oil Co.
Phone 452-3402

Area court reports
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By Ed Dodd

AAARK TRAIL

Want Ads
Start Here

BUND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
Falle, $18, no valid driver's li- Daryl Rusert , Lewiston, $30,
GOODVIEW
B-17, 19, 21, 30.
__________
speeding.
The following cases were cense.
handled recently in Goodview Michael Zindrick, Black Riy- Peter Logan, Chatfield, Minn.,
N O TI C¦
justice of the peace court by sr Falls, $49, unreasonable and $34, speeding.
This rwwspajxr will u» rApontlblt
Wayne Blaschka , Stockton,
Justice Lewis Albert. All cases imprudent Emit.
(or only one Incorrect Insertion of tny
>
classified advertisement published
were the result of arrests . by Harry Livingston, E1 e v a, $30, speeding.
the Want Ad section. Check -your ad
¦ correction mutt
Goodviewvillage marshals Mer- Wis., $49, too fast for condi- John Mart, Winona, $75, careand call 4JJ-332I ¦»¦ ¦
less driving.
be made.
lin Iverson and Darreti Loos. tions.
Arthur Peters, Frederic, Wis., William Page, St. Charles, $36,
Joanne M. Wohlferd, Rush- (19,
expired registration.
speeding.
Card of Thanki
ford Rt. I, Minn., $5, disobeyed Mercury
Ltd., Al- Thomas Cowell, Lewiston, $30,
stop sign, 4:40 p.m. Sept? 20 berta $24, Tanklines,
failure to display speeding.
GOVEN —
,
at 40th Avenue and Service reciprocity
Our sincere and grateful thankt are expermits.
Irwin
Schultz,
Lewiston,
$30,
tended to all our relatives, friends and
Drive.
William Radtke, Milwaukee, speeding.
neighbors for floral and Mass offering*
Dacota
Mlichael Foster, 529
and various acts of kindness shown ui
Wis., $14, pedestrian on high- George Watson , Lewiston, $75,
during our recent bereavement, tha
St., $10, disobeyed stop sign, way. .
on
Education
Nason
loss of our beloved Aunt, Mrs, Phoebe
10:55 p.m. Oct. 14 at 6th , Street Lee's Trucking Co., Minnea- careless driving.
Goven. We especially thank Rsv. DonC
o
r
e
y
Forsyth
Houston,
,
ald Grublseb, Rev. Dale Tupper, Dr. H.
and Airport Road.
polis, $59? excess of authority.
j . Roemer, the nurses at Community
Michael Grossell, 459 Olrn- Albert Roberts, De 11 wood, Minn., $30, speeding.
Action
sought
Memorial Hospital, Gold Star Mothers,
LewisNorbert
Ellinghuysen,
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary, the
stead St., $10, disobeyed stop Wis., $34, no valid chauffeur's
those who assisted
pallbearers and all
ton, $30, speeding.
¦
¦
sign, 8:50 p.m. Oct. 15 at 40th license •
. -A
on bill for
us In any way. :¦ .
St.
Charles,
Gary
Neumann,
Relatives of.Mr*. Phoebe Goven
Avenue and Service Drive.
H. H. Raimisch Co., Middle¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
Donald Roller, 717 Grand St., ton, Wis., $59, overweight load. $30, speeding.
small business
A - .:
MERTES—
.
To our many friends, neighbors) and rela$10, speeding, 40 in a 30-mile Frank Maylord, Milton, Wis., James Schewe, Winona, $75,
tives we express our most sincere apcareless driving.
zone, 10:15 p.m. Oct. 15 on Ser- $44, loaded firearm in car.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Cong.
preciation for the lovely sifts and
Rushford,
Wohlferd,
Joanne
Wis.,
Merrillan,
Steve Cure,
cards that we received for our Golden
vice Drive.
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D. orities" should go to ways "to Vernon . Thomson (R. 3d, Wis.)
Minn., $34, speeding.
Robert Benson, Minneiska Rt. $44, loaded gun in car.
University of So. Calii.
teach all mentally adequate cit- has requested the House Bank- NEW YORK (AP) - Stock Wedding. Mr. & Mrs. Frank J. Mertes
prices were mixed today as the
1, $100, disobeyed stop sign and Richard Daberkow, Napfer- Eugene Schultz, Lewistonj $42, It is important that children izens to read"; "great effort
speeding.
fraud
in
obing
and
Currency
Committee
to
111.,
$109,
rally produced in Monday's ses- Lost and Found
ville,
4
8:05
driving without a license,
be successful in school. The must be devoted . .. .. to creaCharles Thesing, Lewiston, lack of clear success in learn- tive vocational-technical
take immediate action on a, bill sion ran out of steam.
p.m. Oct. 29 at 44th Avenue and taining hunting license.
opporFREE FOUND ADS
James Lyckberg, Des Plaihes, $30, speeding.
tasks has an influence tunities . . . starting at about to financially assist tlie Small At noon the Dow Jones averHighway 61.
fraud in obtaining James Jackson, St. Paul, $30, ing
Di.,
$109,
to our readers,
PUBLIC
AS
A
Business
Administration.
age
of
30
industrials
was
off
0.61 free found adsSERVICE
throughout the life of the indi- grade 6"; expanded pre-priRoger Pampuch, 460 E. Sar- hunting Eeense.
¦
will ba published when
speeding.
¦
the
agenUnder
existing
law,
at
766.91.
Gaining
issues
on
the
an
article
calls th*
finding
viduals.
mary
programs
must
be
develspeeding,
40
in
a
a
person
nia St, $10,
Danny Banner, Black River Harold Schossow, Lewiston,
cy has reached its financial New York Stock Exchange led Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified
Since
continued
learning
is
oped
for
the
disadvantaged;
SOrihile zone, 8:40 p.m. Oct. 30 Falls $19, disorderly conduct. $75,
Dept., 455-3321. An 18-word notice will
careless driving,
limit and cannot provide loans
by a margin of ap- be published free for 2 days in an ef*
on 6th Street.
Loren
Payer, Black River Avery Heublein, Lewiston, $30, necessary for the largest pro- "intensive application of educa- or loan guarantees to applicants decliners
fort to bring flndqr and loser together.
„
proximatel
7
to
6.?
y
portion of the work force, near- tional-technology must be utilGerald Speltz Jr., Rolling- Falls, burglary, one year at speeding.
until outstanding loans are re- The market was mixed from LOST — metal canister for larg* vacuum
ly
evdryone
would
benefit
from
ized
to
increase
teacher
producstone, . $10, disobeyed stop sign, Green Bay Reformatory.
William Haugen, Rushford, a genuine interest in future tivity."
cleaner, left at city dump Sat* by mispaid.
near the session's start.
7:15 p.m. Nov. 16 at 40th Avenue
LEWISTON
take. Reward I Dr. Younger, Tel. 4J2$30, speeding.
In
a
letter
to
Chairman
learning.
Unless
school
learning
and Highway 61.
7901.
Today's drifting performance
The increased learning opporLEWISTON, Minn. — The fol- Randall Reps, Lewiston, $125,
Wright
Patman
of
the
Banking
has been successful and re- tunities for pre-schoolers is acSteven Schneider, 3810 6th St., lowing cases were handled re- careless driving.
followed a session in which the Personals
7
a n d Currency Committee, Dow
$10, disobeyed stop sign, 9:25 cently in justice of the pe?ace Vernold Boynton, Lewiston, warding, adults will avoid the cepted as a promising avenue Thomson
industrial average climbed
"I
am
most
stated,
learning so vital to their prog- for the improvement of educap.m. Nov. 6 at 6th Street and court here by Justice Clyde $30, speeding.
PLAY SANTA with toys, games, skates,
concerned over the funding sit- 5.95 points after news of a gen- dolls, etc. for all ages from the Usedress on the job.
Airport Road.
eral
cut
in
the
prime"
lending
Haedtke.
Erwin P. Richter, Lewiston, Grading systems which lahel tion.
A-BIt Shop, downtown Stewartville.
uation, currently faced by the
Tie following cases were LaVern Leisen, St. Charles, pleaded not guilty to> speeding
Getting industry's cooperation Small Business Administration. rate. The prime rate lis the in- IT'S BEGINNING to look a lot like
the majority of students as avheard by Goodview Justice $75, careless driving.
charge, posted $34 bail and a erage or below should be aban- and its acceptance of more re- Because the administration's terest charged by commercial Christmas . . . so start planning those
Floyd Farnholtz:
Christmas parties NOW. Get reservaRandall Reps, Lewiston, $75, change ef venue ordered to doned for grades based on mas- sponsibility for the training of statutory limit has been reach- banks to their most creditwor- tions
In Immediately to assure yourRonald Meiners, Eitzen, careless driving.
youth has not met universal ap- ed, small businesses are suffer- thy customers — usually busi- selves the date you want. Special menu
Stockton justice of the peace
tery, regardless of the fact proval among educators. It denesses.
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Everson, Holmen, Wis,
Gibson '*
Monday's Results
33',4
hollers J6.50; most choice 850-1050 lbs slaughter steers and heifers stead/; few
three
tiny
gold
No.
1 hard winter wheat
snuff
boxes
,
1 40
No games scheduled
30'A
beginning Friday.
'* Feed Mill
25.25-26.25; mixed high good and choice loads and lota cholcu 1,000-1,100 Ib
: David Busha, Harttford , Wis., Benson
No. 2 hard winter wheat
158
Blumentrllt't
Tonight's Oames
73'A
most
dating
from
tho
24.75-25.25j
ullllty
and
commercial slaughter steers 27.50-20.00; mixed good
lflth
cenProceeds
of
the
sale
will
be
No,
3
hard
winter
wheat
$19. no lights on parked ve- lit National
1,54
tv/%
Pittsburgh vs. Texas at Lubbock, Tax.
slaughter cows 19.00-50.50; (ew aeelct and choice 27.25-27.50; good 24.0J-27.25;
tury,
brought
No.
4
hard
$312,000
Friday
winler
in
wheat
1,50
used to finance team participaFrickson'*
14
Utah at Denver
21.00) canner and cutler 17.00-19.SO) couple loads choice 950-1,000 Ib slaughhicle.
1 rye
1»
Tempo
14
Only games scheduled
an auction at Parke-Bernet Gal- utility and commercial slaughter bulls ter heifers 27.oo-27.25; load mixed good No.
tion in swimming meets.
No, 2 rye
David Ortmann , Couderrey, McDonald*
,
|jj
t\Vs
Wednesday'* Ornm**
24.0o-24.JOj
few commercial 27.00) cut- and choice 990 lbs 24.30.
leries.
Saturday,
boys
nnd
girls of
FrociUert Mnlt Corporation
Pittsburgh at New York
Wis., $29, day speed.
' WESTGATE LADIBS
Sheep 200; few choice 85 lb shorn
ter 21.5O-24.0O) choice vealers 38.00-43.00)
Virginia at Indian*
W
L
the swim team will have a "Fun The highest bid of $30,000 was tew high choice and prime 44,00-4i.OO, slaughter lambs wilh No 1 polls 28.001
Hours t a.m, to 4 p.m.
George Hamm , Indianapolis, Westgate
Denver it Kentucky
Wlnom Typewriter
34
14
32,00-20.00; cholco slaughter calves part load and smnll lot choice 20-108 lh
Submit sample before loading.
Night" at the YMCA from 9 pni<l for n diamond-studded good
Ind., $42, inattentive driving.
Utah vs, Carolina at Greensboro, N.C.
Barley purchased at prkes wblecf tfli
Laehn't House of Beauty ., 31
If
25.0O-2a.0Oj good 20.00-J5.O0.
wooled slaughter lambs 28.00; few lots
p.m. to midnight.
Louis XV box dated 1755 Paris. Hogs 9,500; barrows »n<l gllla trading oood and cholco 85-100 lbs 26.0O-17.O0. change.
33
It I Only games scheduled
. Elwood Halo, Black River Florence Bliuty Shop

Stock prices
turn mixed as
rally fades

New system of
grading suggested

Lake Center
plans move
for offices

j Bowling standings j

Driver injured
in La Crescent
truck crash

Pro cage
results

Business Services

14 Dogs, Pets , Supplies

NEED Carpet Installed?
MARLIN ENGRAV
A
38th
Tel. 452-5487.
•»

Moving, Truek'g Storage

19

'

HEATED SPACE avallablt lor storage
of camper* or boats. T*l, 454-4614 tor
additional Information.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

AVOID A HOLIDAY MESS, have your
sluggish drain lines cleaned now. KEN'
WAY, Tel. 452-93U. IF YOU LIKE MONEY, save It by using
Rosslfe. Solves sink drainage problems
quickly, easily and neatly. Never turns
1o "cements In your plumbing.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING-SI HEATING
Tel. 452-6340
7*1 E. eth
LINDSAY Soft Water. Rock Salt, SO Ib,
sacks, 99c. Free parking. 125 Main,
Winona. Tel. 452-3161.

ELECTRIG ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.

Ttl; 452-9509 or 452-6436 1-year gua rente*

26

PART-TIME WAITRESS, 21 or over. Apply In person, Pizza Hut, 1630 Service
Drive.
WANTED: Olrli to learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 Plaza W.

DAYTIME
WAITRESS
Westgate Center

Male — Jobs of Interest — 27

CHRISTMAS CARDS
10% OFF

44

DEKALB 20-WEEK-OL D pullsti deliver
ed to your door. SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERY, Rollingsfone,
Minn. Tel.
¦
' . ¦' 689-2311. A . ¦

Wanted—Livestock

46

^"
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
ROCK OR Folk group, should be 21, Call A REAL GOOD auction market for your
alter 4:30. Tel. Cochrane 248-2325.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week.. Livestock bought every day.
WANTED — married or single man for
Trucks available; Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
year around farm work. Darwin SchroeTel. Lewiston 2M7 w Winona .452-7814.
der, Elgin, Minn. Tel. 676-2337. A
MEAT CUTTER—career opportunity for Farm Implements
48
ambitious young man. Starting pay,
without experience, $2.80 hour. Insurance program, paid vacations, holidays, JOHN DEERE F 14 5-16 semi-mounted
plow. Albert Giemza, Independence,
etc. Apply Mon, 4 to 6, Tues. 4 to 6.
WIS. Tel. 985-3872.
Pisaiy wiggiy.;
I>URNACE OPERATOR-must have sec- WANTED—litter carrier. In good condition. Harold Hammann, St. Charles,
ond class engineer 's license. Tet. Bob
Minn, Tel. 932-3327
454-4624, Redevelopment Office, Valley
View Tower.
CABS, rear entry tor Farmall H through
540, $495 or purchase complete steel
PART-TIME or fulltlme. Fait growing
package cut to size; ready to weld,
national company needs local repre1170 (less glass). Tel. 282-8874. Write
sentatives te sell high quality products
Roger 's Cab,: Rt. 4, Rochester. .
and to build distributor organization.
Repeat order guaranteed. Sell to homes,
commercial or Industrial accounts. In- INTERNATIONAL 706 tractor, wlds front,
3-pbtnt hitch, torque' amplifier, 500 acformational meeting, Tues.. Nov . 24 at
tual hours. For sale or will trade for
7:45 p.m. at Park Plaza Hotel. .Ask
bred beef or dairy - heifers. James Nelfor Ted Johnson, If unable to attend
son, Fountain City. Tel. 687-3895.
write B-28 Dally News.
FITZGERALD* SURGE
Sales & Service
Lewiston, Mlna
Tel. 4201

MECHANIC
WANTED

USED LAMINATED RAFTERS!
LIKE NEW. Save 50% or morel Other
building materials for sale. For more
Information. Tel. (507) 289-0348.

We need an auto mechanic
for new car service and
Used Gar repalirs. Salary
open.
ASK FOR BUD

HOMELITE, THE NO. 1 CHAIN SAW
Now some good used saws
Expert repair service.
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
2nd & Johnson
Tel: 452-2371

Nystrom Motors

MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
hose . parts, storage cabinets.
Ed'a Refrigeration l> Dairy Supplies

165 W. 2nd

553 E. 4th

ELECTRICIAN

Tel. 452-5532

Special Price

LICENSE REQUIRED :
APPLY:

In November "
A 'ori . ' ' ."" .
Owatonna
. Mustang Tractors

ARCHER DANIELS
MIDLAND CO.

Kochenderfer
& Sons

850 W. 3rd St.

Fountain City? Wis?

(An Equal Opportunity
Employer)

Articles for Sal*

Train for PRINTING

57

WOMAN'S SIZE 7 rabbit fur [acket, like
new, «5. Tel. Fountain City 687-7837.
ANTIQUE black walnut chair, velvet seat
and back, $45; misc. furniture, good
used, old, best offer prices. CLOSED
Thanksgiving Day. CADY'S, W. 3th.

ft Hand Composition
Lineoasting and Presswork

FLUFFY soft and bright as new, that's
what cleaning ruga will do when you
use Blue Lustrel Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb Bros. Store.

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

A LOAN can show a profit! For example:
cash discounts on mtrctiamilse, buying
ahead In favorable markets, repairs
that prevent depreciation, Improvements
on productive equipment, addition of
time-saving facilities. Save by borrowing the low-cost way from the friendly
folks at- MERCHANTS NATIONAL
Bank.

1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training
28

THE SALVATION ARMY needs Christmas bell ringers. Retired person acceptable. Tel . 452-4963 or 432-3014.

Situations Wanted — Fom. 29
WILL BABYSIT In my home, days. Tel.
462-7278. W. Location.

Situations Wanted - Male 30
OIL FRIESEN, your remodeling consultant. For carpenter work and general
maintenance. Tel. 454-4441 or 452-2598.

37

PARTNER WANTED to operate restaurant. Approximately $5,000 required.
Split profits with building end equipment owner. Write B-29 Dally News.

Dogs,Pets, Supplies

42

TWO FEMALE Collie puppies (ree. Leroy Feller, Rt. 3, Wlnone or Tol. 4541403 after 5.
POODLE GROOMING, gentle and experienced; double Sassafras Toy Poodle
pups. 716 S, 2nd, La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. G95-2002 evenings and weekends.

ETTRICK, WIS.

Feeder Cattle and Dairy Replacement Sale . . .
First and third Thurs. at 7 p.m.
For Trucking from Buffalo Co. area
Tel. Delbert Ellis 808-323-7146
or Art Quarberg 608-946-3758
the nicht before each sale.

Ettrick Livestock Market
608-525-301 1

Buying hogs daily until noon.
.
. ..¦—— I.

D A I LY N E W S
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at

TED MAIER DRUGS
No Telephone Orders
Will Be Taken

79c

Women's New Leather
Snow Boots
$8.00
New G.E. Twin Speaker
Automatic
Record Players
Reg. $59.95
Now $29.95
New Twin Speaker
Electric Radios
Solid State AM & PM
Reg. $39.95
Now $9.00
New Radio - High Intensity
Desk Lamp Combination
AM Electric
Reg. $15.95
Now $4.88
New Reducing Equipment
Bikes, Lounges? Etc.
Vt of Catalog
New Tape Recorders
$20 Value
Now $9.88
All New Radios
RCA, Zenith, Philco,
Motorola, Etc.
Large Stock
% Price

RAY' S
TRADING POST
Tel. 452-6333

63

¦ Ni l

!¦¦! !————. ¦¦¦

63

RUSSET POTATOES, 20 lbs ., «cj pilled
dates, 2 lbs. 6?ef chocolate candy, 2
lbs. 69c. Winona Potato Market,
ROASTING CHICKENS-allve or dressed.
Tal. Rollingstone 469-3335.

I

¦
" " '¦¦
'

E. 2nd bS^Hf 454-5141
Multiple listing Service

Everybody Wants A
New House

This 3 bedroom home is
what the doctor ordered.
Ceramic bath, fult basement, Ideal central location.
MLS 214

MODERN 4 rooms and bath, available
Dec. 1. Ideal for 3 adults, Contact
Prondzinski Grocery or Tel. 454-5967,

Contract for Deed with

ONE GIRL wanted to share furnished
apartment. Ttl. 454-4748 or 58742!! for
appointment.

Buys this beautiful 3 bedroom Iiome in West End?
Vk ceramic baths carpeted, and draped, built-in oven
and range, garbage Disposal. Family room on lower
level. Double garage with
automatic opener. Gas BarB-Q in backyard. MLS 139

ROOMY AP/fRTMENT to share, preferably 2 girls. Heat and utilities furnished. $40 each. Tel. 454-3342. 1019 W, 61h.

¦?:'

Good Things to Eat

91

TWO ROOMS, ground floor, front and rear
entrances. Heat, tiot water and air conditioning. Ideal for 1 non-smoking adult.
921 W. 7th.

Business Places for Rent

92

MODERN OFFICES on the Plaza. Slimeman-Selover, Co., Tel. 4523351, 451-9233
or 452-4347.

Farms for Rent

"? 93

FARM on shares with 40 "head of milk
cows. Write P.O. Box 904, Winona,

. 10% down

In the West End
Near Shopping

This ideal location is at a
premium. Like New 3 bedroom rambler. Fully carpeted, fun basement, gas
heat, central air - conditioning. See it today! MtS 262

In Rushfo r d

iMInn.

Houses for Rent

95

LARGE 3 or. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, West
location. NA pets. $150. Tel. 454-4512.
LARGE OLDER home for rent. No college students. Tet. 452-7434.
AVAILABLE DEC. 1. Roomy 3-bedrbom
Townhouse. Fully carpeted, draped,
basement, 2-car garage. Tel. 45M059.PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - weekly,
monthly or annually. Competence/ tor
tegrity and reliability assured sinca
1882. JIM ROBB REALTY, an affil iate
of Robb Bros. Store, Inc., and Robb
Motors, Inc. Tel. 454-5870 until 5 p.m.

Wanted to Rent
FURNISHED apartment for
adults. Tel. 452-3379.

Farms,Land for Sals

96
2 female

Just 20 miles from Winona.
3 bedrooms, family ro.omj
utility room. Gas forced-air
furnace, 2 car garage. Gold
Medallion .Home. MLS 269
Open All Day Saturday
After Hours Phones:
Pat Magan. . . ........ 452-4934
Bill Ziebefl ........ 452-4854
Anne Zachary ..... 454-5726
Ed Hartert : — ... 452-3973
Harriet ?Kiral ..... 452-6331
Jan Allen ......... 452-5139

98 Accessories, Tires,Parts 104

IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm FOUR F-70x14 Goodyear Polyglas tires
or home, or are planning to sell real
and mags. Excellent condition. Will fit
estate of any typa contact NORTHFords. Tel. Rushford 6M-7443.
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real,
' Estate Broker, Independence, Wis. or PAIR SNOW TIRES-1 year old, 700x13,
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
excellent condition, Includes rims. $40.
Arcadia, Wis. Pel. 323-7350.
Tel. 452-7841.
479 ACRES-ovor 300 level tillable acres.
This farm could be adapted to many
different uses, truck farming, game
preserve, would make a good hog and
beef setup. Only $250 per acre. S miles
So. of La Crescent. TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE. Tel. 454-3741 or 4541474.

Boats,Motors, Etc.

106

FREE WINTER STORAGE on your outboard with low price tuneup. Check
our 10-polnf plan. We pick up and deliver. Also boat storage. DICK'S MARINE, Latsch Island, Winona Municipal
Herbor. Tel. 452-3BW,

FARMS - FARMS — FARMS
BLACK RIVER FALLS area, 400 acres,
sandy loam toll. 120 acres open, bal- Motorcycles,Bicycles
107
ance wooded. Modern 5-bcdroom home.
Large balloon-roofed barn. Several other buildings. .A real opportunity et only HONDA Motorcycles, Polaris Snowmobiles, rider 's accessories. Swell gift
$21,500.
Ideas for Christmas!
ROBB MOTORS. INC.
160 ACRES picturesque valley setting.
Winona —Eau Clalra
York area, deep fertile soli, largo
Grade-A dairy barn. All modern farm
HONDA
Immediate delivery. SL350,
home beautifully situated among tho
CL350, CB350, Honda Mini Trails. Now
fall evergreens. Several other excellent
Honda 350CC K2, J699, CT70 Mini Trails,
farm buildings. Additional adjoining
$299, Slarks Sport Shop, Pralrls du
land Is available. Only $25,500.
Chien, Wis. Tel. 326-3331
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Snowmobiles
107A
Robert Bockus, Realtor,
Office 715-597-3659, residence 715-595-3157
THINK SNOWI Think Sno-Prlnce. Let us
T. H. Erickson. Salesman, 715-595-3422
service your snowmobile for the winter
Branch office, Augusta, Wis,
season. Winona. Recreational EquipSelden Russell, Manager, 715-285-2841
ment Co.. 75 W. 2nd. Hour*, 12-9 weekdays; 9-5 Sat.
Houses for Sale

99

NEAR FREMONT—5-room housi. 4 acres
of land. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
NEW 3-BEDROOM homo, double attached garage, family room wllri fireplace. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hilke Homes,
Inc., Orval Hilke, Tel. 452-4127,
BEST BUY In Wlnonal Priced from $24r
500. 3 models. 2 or 3-bedroom Townhouses. All hnvo central air conditioning
and 2-car garages. Financing available.
Must be soon to ba appreciated . Tal.
454-1059
or 454-3955.
¦
THREE-BEDROOM modern home, fully
carpeted, l'A baths, attached garage,
on bus line close fo shopping center.
Includes large lot, room for 8-plex
apartment, Zoned Residential 3. Tel.
454-5803.
Farms— Homes — Buslnestat
Our Specialty
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR, AALS
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-1104
We Buy. Sell & Trade

BOB

SNO-JET—4 serlet, ll Yamaha power PONTIAC—196ft GTO, 4-speed, Polyglas
tires, mags. 36,000 actual miles. Excelranges, world's best engine work or
lent condition. Tel. 454-2160.
play, feature for feature, no snowmobile matches It. Picked by Bob, Al
BLUE
CHEVELLE-1970, superior condiUnser, Mario Andreltl. $7»5 and up.
tion, radio, automatic transmission, V-8,
Free snowmobile suit, helmet each sale.
2 months Use. Army husband sent overOver 1500 dealers, Local dealers, Hazelseas. Tel. 454-1463.
,
ton Scuba Shop, 1055 W. 7th St., Tel.
. 454-377J and Hazelton Variety, 217 E.
TO HIGHEST bidder, 1959 Plymouth. 38r
3rd. Tel. 452-40M.
000 miles, I'owner. 7 tires Including 2
snows. All In good running order. Tal.
COLEMAN-SKIROULB SNOWMOBILES
452-7063.
Pre-Seaeon Special
24
h.p.,
$875
Twin,
Model S-340
PLYMOUTH-1 967 Fury I 4-door, V-8
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
angina, automatic transmits! on, power
354 W. «h
Tel. 452-452*
steering end brakes, clean and In good
Open tvanlngi and Sat.
condition. Prlcad to sell fell. 812 Gilmore Ave; Tel. 452-2900.

TrucltB, Tractors,Trailers

108

Go One Belter
Go Skl-Doo l
Tha nineteen seventy
ONE
DICK'S MARINE
Latsch Island, Winona Municipal Harbor
Tel. 452-3909
BUY a Skl-Doo snowmobile for Christmas
and get a Polaroid Colorpock IV camera FREE,

Winona Dally News "IU
Winona,Minnesota ID
TUESDAY,NOV. 24,1970

Used Cars

105

VOLKSWAGEN — 1949, automatic Hid
shift. 53 h.p. low mlleags. $1495. T«l
454-1271 afttr 5 pm.
¦
BUICIC' — IMS teSabra «oor. Prlcw
¦.
right. Te). 454-1OW. ,
CHEVROLET - I9« lmpala Statlci
W»Bcn, air conditioned, now tirat, 3Z
cu, In. engine. Til. 452-3836.
PLYM.OUTH-196J Roadrunnsr) 1967 Old!
mobile 2-<loor hardtop. Inquire MER
CHA.NTS NATIONAL BANK.

PLYMOUTH-1969 Road Ruititer, green,
VOLKSWAGEN-1941, good duna tniato
383, 4-speed. Tel. 452-9036.
FORD — 19M Vk-ton pickup, big «. Tel.
• material, has new angina. Btrt offei
Fountain city 487^086.
over $70. Te). 434-506?.
OWNER ORAFTED-must iell 70 Ce.
maro, vinyl top, 6,500 miles, automatic,
CHEVROLET ' —' . '1967 heavy duty VWon
V-8. Best offer) Tel. 454-1379, (weekpickup with mechanics tool boxes,
days call efter 5 p.m.)
heavy duty nar . bumper and trailer
hitch. $1,000. Nelson T»re. Tel. 454^181.
CHRYSLER-T964 Newport, 111CO. May be
seen at Deep Rock Gas Station, Sugar
'6^ EL CAMINO
Loaf. Tel. 452-4J80.

Heavy duty 4-speed, black
bucket seats, L-60 tires on
rear, Velvetex top.
506 E. Sarnia.
TeL 452-7909

USED TRUCKS
1967 INTERNATIONAL 1100
B, aA ton pickup, V-8 engine, 4 speed transmission,
700x15 6 ply tires, NEW
mud and snow rear tires,
only 31,000 miles. A-l condition .i........ ...... $1695
1967 JEEP Custom 4 door,
4-wheel drive wagon, V-327
engine, automatic transmission, radio, 8.45x15 4 ply
tires, ONLY 25,000 miles,
A-l conditiion ;,....... $2995
1964 INTERNATIONAL C
13O0 1 ton with duals, new
engine, 4 speed transmission complete with hoist
and 9ft. body ........ $1495
1963 INTERNATIONAL C900 Mt ton pickup complete
with camper . Clean .. $995
I960 INTERNATIONAL B102 TravelaD .. ...... $395

nipps

NEWLY REDECORATED l-bedroom With
large llvlng-dlnlng room and kitchen.
Private bath. Partially furnished, Full
basement wlfh washing facilities. Furnished utilities except for lights, Tel.
452-7719 days; 454-1457 evenings,

DELUXE EFFICIENCY? on bus line,
available Dee. 1. One adult. $95. LaKevlew Manor Apartments. Tel, 454-5150.

New Men's Socks
4-5 Per Bundle
$1.00
Girls' New Vinyl
Jackets

Coal, Wood,Other Fuel

90

Apartments,Furnished

New Boys' Pants
ONLY waist size 26-30 ONLY

216 E. 3rd

Apartments, Plats

AVAILABLE DEC. 1-deluxe l-bedroom
at 429 E. Broadway. Furnished or unfurnished. No singlet students, Tel, 4541059.

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS

$1.50

ROOMS FOR MEN—1 twin bed unit and
1 single bed unit. Tel. 452-4859. •;

LOWER 3 rooms and bath. Stove, refrigerator, heat and hot water furnished.
E. location. Tel. 454-3796.

PONTIAC - 1962 Cataiina 4-door seden,
automatic transmission. Tel. Fountain
City 687-3K7.
DODGE—1949 Super Bee, "6 pack", 4speed. 11,000 actual miles. Shown by
appointment. MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK.
PONTIAC-1967 GTO, exeellerrt Condition,
38,000, console, 4-speed, bucket seats,
Polyglas tires. Tel, Trempealeau 5346611.
CHEVELLE—1966 Super Sport. Must
sell! $900. Tel. 452-6587. See at 463
W. 8th.

'65 CHRYSLER
Newport

A

4 door, 6 window? beautiful
, light GOLD with Citron Gold
interior, equipped with V-8
engine, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, FACTORY AIR
CONDITIONING, tilt steering wheel, radio with rear
speaker, local ONE OWNER
car, driven only 38,000
miles. All this Luxury at a
ALOW PRICE

ONLY $1395

1969 Valiant
2-door, 6, stick
25,000 mile warranty
$1450
1968 Sport Fury
2-dcor
25,000 mile warranty
$1785
1968 Eoadrunner
automatic. Only $1485
1966 Fury DI
4-door, automatic, V-8,
Only $8^5
1968 Ford Custom
4-door, 6, automatic
Only $785

1965 Pontiac
GTO, real clean. $985

Tel. 452-4738

Auction Sales

3rd and Washington
Open Men. & Frfi. Evenings

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Tel. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 453-2973

ARENS
Motor & ImpL
Kellogg, Minn.

Mobile Homes, Trailer *

WALZ'S
CHEAP!ES

~
A
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bonded. Rt. 3, Winona. Tel.
452-4988.
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds et
Tel. Dakota 443-6143.
euetlons,

1963 OLDS F-85 4 door,
white, V-8 engine, power
steering, automatic transmission, radio, heater,
winterized ............ $400
1961 BUICK Special 4 door,
white, automatic transmission, V-8 engine. Snow tires,
runs good .. .,.;.' .... $300

NOV. 28-Sat. 11 am, 10 miles N. of
Houston, Minn., on Co. Rd. No. 9, then
IVimlles W. on Co. Fd. No. 11 (3 mllet
E. of Ridgeway on Co. Trunk 11). Ray
mond E. Peterson, owner; Beckman
Bros., auctioneers) Thorp Sales Corp*
cleric.
NOV. 2S-Sat. Tl a.m. Pulver Motor Service Auction, off Hwy. 52 & 14 freeway
bell line around Rochester, S.W. edge,
on Hwy. 52. Olson &
¦; N. of Apache Mall
Montgomery, auctioneers; Northwest.' err National Bank, Rochester, clerk.

1961 FORD Station Wagon,
V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater, needs
work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
1961 ?RAMBLER Station
Wagon, automatic transmission, radio, heater. Price is
right .................. $100

NOV. : 28—Sat. 12 noon. Furniture, Antique, Coin Auction, at new Town &
Country Mobile Home lot, on Hwy. *3
tn Sugar Loat, across from Vocational
School. Alvin Kohnar, auctioneer; Everett Kohner, clerk.
NOV. 59—Sun. 12 noon. St. Agnes Church
Benefit Auction, church orounds, Kellogg, Minn. Peters & Miller, auctioneers; William McDonough, clerk.
^

WALZ

NOV! 30—Mon. 1 p.m. 12 miles N. of
Alma or 12 miles S. of Mondovi on
Hviy. 37. Noman Sentl, owner; Francis
Werleln, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.

Hottsetold
AUCTION

1970 Roadrunner
50,000 mile warranty
Only $2495

1966 Pontiac
'
Bonneville
2-door hardtop
"We Service What We Sell"
¦ ¦
' $1250 ;; . • :¦¦.

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE

65 Laird St.

Big Savings
¦ '/¦
'. on ;,., .
Factory Warranted
Gars

Buick-Olds-GMC - Opel
225 W. 3rd
TeL 452-3660

111

Many homae to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 1441 E„ Winona Tal. 45MS7*
CRAFTSAAAN lSx«4' 1»M moblla home, 1
bedrooms, on lot. $700 down and take
over payments ot MB month. May be
¦teen at Potter 's Trailer Court No. 10.
Stockton.
GREEN TERRACE Moblla Homes. Excluslva Northern built Chlckashe dealer
In Ihls aroa. 1971 models at *70 prices.
See Earl Nottleman, Tal. 4S4-1317 or
4S2-9412.

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

Wet have 12' and 14' wldea and double
wldes, all 1(71 models, startlnj at
$3445. Tel. 454-5278 Herb Gunderson on
Hwy. . 43 at Sugar Loaf. Weekend* Tal.
Nora Helnlen 452-3175.

JAK.'S

MOBILE HOMES

Largest selection In this area.
Highway 35
Nelson, Wit.

Musical Merchandise
SANNSUI 350 AM-FM stereo receiver. Slel.
Tel. 454-4266 alter 5 weekdays.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarinets*
trumpets, etc. Rental payment apply
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MU«
SIC STORE, lid Levee Plata E.
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Located at 1508 Elm St.,
Whitehall, Wis,

Friday, Nov. 27

Sale starts at 10:30 A.M.
Sharp.
Usual household furniture
and furnishings.
1963 Rambler Classic Station Wagon with straight
transmission and 6 cylinder.
ANTIQUE ITEMS. Good selection of hand tools.
Terms: Northern On The
Spot Credit.
ARTHUR GOLDEN ESTATE
PALMER C. OLSON, ADM.
ED J. KULIG, ATTY.
FOR ESTATE
Olson Bros., Auctioneers
Northern Investment Co.,
Lester Senty, Clerk. Rep. by
Eldon W. Berg and Lyman
D. Dutter.

|

The inevitable choice for
PErfection in PErformance
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Feature f or f eaturo
PE automatic turntables have no equal Hon'a
why your f i r s or
t next turntable should be a PE.

<
!
\

FINGERTIP COEIHG CONTROL-A new dimension In preqFston

•

j'
S
;>
i
]»

PERFECT TRACKING ANGLE FOR EVERY RECORD -Bery record
in an 8 record stack csn be played at the correct 15* vertical
tracking angls with the Dial-aMatlc control. Resulti best
sound reproduction...lowest distortion.;.longer record
life.

ji
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•!
i>
|i
i;
t!
Ji
i!
i

cueing. Viscous damped two ways,It offers the gentlest
descent of my automatic turntable.
EXCLUSIVE STYLUS PROTECTOR - Toncarm descends only
when a record Is on the platter. Impossible to damage tha
stylus withthis 'fallsafe'device.
EXCLUSIVE AUTOMATIC RECOUP SCANNER - Automatic sen*
sors determine the sire of the first record In t shack of tams
size records and adjust the tonearm accordingly.
SINGLE LEVER OPERATION - Start - Stop - Reject - Pause, '
for single or multiple piay - all with the single lever com-

Ji
<|
j,
]i
i[

There's also the most sensitive automatic antl-skatlng device
. dynamically balanced turntable platter... precision
broadcast tonearm .
. 4-pole, -4-coll Induction motor...
variable speed control... continuous record repeat — and
IH
much more.

<>

«J

mand control.
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Owner has other employment so wlill sell his milking p
|
1 herd at Public
|
automatic 1"J 3 turntables
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Tel. 643-6290.
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Monday, November 30 J
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1 PM
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tt Located 12 miles North of Alma or 12 mITcs South ol &
Mondovi on Highway 37.
|
14
29 HI-QUALITVr HOLSTEIN COWS: 7 Holstein cows, i
ii REALTOR II1
springers; 10 Holstein cows, fresh ond open; 12 Holstein |
rcfflSjraJlw Winners
J
120 aNTEtv
,
|
cows, o*ue in spring.
|
1
Here is a chance to purchase some top quality herd- I \\
PE-2040-Deluxe 8-speed automatic tumteblft ^^MS.OO
John Kerr
|
|replacements. If you nre lookdng for cattle that have the' |
"LIST
AND
SELL"
PE-2038
-3-spead automatic turntable ~~—~~...$115.0 0
•!
Winonn
103$ Glen Echo Rd.,
1
fl ability to produce, be sure to attend this sale.
WHERE
THE
ACTION
IS
|
!
s
EQUIPMENT
:
Jamesway
gal.
MILK
300
bulk
tank
j
»
James Stanelc
Coma In today for an ear-opening demonstration.
803 E. 2nd St., Wllnona
p with new compressor ; stainless steel doubto wash tank ; fi
WE HAVE HOMES IN
i 50 gal . electric water heater ; Surge SP-11 milker pump; ;|
ALL PRICE RANGES
|
Surge 50# milker unit; 2—Surge seamless units; 2—staiiv |
'i
ALL SIZES
'
p less steel strainers.
1
TERMS: Northern On the Spot Credit.
I
68
Machinery and Tool*
ALL LOCATIONS
NORMAN
SENT!,
OWNER
|
1
MELROE BODCATS
Office Phono 452-5.151
Francis Werlein, Auctioneer
Winona
NEW. used ond reconditioned tor sole or
H
p !; 64 E. 2nd
AFTER HOURS CALL :
rent by Ihe hour, dny or week . Your
ty
Clerk
Lester
Senty,
Northern
Investment
Co.,
p
EquipHeavy
Dobco) Dealer - Dakota
Myles Petersen .... 452-4009 |
".Area's Only Complete Music Store"
]!
Rep. by Daryl Hoch & Chuck Accola, Mondovi, Wis, |
ment Sales Company. 4 miles west ot
|
Laura Fisk
452-2118
Dakota on County Road 12 at Nodine,

McDONALD'S

or

-

MAIL

Thanksgiving

Slaughter Livestock sale,
every Mon. at 1p.m.

.

Free2ers & Refrigerators

IT costs no more to own a Gibson, Come
In and get our prices. WINONA FIRE,
& POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 452-5065.

FIREPLACE APPLE wood, dry. Jay
ZEN ITH COLOR TV for Christmas. Come
Splttler 's Echo Lodge Orchard, Tel. 608- and see our large selection, ell sizes
539-2141.
an<! low prices. FRANK LILLA &
SONS, 7(1 E. Bth. Open evenings.
BIRCH and split oak fireplace wood. Tel.
452-5192 after 3;30.
USED REFRIGERATORS, TVs, automatic washers and dryers. B & B FIREPLACE wood, oak only, spilt and
ELECTRIC, 135 E, 3rd.
dry. Tel. 452-7490 or St. Charles 932442t.
INTERNATIONAL, 1960 340 6 In 1 ooier;
'41 Chevrolet l'A ton, 4x4 with winch. BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy
Tel. Lewiston 5701 after 5:30.
the comfort ot automatic personal care.
Keep-full service - complete burner
A SMALL AD Is not economical If It
care and furnace cleaning. Budget servsays nothing or too little I
ice. Ordtr today from JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO., 901 E. eth. Tel. 452-3402.
CHRISTMAS TREES, sheared Norway
and Scotch. Outdoor roping. Houses decorated for the soason, complete with Furn., Rugs,Linoleum
84
lights. For Information and quotations
call Westgato Gardens.
COMPAMY COMING? Twin size rollaway
bed with Vh" castors, foam mattress,
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean rugs and
closes up to only 14", «4. BURKE'S
upholstery with Blue Lustre. Rent elecFURNITURE MART, 3rd a, Franklin.
tric shampooer II. H. Choate & Co,
Open Wed. and Frl. evenings. Park behind
the store.
WALLY'S Supper Club has Dunoeness
1
crab for sale,
VINW. ASBESTOS tile, 12x12. IS'/ic
each.
All
vinyl
tile,
12x12, 20c each)
BR5GHTEN UP your kllchen for the holiJohns Manvlllo vinyl asbesto tile, 10c
days with decorative and useful items
each ; alio largo stock of 9' and 12'
from the gilt shop at Rolnhord 's, 327
linoleum Inlalds. SHUMSKI'i.
E, 3rd.
SPECIALI
Hollywood
NEARLY NEW 15 cu. ft. freezer. Way be ANNIVERSARY
bed ensemble complete, headboard,
seen anytime alter 5. 527 W. Sth. Tel.
frame,
boxsprlng,
and
extra
firm
mat452-3158.
tress. Twin size only. $79.95.
BCRZYS KOWSKI FURNITURE,
302 Mankato Ave.

I ETTRICK LIVESTOCK
MARKET

| .

Sam Weisman & Sons

109

107A Used Cars

99 Snowmobile* I

Houses for Sal*

Hardt's Music Store

MAN WANTED on dairy farm. Help milk
up to 40 cows. All modern. Contact Jim
Nesler, Dover, evenings,

Business Opportunities

73

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER puppies, AKC COMPLETE household furnishings Includ- EXPERT REPAIR service on all mikis FOR SALE on sealed bids, 3-bedroom
registered, champion s ired, shots, ears
of sewing machines. Estimate glvin
residence In the city of Blair, Wis,
ing washer and dryer, apartment site
eroPP«} excellent dispositions, will hold
betore work. WINONA SEWINO CO,,
Deadline for submission of bids Is Dec.
747¦ gas range, sofa, •etc. Tel; Kellogg
¦
until Christmas. Tel. 45I-4O07. .
1\i W. 5th.
4, 1970, at 9 am. Submit bids to Alan
.:
3350.. A '. . A
.;. - : - y .
5. Robertson, Blair, Wis. Attorney for
of the Estate of Melvin
°?DER XSUR ChrUtmss pup now to TWO TV's, cabinet style; 1 bate cabinet; Typewriters
77 Administrator
Insure delivery. All breeds listed have - chest of drawers) occasional swivel
Tolokken, A
'
' if
had shots end have b«en wormed, All
!
chair; wardrobe; washer end dryer, $45
and adding machines (or IN LEWISTON. Ideal 480 E, Main locacome with our famous 3-year guarantee.
each. Ttl. 452-5232 or may be seen at TYPEWRITERS
-for
rent
or
sale.
Low
rates.
Try
us
til
Alrodali, Boston Terrier, Wire Fox Tartion. 3 bedrooms, large kitchen, garage.
112V& E! 3rd.
your office supplies, desks, files or ofr er, Poodle, English Bulldog, Basset f
—
i
Tel.- Tony Speltz at 2958 for appointfice chairs, LUND OFFICE SUPPLY , ment,
Hound, long haired Dachshund, short HARVEST TIME BARGAINS! 2000 Items
Center
it.
Tel.
452-5222.
CO..
719
haired Dachshund, Beagle, Chihuahua,
transferred) to our bargain rooms 10c to
scottle,, Schnauier, Ponteranlen, NorweJl. Used-A-BIt Shop, - Lakeshore Drive,
W. BROADWAY—Immediate possession.
gian Elk Hound, Sarsioyed, Yorkshire
Wanted to Buy
81 6 rooms, ivi baths, full basement, new
Stewartville.
Terrier, St. Bernard, Sheltle, Cocker
furnace, ample storage. 2-car garage.
Spaniel, Old English Shwpdofl, Boxer, TAPE RECORDER, - stereo albums, car GOOD USED refrigerator and electric or
Large let. Only $15,900. May assume
Australian Terrier, Welsh Corgi, Doberradio, walkie-talkie, citizen 's band
. 6% loan at sni per month Including
gas range. Tal. 454-4812 after 5.
man Plnseher, Great Pyranee, Siberian
radio, camera with cast 1850 W. 5th.
taxes and Insurance. Frank West AgenHusky, Borfol, Maltese. Shin Tju, Lhasa
cy, Ttl. 452-S240 or 452-441X1after hour*.
Tel. 452-76?3.
006 HOUSE wanted, preferably for large
A PSO, Afghan, . Malamuts. . , . THE
dog. Tel. Pletke's 452-2333 before it
AQUARIUM, 15? E, frd, Winona.
WEST LOCATION—3-bedroom home, gaANTIQUE TABLES, clocks and dressers.
452-9169 after 5,
rage, full lot. Owner will take contract.
Town & Country Gift, Coin, Antique
CHRISTMAS gifts the children will love.
Shop, Sugar Loaf, Hwy. 43,
Immediate possession. Tel. 452-3010 or
PAPER BALER-Tel. 452-5303.
AKC Silver Gray Miniature Poodle pup452-7580.
pies, 13 weeks old. Vary loveobla com- MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS-1 room to MARLIN 3O30 deer rifle, muat have ocpanion-}. Tel. 454-3J89.
7 room sires, thermostat controlled.
tagon barrel. Will pay up to Sipo. Tel. EIGHTH B. 1057-4 rooms and bath, all
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 21J B. iril.
. newly cerpeted, remodeled kitchen, lot
434-1042. - . - . . A ¦ . ¦ "
50x150', combination doors. Only $7500.
~~"
Horsev Cattle,Stock
43
CLOSING OUT
No down payment for G.I. Frank West
OLD U.S. coins wanted by private colLooking for bargains?
Agency, 175 Lafayette. Tel. 452-5240 or
lector. Will buy any amount of Indian
TEN DUROC bred gilts tor Jan. and Feb.
Look for NEUMANN'S
and
any
452-4400
after hours. •
cents
through
silver
dollar*
7
farrow. Will average 300 lbs. Reasoncoins of collecting value. Tel. 454-1174
able. Perman Severson, Rt; 1, Gelesafter 6 p.m. or write Dick Drury, THREE-ROOM all modern home. Fully
vllle, Wis. Tel. msn-un.
carpeted and draped. Garage. ImmediPleasant Valley, Winona, Minn., 55(87.
For All Makes •
ate possession. W. location. Tel. 452-6185
TWELVE HOLSTEIN heifers, 1 red* 8-12
Ot Record Players
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
after 5. ¦ .- months, used to outside. Armln Prigge,
Iran,
CO. pays . highest prices for scrap
¦
Rt. V Winona. Tel. Rollingstone 689NEW GLEN ECHO Addition: 2 to 5-bedmetals and raw fur. A " ' ' •
2346.
116-118 Plus E.
room homes now under construction,
Closed Saturdays
"
Tel. 452-201?
*22,0O0-$29,O0O. Wllmer Larson Construc222
W.
2nd
TWO PUREBRED spotted Poland China
tion. Tel. 452-5533.
~~~
Hallmark & Gibson
~"~"
boars,- 325 lbs. Work well together. $65
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
each. Stanley Swenson, Rt. 2, Mabel,
Boxed
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, NEW 3-bedroom home, t blocks outside
Minn. Tel. 507-493-5079.
city limits, with large lot and brick
raw furs and wool!
front. $4500 down payment, financing
CHESTER WHITE boars testing station
avallablt. Tel. 454-5382.
Information available. Beyer Bros.,
INCORPORATED
Utica,; Minn. Tel. Lewiston 48K.
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-5W
Limited Time Only!
PUREBRED Duroc boars, Clifford Hoff,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. Peterson 875Rooms Without Meals
86
Downtown BYMiracle Mall
6IU. '

Poultry, Eggs,Supplies

MR. T'S

Help — Male or Female

57 Sewing Machints

TED MAIER DRUGS

Apply in Person
•

A

NEEDLES

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Female — Jobs of Int. —

42 Articles for Sale
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|| Hal Leonard Music j

j
J

By Roy Crane

BUZZ SAWYER

|

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

—'." "
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BLONDIE
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By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
*
l
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¦

By Chick Young

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
REDEYE

STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT S

By Gordon Best

By Milton Canniff

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Fred Laswell

By Alex Kotzky
THE WIZARD OF ID

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Parker and Hart

By Dal Curtis
TIGER

NANCY

By Bud Blake

By Ernfe Bushmiller
DENNIS THE MENACE

MARY WORTH

GRIN AND BEAR IT

By Saunders and Ernst

Motmii m$mti'T) u^mk m2ig//& ior

&E.IDlOMt MEAN TOJERK W PIPE CXJI IA W*
i

'1 went back to ...o ot.ico tor the urst ii.no in years ... 4
bunch of kids are now running tho plociai"

